
To: All Employees 

Date: October 21, 2010 

Re: CNBC Model 700 Program 

In response to last night's inaccurate CNBC program, we launched www.Remington700.tv. 

CNBC ignored facts and information provided by Remington and instead relied on allegations, 
misleading anecdotes, and false claims. Over 5 million Model 700s have been safely and · 
reliably used by millions of shooters, military personnel and law enforcement officers for almost 
fifty yearS. The Model 700 is the most popular bolt-action rifle in the world. 

The United States Army recently awarded a new contract to upgrade the M24 Sniper Weapon 
System which requires the same Model 700 action and the Wc;tlker fire control system 
disparaged by CNBC. Despite recent media coverage, the Army reaffirmed,,its•trust in the M24, 
the Model 700, the Walker fire control system, and Remington Arms Company. 

Visit www.Remington700.tv today and vie~ our initial response to CNBC's story. New videos 
ar:id responses will be added daily. Please encourage others to visit the site. 

Thank you all for your commitment to quality and keep up the good work! 
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October 21, 2010 Talking Points 

CNBC AIRED A STORY REGARDING THE REMINGTON MODEL 700. WE PROVIDED CNBC WITH A LOT OF FACTUAL INFORMATION 
AND BACKGROUND MATERIALS, BUT THE STORY WAS BASED ON UNPROVEN ALLEGATIONS FROM TRIAL LAWYERS. WE ARE 
DISAPPOINTED WITH THE INACCURACIES THAT DOMINATED THE PROGRAM. THE REMINGTON MODEL 700 IS THE MOST POPULAR 
AND TRUSTED BOLT-ACTION RIFLE IN THE WORLD, WITH OVER 5 MILLION RIFLES PRODUCED AND BILLIONS OF ROUNDS FIRED SINCE 
1962. As ALWAYS, WE STRONGLY URGE EVERYONE TO PRACTICE THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF FIREARM SAFETY. You CAN 
VISIT www.REMINGTON700.TV AND VIEW OUR RESPONSE TO CNBC's BIASED PROGRAM. LOG ON TO THE SITE OFTEN AND 
ENCOURAGE ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS TO VISIT THE SITE, TOO. 

• Is my gun safe? Is it OK to use my gun? 
All firearms should be properly maintained and adjusted only by a qualified gunsmith. If you have any 
concerns about your Remington Model 700, or any firearm, have it inspected by a qualified gunsmith before 
use. 

• Will my gun fire on safe release or upon bolt close? 
Both Remington and experts hired by trial lawyers have conducted testing on guns returned from the field 
which were claimed to have fired without a trigger pull, and neither has ever been able to duplicate such an 
event on guns which had been properly maintained and which had not been altered after sale. 

• What are the Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety? 
The Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety are the common sense rules of safe gun handling. A printed 
copy of the Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety are contained in every Remington firearm Owner's 
Manual. You can also obtain a copy of the Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety on Remington's website: 
www.remington.com. We can also send you a copy if you will like if you can give me your address or e-mail 
address. 

• Can I send my gun to you for inspection? 
You can send the gun to us or to any of our Remington Authorized Service Centers. We can provide you 
with a list of addresses and phone numbers. 

• Will there be a charge for the inspection? 
If you send the gun to us we will inspect it for free; you only have to pay for shipping. If the gun is out of 
warranty and the charge is less than $75 then we make the repair and return the gun to you COD. If the 
charge is greater than $75 then we call you for authorization to proceed. If you send the gun to a Remington 
Authorized Service Center you will have to contact them for their service charges. 

• Where can I get more information? 
You can visit www.Remington700.tv and view our response to CNBC's biased program. Spend some time 
and check out some of the almost 700 videos about the Model 700. Log on to the site often and encourage 
all of your friends to visit the site, too. 
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*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

D•~= to{ac~u csR: (kCkw Lr 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @.)o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington L/s:pportive of Remington 

_ .Awgry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Natu~urpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0003 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l 0 - .:2- I - ( 0 CSR: 3J3 , J:ir U r' if\ S. 
/,/ ) __) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( ~O 
·~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
/ 

_Angry at Remington /supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _Supportive of C:l\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Zneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

u;),;d_ ~ -;;;;X'JfV? 
(/ v 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

r:> 

d~ ·~ q/J..ltr )aot ~ 
u u 

LS 0004 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/0_-_2----'(_--'-f~O __ CSR: _-s_· ~· B"""---_. -----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

·/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? & NO 

Consumer Name: r'au,J2 {) ~ 

Address: __ P--'-'. 0~· 1S_o__...Y:_3_5_0"----

~ / /v1A 02- 33D 

Phone: 78 ( - 3(;, i ~ Sa7 z_ 

Serial#: __ 6 __ 0::.......=B-=3=-"-'/ D'----7----::{=) ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** ~ &11'\ ~~ ~. 
Comments: 

l I I t\ 
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*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ lo_---'-2_l_---'l-=0 __ _ CSR: ---=JY~:S_,__ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~~portive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~l concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Si-eve... \,0,__,LeJ-; 
YES 

Address: __ Lf~v=---->-q-~~y()~c.--_J_sf_. __ _ 
v~+bivY\. PA 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0006 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ 1"'--0__.-d-"--'-/-__.1-=0 __ CSR: _ ___,J-=--=~"--'------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (§) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Collllllents: 

_k~::,__IAJ---=-· )_,.-0vn_-kJ_ .. _' _+o_kw_n0_,_i f-_hA_"s~· _1_D_O_l.9c.i._s 

{)?v__, ()-{ l \f1~ ck h-hYL O-vuf3> 'I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
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*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f O 21-- ID 
' 

CSR:_O.:~zfl_·. _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? e NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _ ___.tV'---"-_· ,;_A ____________ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

dus1 
--ioo-s 

vJc~+e_d ~ 
vJe/f~ cK 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0008 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

r~·-
1s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( YES NO 

\_ _ _,/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: • { A 

r·~ I rl 
_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

J Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 
I 

V claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

,.-1) l ----· l . I l(_ 
Consumer Name: - Ci.Lil z_t Ct'E'' 

--. ('') ; ! ,.. 
Address: ::: -n_,() 

i .) 

f 
k-Ci 

'-~ 

Phone: 
---1 ' i 

l (};II a·<. f) (,{- ~~~ 

Serial#: 
-~ l ,·' 

! \ \ L \ 
. I 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~0 NO 

\- \';_,_._ .. _ .• , __ l_. ,', .. (.I I,·, <: -·'1j1:,,L 1' ['\, __ \,['",· -,-.·-.'\ \ •. ,'.'· •. ' •.• !_ -- ;,\ i, ... ·j \ '• 'f' I} ~:::..~· :.:..:_.:'"--' ----'-'1--'-1--=--~-+--"""·~· '--'-'_,_·.-c-\ -'-'r:.""':-,~..;.., .:...·' --'"--=-'--'---'-'---;_1~--'-'-T\-_,....-' -~-""c~-i ~lv.: ·\J\,U 'j ·u 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
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*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 
l ' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES B 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

vi claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: bWt'('\ l-~d ! l?'-I 
I 

Address: F0x Po lie; :.J f2c\ 

/ ' 

Phone: 
1<·y· I ' ,,.-· 1y ::> - I --- I ~· !...•,, - --
- . \I,/V 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

r"\ ···1.- i c
~ I '-tU:> 

' ' 
i 1'; \·)._\·i I ·- 1\ \o r.} c• ', ro c<Q., 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0010 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

I . 

Date: \ D \ 8- I \ i 0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington-.;; 

_ Supportive of CNBC ')· ___,, _Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington)/ 

1"ionc t1 + 
~-k°\{ '·/~ 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 7 
\ 
) 

(
I 

\ ;(_' y::t:. 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

_/ 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _ _,_f\-'-+-\c""'·::-'--'=-----------
\ 
\ 

Address: \ \(,\... 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

c~ C.\_) 

,t,- ,. ,r 
,_)·~j1J~ ~ 

(Y 

LS 0011 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -m- 2? 21?/0 CSR: _S,--=-OJ--"'----,,---~=--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington bpportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:l'H3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v<J-eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _
1
.,.,/:En..,,_...L--L-( __ {d'"--_'A_,~'---'---&t--'-/ __ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: f/07- 7S7- 31Z-o 

Serial#: S '3b 'tG 9 · c,u./ Bb7 01 S-3 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0012 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ----=/J~a~/l'"'"'Mf...c.+------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~portive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

love-:, ,fu·5 

30 11~2" ; 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0013 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ } O_· _;)._I_-_I-CJ __ _ CSR: __ ()._tt._11_7__,__ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ev NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eki~g company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~Vi..:::.cu~y~{---=tt-~f1:LJ-,1J=icrr~tL....>/v~e=--__ _..G....lje._.l\'-J.lfh/.~J~/i'-'1t. ....... &'°"---"tJ:::..U,~'"'I, ',,,,..~ o7 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
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*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington '>-.. Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

p(_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0015 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___ f_._t/_'"t..-+//--'-;_o ___ _ 

~. 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

?claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

{/4111_5{-c,J rf o f}oJc,, c..f.- S'evv;:e v-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0016 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ _.:..__!O...._/z-'-r-1--'-/;_o __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

47fL obr.c.+ [e;sf of J-?-rf f"'c"""'"'.,,+- A-11.·v*- fr'·};ei/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0017 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: {Q l«1 J {Q 
I I 

csR, AJrew1irnv 
I C:;\ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~pporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

./calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to~ it to the factory? G YES 

Consumer Name: { OM. &rdoJ( 6h~u~li\f\O 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0018 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _ ___,.[:"""'--'~=--l___,Vo.=;._ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? CT NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

·Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0019 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _fo_-_2-_( _-_l_D __ CSR: --S:B . 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seekin,g company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS labei*** 

Comments: 

Q~~: {jJ j.o) ~~tr? dt;e~ /)111-:t 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0020 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: rD - 2J - ID CSR: :s-.3 '--r. rV if', V\ 
__j 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS Iabei*** 

Comments: 

Q/~·: ft~. ~{ wfi_ j-JcV :/7ir-(r; 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0021 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ID -":2-/-10 csR: ~J3.1._rui 11j 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

!supportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

·./o.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q ~ : ~ 4 q,c,/l'l Jhu-e-±,l_ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0022 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: csR: Cl \±v'>-uK 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to prnvide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~oncem of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

R=»r~ 'ID 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0023 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date:((}/ --{_ { - ( 0 CSR: ____,,_O_~+-'-' ~~,---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~al concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: \ 

() k ~~ AJ 4,J C-At\ L 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0024 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ID~~ l - /() csR:_U~n_u~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Supp01tive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

_A Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName:~I J 1-C\ 
YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

- \ ~ -)c"o +- l c-5 lb l_v Z>~ 6-: r-r,(; le><' 

NO 

5~ ~{--8_ LC(?_ 

vn (" \~-;, _ c·'<cd C})ll:c( 1 ~r:\.s .\-\--; rCl _}A I ".ndtJ-"~stc ,~) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0025 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~\ t~; _-!J_) _J~) D'='"""'")_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington A Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_·_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0026 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ( 0 - f)._I - I () CSR: Ali RON 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ;x Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_.K General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service,· Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 
-:;eo-H' 

Consumer Name: rf R Ive /.50 N 

Address: ---=:2.'--":Y__,,.3~t!i..""'-"'O~=&=o..:=-!%.,...I <e:.=---'-'g....._, L..' =?£>.._.c.__.R~d..___ 

. €C?.f§le.. &ve.r, A \<. 9?.-:£7 7 

Gufl 

7Zcd;o5 ol'1 o.n ATV 

l oa-rl ed if\ 'R.o.c,~ 

Phone: £0 8'- j" ;;z 7 - I (LO d 

Serial#: _ __._N~p_,A'-'--------------

***Send an ARS label*** 1-4-s 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Gun r;,~ LUh.tl~ div 
o Vl TRQ...\ \ 

LS 0027 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 - J. I· lb CSR: --'fl_A-'-R-=o"-'-'tJ"-------------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ---=--.J,..-..,.oe"'-==----'H'---'-"a. ........ s..,,s"""'0..,· ..,.:r"""'o._._ __ _ 

Address: l3\ ARNold -Pl 

T her /I,,/( ucud I Id y I osq '{ 

Phone: "? l 'f - 7 41 - 9 lo l ~ 

Serial #: 5 01;i,3 0 8 / '-f 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

G.Jaflfed t:ode!tver h1.mselF 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

19<t3 5vk.> 

tl 70 55 
S<jfVf~c 

LS 0028 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _(_0_,._,/_7-_( __ _ CSR: --~-rl.-_'-_C-____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadca~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

\{_~~s!~L 
_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position Jvs1 f/4-5 ~ at4,)T 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.{_ General concern of safety with personal model;ec( ""1f D 
k_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Mode!A'(fo /J 0 

_ claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised. to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0029 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 
. 

Date: -~/8--r/_;)-_f ___ _ CSR: __ /3,_.:c_/2.._. '-==G"'--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~O 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

){.Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0030 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 
!Dj;)( CSR: __ G_fl_l_L _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

£Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

~ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: __ ~_/_D_rV\_·_.·· _j_-+(a~_,,J~)-
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ----------------- ' 

/rvvl/ ~ e "'"' •• ,0-fo .v.s 
?f ec~5:,t"o-' Lr( a re 

***Send an ARS label*** 

t;, C> ~. /( 
Comments: 

C\.-o~·~ 
-------------------------~6- u 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

r C!.,::; 

LS 0031 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -'--ro_-_?-__ r -_/_0 __ _ csR: 3B , I-rv r't,) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

!supportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

laeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ ;tk__ 5, , (_;~ µ f' rzb1 y( . 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

, v u 
'JZ.V.A r, bfl( /ffLl.b ftld,# 

LS 0032 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

~ ~ ·' 
Date: ( D - 2 I~ ID CSR: -:S-. .t) · -t-- r'V 1"j 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

.J Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

,/calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Mod,el 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion r\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS labei*** 

Comments: 

4(7 /("~.&!~of~~~/#~._/ 
. ~ k- ,W[Lh- Of.RI r?Q Qn~~' MAJ..µ/'/ ,ifwpt~ ' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0033 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (D - l. I - ( t:> CSR: ~ts ..Iru f 0 5 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_lsupporti ve of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

.Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0034 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: rD~)_l ~ D CSR: 3'.B . :C.rv \V\ 3 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(§) No 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q~~·. ~ ~ ~ /(Y1~ 
--#ff hJ-t_ ~ /:~? 
. I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0035 



·, l . 

*****;Internal U~e Only**
1

*'** 

-, 700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -'-/_D_· _r)..._/-_-_1 "2> __ _ CSR: __ ~~o_AJ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
_.-/' 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

/has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0036 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: { 0- 2 I ~ I 0 CSR: -4¥---+=-· _Al ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

l Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_i General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _L_c;..._(_l'-1'1_-'-µ_,_A~VV'l_......fY.__.v ...... f<-+q_,.f,,'-/'l __ _ 
I :; 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Coll1Illents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0037 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ____._,/ 0 ....... /-=· l_,_,t/--L;-=--o ___ _ CSR: 4)A..v 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington / Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

( seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0038 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V{;:eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

L/'1ia's not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

____.!,.i___::::e~-C.-Q,~cr-..l.<ec~~;__· _:._::\\-'-'---im_:Y.>~-=-~~____,,\Sr~to· "--'-Qo=--, --'--', S=--\-t_ove n 
C\ \o<;R,D\- i Qo~ \'D(\\fl JJ =Tr) \J,(V\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0039 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \OI a ii) 0 CSR: --LAo__._,__._l....,,.Kl~CQ~_lU'---. 0.d-+---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ® NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

l/'h'as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0040 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: .Ao dQ OOJJ 64 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

VQeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

..lL"has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion I\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: t\Qcn.,f Cl\ fib-\-r (lQ__ 

Address: iJ8.3Vl 0JOW5:tm Cnuc+-

YES 

Ww+ C'h fVJJ01 , o \t L\5oltl1 
Phone: 5i3 - .3o6-(oaa6 
Serial#: c1~ cJ (\Oi \)Qve_ - a.± u.xJnL 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

SZn+ AA~ & ObeJ 1-o S?nc1 '=h reJlr M. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0041 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I ola I } I () CSR: .A-tYJ:\Q ca 'l.1 QLf 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 'JNo 

. ...-/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 'NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

VJCWW X\ \{Jxw ·,~ (fil w0LQ qoing 
=in ceffi1 l Cf.x loo·s - wlM\-!eei :to ILf\a...U uJ00d 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0042 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: l o)a J ) I 0 CSR: Ao 0 1 ±0- DO ({et/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~ponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ fuquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: _____________ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _....._b ........... {o'--'-g-'----") 3~J~1-~-----
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

l)){WH:?d --b ILD'.:X-t> U)J u+ kJ pg Q \ -h< 3§ Q1 he_ hO d on s U1 ~ 
\-OW=f \!)rl-h h Is r~cQQ((Yl 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0043 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

nate: ~(0,__...,\a-'-t"-d 10 __ csR: .An do CO LI eJ..{ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm in~ected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

RH- WfuI\-5 io 52nd to ~ACTO\llJ - - - -
If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return i~ to the factory? . B NO 

Consumer Name: m-\ OJl1J 6.oc mD5Ji 
Address: 

Phone: 

~M~t---A~r~~~DB~±n,_....,__._.o--'-=-N~~----=o-1Bsw 
ct13-- 3 q8- l~I 

Serial#: __,_A_.___mD--'-"'-_~_q_3-____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0044 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --1 Q"'"-i(r-"-1..~\ ___ _ CSR: _ ___,SA~~vt:A-'--------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington .x._ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

&.J.M~ \:- SU ;f ~~ ~ v~\.A..l.ul v~L---
~Mfi> vJ..v.r. Sg,_j- iA ,I}\. 2.DD8 -1'PJ 'r&f\4l-U. '-"-( ~-~ .. k.. f~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0045 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __._/-=-(}_-_:2._f_-_/_O __ _ CSR: __ /"""""J-=Q.4.l.11<-=.fr/"-----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Xoeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

t has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @' NO 

Consumer Name: (~( e 5 (;evrl&2-

Address: 

Phone: 

3 f3a:x f{W' /}( 

Pe '/&a "'-rt aci NcT 0 7 '-l'f o 
C/ 7'3- c. 1' - s-t:, 'f 2 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0046 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ----i-'-o /_i-_,_/_, P ____ _ CSR: __ -r;-'-'-/~~~v~''----------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .__,XES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ..:: Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_!:... General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0047 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I 0 J t:2 J } / D CSR: ---tQ.r--a~~~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c~ESho 

c_/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington --.Lsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

v-rlliluisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

v-;;;eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

NO ;{!Jr 
;NIErE~ 
J. /Ls r C//L, I u 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0048 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~I()--+-/~~' ~/ ,_______,_/ /('---"-~) _ CSR: /~/l_tJ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES 8 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

h General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0049 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: } 0 /cf) J J ) 0 CSR:--". ,.--'L/J:~/'\"""-} ____ _ 
I ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @)NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

.__){Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_.....-Y_Supporti ve of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0050 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~} O'--t/-~_f--------+-/ _(6 __ 
I I 

CSR: __ U/i~'/_/_.J ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

~Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

\.,.-. 
,....- '- S . f R . · _. upp01t1ve o emmgton 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_,has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0051 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -'"-'/ 0=----~"--'-l_---'(_0=---- CSR: A AJU: A ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington V Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: Char (-e..:;. l<ovoJ1 k 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial #: --'-'-A--""(fl=-L(~'J...=-""-''-(___,3 ___ 1 ~-+--------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0052 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: [ a - L \ --- ( () 
Qi I O_ 

CSR:~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (.!) 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer/Owns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0053 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _(_D_-_')__!_~_(_O __ _ CSR: ~B.-:[_ rV } "' 5 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? rY NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_lsupp01tive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1l3C for ailing _ Supportive of Cl\1l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

·/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

,,fb SfYl P. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0054 



*****Internal Use Only***** · 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (0 - -:2-. / CSR: :::J ·· \<) . l r V ( V\.:s 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

!supportive of Remington _ • .<\ngry at Remington 

_Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

lrnquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer N aIDe: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS Iabei*** 

Comments: 

Q~ tJ,,_. ~J-' ~~1 A u 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0055 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

o ••• , ,Jb/&L/to csR: !hlreu far 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ortive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Ca-Bing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

CuS!!mer Owns a Model 700: 

rGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0056 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Dare: / b j<!) / / /Q CSR: _____.,__,l/b!--1'---¥--,( ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_j{rnquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)~"General concern of safety with personal model 700 ~ / lD 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

I S)op)}q - ~e,1 IT) CP) l"-Ct> ~~ :fD v'--

nc-, n --+('1-c1c.57,,,,,-: 1e,,lc-r-vl12J <;>cob('Y 1~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0057 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ti J d J \ l () 
I l . ~ 

. ~ 

CSR: __ \-==~\~,,\...-'--~------
........-----~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcastr YES NO 
~-----·// 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0058 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

K. Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0059 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__.!:_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0060 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Jo I~ 1} 16 csR: _(V>~~~~· ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~) NO 

Date: 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

:5 m µ 
, I 

LS 0061 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ___ C0_v-_/_5 _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0062 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___ f 0_/_-z-_1 /_w ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems eJ.'Perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial #: __,_(_7_10--'-J_7_t _-i_1 _9_( o_-z..... ___ ~_6_,0 {."'-!3_6_~_6f_iff_,,_t) 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0063 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \O( '2..\ \ \ D CSR:--"~==--"-"''""""---------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: V"lUo-J~ 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: Mi~L 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

<;;o-W 1w. se«iM ± ~~ IN~ )"Gv CM he-vV W 

~L0"' u,~~ i " SM~ ~1 t.J... ~ RA- ~L. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0064 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: & 2 { lO f o CSR: _ _..,,,,b-"5 ...... """'b"=J;...._ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_0laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of · 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 'Bl d/~/) e;: ~ 
@) 

Address: --'-~-l_S-_ _,_H_-tJ7L-J_/t_6_",,e_j3/_· _. __ _ 

flo,,-.//0€. 
I 

;Ve 
Phone: pr/ 219 - '23~7 

Serial#: __ 7-'-/_/_/,_/9_7_! _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

.~k/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0065 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ---------- CSR: ____________ ~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

X Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

b Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

.$has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: \fJ \ l\ \ f>. M A f0M l-GV 

Address: t\C. 3-5 \30)(. 2-2-

A; \ t?(e,.ys CM 1 \N \J '2 vfV( I D 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

....,Send an ARS label""'"" 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0066 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nare: ID/;21 ~u csR: {tjr fv ~ ((JeC 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? Y@o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 

/ 

~~portive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

/ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ Qeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

J.~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0067 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10/'a1du csR: BJr{;1J --;;;m~( 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

i Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_i Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

f Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to thflctory? 

Consumer Name: [krAfl fuc~u [~ 
YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0068 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _,__} 0_--=;,2"--'J_-__._1 _0 ___ _ CSR: ___ 0"""'-'-"-:.TI=--_,__ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

-= -Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~pp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1BC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer supprnt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

-t,.L Calling to provide broadcast feedback ( f ( ;,,JA 1 {J) 0 j,t.-{ J i.fhe.- a1 r ;;;; {,<.P.h C-t.. p razJ r(k '71 
-

~c._avu/ m.e_ -/v ~t!) . 
Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 9e\Je... vJ e_,, \ c \r\ 

Address: 

('h(11 lo+k_, rJG 
.. - I 

Phone: f)Qi-i - 30~-55;q 

Serial#: d ref no+ i'laue.. 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/.£)/ )/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

SJ\J'.,.-::> 

YES NO 

- f'w:/ ~ 

LS 0069 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

nate: ~\ ~o\a~1---t-'l l_O __ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: Kc.b er-\-__,:.....:....::::;._;;_,.-:__~__,,,~-=-.!.......:.~~~-

Address: \ Blo:S . 0 e 
UJ es+- :6r °'1lh , \fY\ J:_ LI 8 ld.a 1 

Phone: Cf B9- 813 - l_oqq<-f 
Ser.ial #: \8S(ol{ Oolq 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Ke.CQcred f),M 1o L!).d\;~ P-iLf\ s,~+ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0070 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ 0 \a I I \0 CSR: ____,_A~o >---Ac.+o~CD~K l._e&f-+--·' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

_ -~~--~~ Customer Owns a Model 700: 

\_./'(}'eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Jaehef \jQ l I 
Address: l q I LQ(.(J 1\cb · 

YES 

-re\l~co t>\a~s-J TrJ S13B'5 

Phone: ~a3-~I -d84Lf 
Serial#: f \ 5L/ lo855 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'i Pp\ s ':L rW1 M · ,s un S2£e ~sg_ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 

NO 

Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0071 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: w/d1 I JO CSR: ,Jo;--){)_ ~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~~portive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: . 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0072 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ a/~_._2_,/,,___2_b_l_o_ CSR: __ s._V~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c!i!. NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Loeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

0iaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: ~ 5m~ 
Address: __ t/-_2.--'-c/_D __ UJ._'IC-_A_·~ __ £_':J_ 

~Cx~E&c~rw_rj_~~.i~;0~e~-=Z~783r 
Phone: 252- - 7/7- 7/73 

Serial#: __ /i~~~~~rf_)._IJ_Z._~------

***Send an ARS label*** 

NO 

Conunents: 

---"'51z&:~·'-'------">----.y~u-11....__f ~jAJ~~,t.__-G-_.....,_tr_.__1/4~~~(~M~e£~ }~c
tJe •. f µ.Pr/{6 ti alufc=c/ pq;/; 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0073 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/{)--+--ja_1-+-feo_/ 0_ CSR:'])~ 
i \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? '&NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0074 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -~-O_P___,I ,___/ /_D __ 
I • 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V"'fuquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0075 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/i_'0_-_2_( -_/ [) __ _ CSR: -:::rB bf \J ; vi ~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_jAngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Loeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

fl'°- fvag //'.;:{-- /ZJ wr1 ~) ;lrT;.~ r;!)1f,c,Aff'4 
~ ~ • -II -12_ /J_;_pj) cdfJ i/ack d. Q/1"-i ~ . 

v r I u () 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0076 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --"/_0-r/=-Z---=--/ __,_(---'--J _o __ CSR: _w_-m__:..:__ _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

~Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:C-Oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

fnas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

@) 
~~;~ ho 
Spr,.,... 6 c......--.1-k v'e ._ 

LS 0077 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0 {21I10 CSR: _lJ_o--.-_,_,tfs'--,.. ,.____ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

f Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

'f- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

{=.has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~ Gq_ve_ 

~/+(CL~ ~~~e.--
J:.__Co 

LS 0078 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ r_o,__/.;.,_7_t____ csR: __ r_fl_, -=0 _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remi~ton i;) • ~ J 
{µ 1 fL _5' c:'.> WI .f' /l<...V.l.P1Vct7c 4 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC -{;.C/ 11' c.,,,,-~ 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
e- (k3, f Pofe1 rJor.c/ 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

1-General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0079 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ro~ z_ (-f@ CSR: c..~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast&: 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~portive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

wns a Model 700: 

General concern of safety with personal model...:ree-

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

LJ °'j\A)t-~ <:jo KV D wJ ?t= \~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0080 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / ~ / 'L / - Tu\ D CSR: Q \+~ 
( /-. 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? &i NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: / 

_Angry at Remington App01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

CustomeJYOwns a Model 700: 

2.eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~~~1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~CHI 

NO 

LS 0081 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: Q~ 
f ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? _ CVNO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: / -

_Angry at Remington d'pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Owns a Model 700: 

General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\W s1"~.1CL_ 2R--e-> b~< ~\ ,\tt
----+~--e'"-"'·~~...:......J.>l\,_,_) ""'-"Jr 1'--"-. ~L-~ v'----e.a--=--........ A)'---Ut/\~~-tr-t4-....-· ~H_,._,( /VVL-~~ ., 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0082 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: i ti f£J. J )1-xi1c;, CSR: ( .rn) 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

.)( Inquisitive about Remington position 
_/ 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

){_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

"'$has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

I i>C-C-- \ C-\ LA-~ Irr-,' '-f-~ 
If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _, _(_~C_e£~~\ _______ _ 

Address: -----------------

C-~ 
Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0083 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: } (\ .-d 1 - f (] CSR: ----+/,.=="'"\i-:::/rv-J~·----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas:~ GS5 NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

3roY 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0084 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

csR: 4Jrew ~llEV 
,,------') 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

,/' 

_Angry at Remington ./ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
,./, 

·/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0085 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: fo/-zA/10 CSR: c(.,,,.j 

~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( Y~O 

\~. 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppot1 (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V General concern of safety with personal model 700 7({J --
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0086 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: iO/z!/1 o CSR: Cltv, 5 
-----~--------

1 s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~)o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0087 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO -
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington .t:o__ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

""&,j Clt{;,,6 

-tiJ. s+uv-1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

,f 

t ...-

-h,.,..{ w~I <>...-'/ ..\v v ft.. 

1f 
,, 

~s j + W"'-f: i-.y/'f'_ c 

NO 

-k 
. 

LS 0088 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 · 2.f- / 0 CSR: J)c;" 7 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

../...-Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing -f..- Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0089 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: iO\J 1 J 10 csR: .AJYrt 0 QQJU QLf 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0090 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ---"-Ao__,._._·f.__,-\C'--=--"-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0091 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10\ad 10 csR: Ao1±0 OO\Wl2ij 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

VInquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

\../CJeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

Vi:as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0092 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___.1'-='-0-+-=( t"---'l'--Lf ..a....::I O"---- CSR: _ _.~---=---i--=-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

X Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

..X Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: tJ j A -'D 11\Jf\S. 6£'2. t % D (Y\,tll.A..; / !IV\~ 
ht '1AN~ i \-no 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 (\ f.;V(N 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: %.AJ £ ~~fb 
YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

NO 

Comments: - rw~ u~ l:N'\ \ ~{- ~~ ~ ~ J.. {_... 

- ~'1'1 ~ q'¥ o lA ~'j I "i:.d.u:J.. kt.tiµ..-':~ of s. ~ 4 

- Be;l~.fAll~ CN&:. +-vv'Aw~_cft ~lb'~ ~~(..{ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0093 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ __,l 0'-+-( 2-___.l-+-'l t.__0 __ CSR: ---=~~Vl......,A'-"""~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

A R . Y\~~ S . fR . _ ngry at emmgton _ upport1 ve o emmgton 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:J...,_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -~A ..... A~ .... \,.+~-l~G---------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

w~ -6 ~o..v i~ ~\A:>kte~ V-1,N-t SptVi'{\·r. 

~ w.h.6.w I \oL hAs 1-fV'l'V' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 

NO 

Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0094 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (o· ;if· 10 CSR: :T 'Y 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: J2on"'1 J N\ 0 rt'li (\-(_,,, 

YES 

Address: ---"~'--·1,....:....-0_0_~C"'""J-'-\ ~-~ __ D_o_O._· _....;.~__:__~· _ 

LZJ~\..?,~lv;\le, 1 T~ 1vo3t-/ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 3 mockl"> -/ & 53~<6-'Yd... 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

has (){!J/(!..y had 4L JPrvhb ct'] 1.v! any of '.3 70::J'5. I • ~ . 

5()-eLJ-ftccLI (r 
1 1 ±he DI da&e 'JOU h.£s n.eA>c>v M~ ~ ~ re...d. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0095 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

na1e: \0/ a y)o csR: ~c ~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?YE: NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~~ _Angry at Remington 

".\ & . 
_Supportive of Remington 

\'-..l _Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Lc1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Soft\ W\ \so<I 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

/v'Z (2\@CO[\ ~<h ,,_) l\J 
B-·,D ~b °' cr.-\o-o) tJ 'i '~o) 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0096 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: tJd -ZI I 2~/0 CSR: ,>jJ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v"'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: "zdrer:/ 
YES NO 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: . 

5JIB Jr; aJ/L o4/ bid di 
M~/ t4 IA.!Gb 5'1h t_ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

.~~/#°//lf,r/c-L, 
~1@1/4/ /11/" 

LS 0097 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/-+-() /c_cJ. !-+--/~/ O_ 
I J 

CSR: IJ~ 
1::=-J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/rn···bR" .. _ qms1t1ve a out emmgton pos1t1on 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0098 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/_D1---/;{--'-/ __ 
I 

CSR:1-:D~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? W NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~isitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

LZ'eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES (3) 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

{v:~~~ 
QA-Ku eta 
(~~ 

LS 0099 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I 0 /J / / i 0 CSR: -~ __ ..... _lf}-_f_of!-(1~,,,J __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

L Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: tkrpE 1 ~Ob"'o/ 

Address: ~ ~ 7 I LJ ~ ~ fl () ST 

\!VI ,' C\1 : - L > l '-f S 

Phone: 

YES 

Serial#: _$=--..i...:.(e__._4-+-J-=-b--><6~]_.1 _______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Los"! pC\;t.\..\.
1 

tJ"',..,t-~ vs +e &Jy ~kll rfs *:f'Cc,,.rn{ 7co) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0100 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ f_,_0/_z t_,__/;_o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not ~xperienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _ __,_/1_a_f+ __________ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

)a rl h & w'15 9 .e 1-J, ln7' Cc, ( f ~ , 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0101 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0102 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___ /_{)/_zr__,_/_;o __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington / Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_!_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 J- Seve-11 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~--------~~~--

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

a 700 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

l . '-'\ +w ~i1f 

NO 

LS 0103 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ) D ) ~I JI/) CSR: _o_~-'---· ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (vE~) NO 

, __ / 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~·Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name~ /'I\. 2 ..5 f~/ r ~ ;::-
1 I 

YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0104 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _JO_-~].,_( ---'')fl __ CSR: __ a_~-'7---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_.:b.. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0105 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I d /..2 ,I / / /) CSR: ...>.,Q,L.._Q;,.,,.,,"'4<=-~--;,_· ------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

lclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: lo /A~....$ tJ ~ r r fr a_. 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

Comments: 

~ l, {J I .. 5 lJ CJ_<-)7/f-, /111 L. 

m ·ia.1nc,. FL ..J 3 JJ .L 

22 (; - ~ 6 CJ-· () I ( q 

-f- I l I S£.11 L. ~ . /_ C.A::>C. J ..s 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0106 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington -Y Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? (§SJ NO JG R3 
Consumer Name: -:-r\0". ; p . 9\o O(_ '{ 

Address: Sc£) ~r lQre\ ~Q( . 
\D \ C- \;-'() ( °'-:Yv I: I le/ r I~\_\ 40~~ 

I k 

0 <C:--r1. .... C\ <:J.. /')_ 2 · 0 ('\ Phone: r)~ V ;J -<~. '\ =, 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'ArE~ ··f'hirP(\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I c: 

LS 0107 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _i_c:J_-_i_t_~_!_D __ _ 
-T.;> ---r- I 

CSR: .__j (_) __i._. r ti I r. C\ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Vaeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0108 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /6-21-!D csR: :J.E . Iv-v 1 r.3 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO ~ ~ J: -~ r:JP o-z:JO? -tie. 

--t~ uA cA... Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

:;:::ngry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position . 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0109 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

tO - n l Date: , CJ'.. CSR: ___.;;:lA"'---'-' A'---'d---1 ___ _ 
" 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ___\-Supportive of Remington 
\ 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~nquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ _k General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ fY\·J? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0110 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /(1-cD J CSR:-"-""(==~\(-~=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_A Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0111 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ! I) -cD I CSR:_~} fl1--' ~V ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington .~ Supportive of Remingron 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

A· Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

;>< General concern of safety with personal model 700 C.\rd -1 L\~ 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0112 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / 0 { Z... I { I 0 CSR: ~w~·=4&---+-+--3-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcasty@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

f.c. Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: , 

w~~ ~ vl!f.....~c._ 

r e.J,_;\ s.::..\t~ s-hdc-
~ C- le(,-...)) ~ /oo t J 

, )1"',V~~J.ov1 
~General concern of safety with;pei'sematmodel 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'lised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: {!p.¥V'1 Fr'e. r J ~ ._ 
YES NO 

/JAQ\~ 6rr.-- "'-- ptlil..><--

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0113 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

lo --> { /() I--:--, _.., , o,, 
Date: ,,__ - CSR: -..J . D. j_r1J 1 r. d 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

keneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0114 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0 - l I - ( 0 CSR: ~ D --=L 1ur'J1'j 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

V"Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0115 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ ) tJ_)_.:J--=--J __._L-'-"'/ 7)_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?G)o 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

an '° \f a c.-A 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Sm P 

NO 

LS 0116 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _CM_/_. _Z_/-+--_Z,_0._'1_0_ CSR: ~~"--""J_ __ / ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position wJWf ~/ fa frhy l~;fo 6H 
b /l'ced!Nbr. ~rcA/h(/C-f _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ 
Consumer Name: -tZ.,..',J.....,.~+c+A.._ .... 4'1~--"""'L¢=-=~-=~"--':f_,...-'---. _ 

Address: ---Yt~~r-f~~~'/,-.~w;~·e~·=--' Lw~-""'-
{!/'ddE,, ,d!tJ ~76 J'ff 

Phone: 

Serial #: ___,,6::__Z._'Z--=-5__,_i/__,_-7_,_f ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

flttJN'G<- 5'1.k /6rJw l/td Z loner J~xc ~~,.( 
~fr 11 w; kz ieE.J tW 1'11, 2wi<1 ,#5 IAIP/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0117 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

Lortive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer. Owns a Model 700: 

~~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

CW-<~ ~A vJ{l-1 *'!!} f© Pk,__, 
c= .J ( :> ? ,Q f 6--{? ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0118 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0-7-/ -- (D CSR: 5.R. -:Cru/1115 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

7calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

1/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

u/11Mt&-k kww 4 fr'JWJ --j;,"7r' ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0119 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0 - l I - ::l"" I CSR: l"V.A tJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES B 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Suppmtive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0120 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

nate: I D/a1/10 CSR: -1--A-'-'--"'~J'-'--'--ce-L+.'!PY-J ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ,,./Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/"Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0121 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: Q~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

I General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

tfo-r r ~a.-/ /v og./cL-rAf£b 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0122 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: __ fl_~~'--#---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~portive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

hking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,i.sed to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0123 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: lb/J-1 /;/) 
I I 

CSR: _7)_0ifJ_1_'J ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

. _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~-------------

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0124 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _____.__/()"--+--/ B_l ___ _ 
I 

CSR:___..})_...../ =-~'--=--~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

V"rnquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model'76& 0 0 0 

v&:eral concern of safety with personal model 700. ~ O o 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------
s~ t<l: ltJW 

Address: -----------------
{J_,d r?rrf- fwJ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

(p_()l) ~ 

LS 0125 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ t_D_-~7--'--l _-__,__\ o __ CSR: _ ___,,:-__.i-=~:;.._.i__) ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ se~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: OOA!'f1 ~ 
YES 

Address: --~-~--~ __ C.._r2--_3_D_2-______ _ 

' 
Phone: Ci'fo.-- 3 '15- 'fog3 

Serial#: 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0126 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: Iota I J I 0 CSR: An ; ±a illJ-l €L( 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~portive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

YES NO - (\Gt r. \qA+ 
OLAflt-fo~ 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~t2(l(l Afh '"g{ lkJ IL)dL 

Address: L\ ~-, \L ofrtn(\ PlOCe 
~re.an slJom NC 81l.JD1 

l-k u.{)l\fS lu h c.11 +
b~ rs+-: 

-i_ Od v1Sec/ h.NI 
'lo ~ 0)1 QJ1d and 
5£1ld f,reonn in -

s01cf"i,19 .AILS 

Phone: s 3(o -a \ D - toY ' / 
Serial#: {r/j~ 4{ol.o8 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I QhQJ. +o d(µ--f 

LS 0127 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _t_D_-_i_r_~_/0 __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _f"suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e:\.J>erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q ~/s-y_, : ~ c)J .JLJA ;--t Hw- ><-l'ftcvzR PruY, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0128 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet -·2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ! bf a 1 /1u CSR: aodfe'.J ·J:icnw= 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /;:pporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

L~quisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0129 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1Q la•ftu CSR: aJ£J\11Z(Y1V 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 

" 

/' 
v. Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

_·_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

::.__ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0130 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10 -d)..1, !(j CSR: l/JJ?o,KJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e1q>erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Paul &r6oulJ(.} 

Address: 

Phone: 

YES 

Serial#: __,_C~&...._4~;;2.;::...3-......9,_S--..:U~-------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0131 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: IQ)a 1/10 csR: An ,+c.. 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ 
_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

vhas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0132 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

o.,., IO 18 i) ID csR: Arr,+o OQ ll/ 0-f 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to re urn it to the factory? YES 

Phone: 

Serial#: --"'-"N.....,__.,-, c~J__._.n~ot~h~Ou--=L~--
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0133 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ 0 \a\ )lD CSR: .Ao ~+o OQl[J e4 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

consumer Name: j O\n NocdQ_ 3ar 
Address: ~ aa~ LUM+- IY\oore Or: ve_ 

Phone: 

£p0~b',Qld v A 8alSO 
808-- lo S- L\ q D3 

Serial#:- \ u·i1 \ 00 I I 'G-0-ex- u...J +~Y.~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0134 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -------------~ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0135 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington --2).. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,XGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: /lcfgm GR1fiGrv 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

w. R. ;1/ex,aade. rs. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0136 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date:~ to -.;ti - lO CSR: f/BRON 

Is the .customer calling as a result of the broadcast? cW' NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/< General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1-v). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: tfar±b c.. D1XON 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 
. 

1l e<:fu e 1"2... 'XS k.) s 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0137 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: JO - OZ.I - to CSR: Al4ROt-> 

Is the custom.er calling as a result of the broadcast? <:@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 4 Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNnC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/(General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the custom.er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: C i--o..hK Erot :HJ,,) 

YES 

Address: Lee Ccun-+y £1 c-e·lit<:tLS Sq7P1J_ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0138 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /o - .Q. t - to CSR: f!AKo&) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ::£!___Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\1-:BC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_4 General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _G_· _ne_~_.,,· ~---~'S~1_n~ca'-'-Je.:~+~o~o~--

Address: 

Phone: 

Se1ial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0139 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: Io- .P:I" \O CSR: A:IJRvJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington .X. Supp01ii ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: l!t1d(r Vee-~= 

Address: 

Phone: :l.. t 0 - 33CQ - 3 4 79 

YES 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0140 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0 - 62,( - l'O CSR: J/,11eo.u 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ..2'Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0'\'l'IlS a Model 700: 

_L. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: Jim m lj lJ oS.S 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0141 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 -,;l.(- 16 CSR: Allr<o iJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington j.._ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CJ\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1\ry), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: :JO h. N C e.r ker\ 5 n l tf er' 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0142 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _;r:_; ~_2-_f _~_r_o __ _ CSR: S.I3 . I- rv / l'\ o, 
___) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl'U3C for airing _Supportive of Cl'IBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_._Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s~ : G-~~ ~~:t off /JJ~J f=idfvi~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0143 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 - ,;z. I - I 0 CSR: fffli?.ol\.J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ ,.<\ngry at Remington 
(J {!! I fh.A:. r' _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeldng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Se1ial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0144 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /{)-c2)-IO csR:~e; N£ntv7= 
//°dO 0. rn, I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast'(§ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: la rY-lf ffl mb-l g e.,y-

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

: ~ 

/, 

;· . . , 

LS 0145 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___,_/-"-!J_-_J;1-=----/-_/--=D=-· __ 
I :13 prri 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_· _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------

*"**Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

/0//9/10 

~J._ 

LS 0146 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo Sheet- 2010 

Dat., /~;tt' CSR:_,,.__.,._.,f--------r 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

V Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive ofCNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V Inquisitive about Remington position ~t:j ~~ 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Phone: 

Serial#:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

***SendanARSlabel*** . ,A_/~~~ ~~~,,_. 
~/A.e' Z-£ ~ Yfil.v~ ~&G/ v. ,~. OL''"'C.~' 

Comments: ~~ ;: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0147 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _\_'3 _: 5_(,_&---'--1 _Dl__:._T_\ o_ CSR: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature!Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ---------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ s~i. /iP 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

101/9//0 

.· ' ' 

LS 0148 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~' 0--;1~~-1 \;--!_{) ___ _ CSR: __ ·V---'l~:. !'---'-\ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name:--r;f'i:\(>f~k\ ·sco +-+ 
,.\-.:.iu> \r;)( \ ::~ 2 I ~co ~:-~ Address: -~''" .,,. ) i ·-

_.---
\ { ;J;J 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

G NO 

LS 0149 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _,.,,......,_U__,_r"'_l _I ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

J claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --'L~~-r"'-r _'--\._(,___·o_,_d'--i'-\_,1·_\,___ ____ _ 

(
,.., ,., ~-~) \j ; '\ t") 

L·\.j \ \ ·~ (~ \t \33 \6 

Phone: ,,,., - I '.' ) - I~-- "_·· 1'. \.1-f' _t •. : \ S- ···r-1 (, __ .. \ 5 ( l - • r Tl 

Serial#: (\I C\ .• 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

t 

~·\/. ;~ 1i ·1,(, '1 lr) [),f .[~ ~ t / ., 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

l J 

NO 

LS 0150 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ ______.\.lr-"'0-+-j 'V~\"-tl~I D~- CSR:-~~!""": '---"'-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington XSupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: __ f'.\_(;_1-_l _ec:;_(p_S _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

W(.iNy-b ro s.etJ ~ \t ./\ UV\ J LY $,l..itp 
\o~<':K... o-t vue.M- V\eM.2S 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0151 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: t?cl Z~ Z0 /0 CSR: ---=~~al...__ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/c1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: a M . <;u 6v<:&L 

Address: -~£/~9'---"9--"3=----'~-~-/. __ A_c-:_-~Z/_._ 
/hu~/(/4 l W/J- <j?/03 

Phone: . 9'1 6 C/7. .2. 2{)~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0152 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: i0-2=1-tO CSR: _ __._:==ill_.__,__ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

£gry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of C.NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

vr;,quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~~~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ 

Consumer Name: \JV·i l l 11 
VlrYl A· Fe~ 

Address: \3:le Grve.h--h (2.J. 

NO 

C~.e_~ 0'\ l~ ~A lLct '25 

Phone: 
~1 -Z,lf -- 5 &--~ - )j 2 -i, z_ 

Serial#: (p I q O ? VD 

C::S:nd an ARS I~ 
Comments: 

hC4~ r.n'e,·JI\ 1 (A,,."X- °QlA-'V\ -=? -A re-l OLd--D(} 

\?~&'1"i ·1 nu\: \J;tq2 pl 
Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0153 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

!!___ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0154 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing ~ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Re11;1ington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, 'they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0155 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _ _..,_C?_~_rJ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? _:§) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_/Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

/calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~nquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

/ 
_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ---------~----~-~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0156 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /_t>_-_:2_1--__ (_0_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:---------~--~---~-

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0157 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \O\a1~ CSR: ~rtbui&(riv 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~portive ofRemington _Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~/-Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0158 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

. Date: /o/a1 /io csR: fJrJ.rew 1J rn.-eL 
Is the cus:om:: calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~pportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0159 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: Jb d / - f fJ CSR: --"-I -!=/fl'--"'--~-' __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~,Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

-.- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~·General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

__ -, claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 G-JCI 
faas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

8(1)5=? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0160 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: J () cf) ( CSR: ----"(_fl~__,}~"--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

__X- Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

"-) 
~.Supportive of Remington 
~ 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~,Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ fuquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~.General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0161 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~( O"'---~d-,._l_-_____ l 0-=---- CSR: BA1toiJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_x._ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for ai1ing _ Supportive of Cl\1J3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ Q 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

V'~"' ?>" 
"""'1~ 

~ 

lu°'-Vl+ ..5 -r-0 ?Je.f 
Fulf J< ef'urid / 

LS 0162 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _l~O_-_Oh,~l ,_{_O ____ _ CSR: AAROl\.J 

Is the customer calling as a x.-esult of the broadcast?® NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington µo "'&1 ~'S.fj) _,J' Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:t\'BC for airing _Supportive of C:l'rnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback_ 

Customer 0-wns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concems or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1l7). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: La.y, c -e. Locet!J 

Address: 

Phone: bo7- S'6z.'7 - ;17t"6'7 

Serial #: C u Lf. 7 33 cf Y 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0163 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10-;;, 1- 10 CSR: A11rzoA) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

---¥- l\Ilgry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_2S,' Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: l:ta.F K 1! >cf;er 

YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: U205' - ;;z(O 4- :Cle 9<.f 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0164 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: lcy3 ,.J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

L Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES B' 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0165 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: IO-J.1-10 CSR: lif0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

1_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0166 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ l~a~{--'0-=--1 ___ _ CSR: --~-a__.-~_G-_· _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:J\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

'/:.- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

4 General concern of safety with personal model 700 

& seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

__..--***Send an ARS label*** 
/" 

''---Gomments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0167 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ,-( () L \ - I 0 CSR: C 'S--bvl( 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

\._ 

~ at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer,Owns a Model 700: 

2ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return ino the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0168 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: -~--'=-'ku_..__,_,' ~( /'--'-tc-+----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 
_// 

Customel/Owns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0169 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( 0 ~ 7._ 1-10 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

ns a Model 700: 

_-_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0170 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / q,4, /10 . CSR: ---+f1___,,__JA ____ _ 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadc•stB NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: Jb 1 Jci._ <;16f~...r-th.... , 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0171 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ !~%~/ (~;_o __ _ CSR: ---t6-___.::.!A__ _ __.=c... ___ _ 

~ Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~/NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

ConsumerName: Jc'.A,.'21/f 0>< 
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

- ps-lf Serial #: .S:: a, ,? o [? / Z 6 

***Send an ARS label*** 

- !?12 
:;'0? 71?'2 I 
I/{:, )//~9~ 

·- r7 o FJ'i<, j i.A.> T ,. ',._f""'cf-.:>od•1 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I/ ! 

_. l?C> F)K',, t'L.>/)\ - J9 7 7 

//'\ 

LS 0172 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10!:~ 1 I iu 
' ' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V"ciaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model~ f{ J ! 
_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 
/--........... 

· Uo" 0 1 
·1 ~- r: ( ConsumerName: ---=--'-1 __ 1_u~~------

Address: -----------------

. 
Phone: 41q.- G--11- qc\':=lo 
serial#: _ __,(~=~-=~=-----~-,._o_·_c_-l __ ~----~---

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

@ 

LS 0173 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: tJI- -Z/, wo CSR: -~5J°'""') ____ _ 
/~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? L~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

.£.claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: -~]A--· _~_r __ .~/!!<_..__~~(i'-/ ____ _ 

Address: 7/0-0 Oe.t'o/E /Ir€ /1/u/ 
Af~/~{;L~, ()fl qt/720 

Phone: 

Serial#: """0676/88 

***Send an ARS label*** 

1tm //ti ~r/ 6 Bl 

V.6&/ sea/+ 

NO 

Comments: 

G/11 6.~/ z #41'/C (G;;J, pJ,;4 cM<cf ~ / 
'fPN tP->Y . 5-?T w£k 

7 
~./' wrs s_f=/,? 

A/ /!J b{ (?14/(:?/ ~ /r1, J.L/ f?,,/Z. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0174 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: l a,Ja \ J lO CSR: L 11-3 c..'v-1 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

'?[ u \ _ Angry at Remington 

~eY _ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
/ 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: ::;cdJ. \(o\<;.Y-___Q <.. 

Address: f;S@ S \j l' >C, r\-,,,(->_r lat' 
\JQ\2_

3 
b i~6L-j I 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0175 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I 01 a J ) ID CSR: An dQ CD ILi ey 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0176 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: {cl '2.,, t CSR: <;, (l_ l (.,.,, 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:l\TB C for airing _Supportive of C:l\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

L Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

A claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: 0 A;-'YV &.J; 'KU 
Address: __ l ___,~"'--O_l __ C_v"--l_D_e_;_S_o_.-J __ ~_( 1 .,.-<._,, 

rl\~S°Jv·A-e T~ 7 ~-,:::,-t} 
I J 

Phone: qi(}. - JI~ -C?ld- Cf 

Serial #: _ __,.,f:,_,_; _,_{"'"""o=~-=50....,---"f;'----;~~' ~<1>;-; _( _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: ~rrcJ DJ~ f3D/f Clo~ - -fe-c;rS 

f~~ ;J -;c:;.A ~J Avt.cJ ,/ \ aJ s f_Q Q_ 

SoC&-~~~-~~r+~;~Q ~~jJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

v v 

LS 0177 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --'-w---l-,\-=i_. 1_,_\ -=lO,_ __ _ 
' . 

J,--......._ \ 

CSR: __ '~\,,-_l~p_\~\ _________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:t'-,TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? G NO 

Consumer Name: -"'Jc;e, S'f ,y-)1 i-1(\ )oVI 
J 

Address: -----"~:....-.._-~:_; ..:...\ __ 'f_. _' _\.i....;,,~v_; C....:.\ _lt--'\""'.\ _,_4 _<_:--'+ ___ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

54-~rlO 
( { • l "·,-. 

\ VJOt \'.. j 

LS 0178 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _(~()'--'\--~~~i~l_iJ ___ _ , .. "'"·;-;' r I CSR:~~-'~/-'~·~~~~~~~~~-
,.,...--~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

VInquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v<1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

' ( 
':_)..·\>;. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

,,, : I 
(.\Or IL 

GEs,~ 
.... ~ 

NO 

LS 0179 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _l_O+--\~~i 1_._\ ~ID ___ _ CSR: /f)e (I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v<1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: <D6 nl\,.ld f{) O\"-\fe. !eone 
I ! --·1 G. r. 

Address: ~+ i r)D 

I t 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

j 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~J J 

LS 0180 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/-""·~--=--~ ........ v/_,__1--=o __ _ CSR:---+(;_,,.,'/'--~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

ConsumerName: Jkr/L.a""'-- Af'i/:d..Af 
;2 i (/ 7 - E :J_ 0 1L Av~ So µ_-ff_ Address: 

QYrl"c/ fo//c:.r /f/j) ~ ;;J o I 
c?rf- 79/- 2/~y Phone: 

Serial#: _______ ?i_6{) - weA 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0181 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 1%r /10 CSR: /~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broa_d_c_a-st_?_@)+-~--+E'-S___;;;:_T_O ______ _ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory?. . YF.S rf!i) 
Consumer Name: 70££ ta.kr!t~/J 
Address: 

Phone: 

~f~orf /U// /(7~,f 
lz?!- :?7Y-o?cJ?f 

Serial #: /D o 

***Send an ARS label*** J b ~ ( ( ~ {) ~I ( 
Comments: 

/ « rf tie&- >eer.ro'</?C'i,fe,.,_ -:p<tju ,.._ up ·· F )/<ti 
Cr>1 ce J:_,,__ cl" t( en. j} - /J 4 a~ E;J;e' &ve,f. h ~ :? /'. r ;el. 

d, 'd " 'f- A ea A, /"' /1 bt.t, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0182 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~'~O,__/_d-_I __ 
I 

CSR: __ E_..r_1,-=0~-----
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

/(Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e'-1>erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~ h r- .L ~ Cc;_\ ( q ._) ~ L./ . I 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

G--~0 -e. 10-D 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

@ 

LS 0183 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

' 

Date: _l_o---t-{_d-_I __ _ CSR: __ f__rl-_l_G ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C1\1BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A=- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)(__General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0184 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( {J j ;;). ( 
I 

CSR: _ __,f:-==--f_'1~L _[/ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?6!1'l0 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,.£_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

\ V"--' 

NO 

LS 0185 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ({)-2-( ~ f {) CSR: 3E1-r~i/ fl 5 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Lo-eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS labei*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0186 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (D~.2-f-(O CSR: IE.In,1;v\C\ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
_,/ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~pportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q ~ Wj'1-VW' )IJ!Lb 

j~ :zt-C'~u wl:A . 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~__, ~ d- dd/"$;?{JV7 

(fl-'- ,,_,_ ~ ~;e__ ¥ !?w,.u~~) 

LS 0187 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: Jo ( z \ l f 0 CSR: __.t-"'-"l~~~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (9 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington pG&ir.iQR r{vtf9£ v 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

"i--General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

W~l:\ ~\Cc h 6~l-~ ~-f{ rfe ro-hv·~ 
s a-. Ce to v- 'e.< 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0188 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( 0 -- l !- l ~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~_? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: / 

_ A.ngry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer.Owns a Model 700: 

deral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0189 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JO - d.i- t() CSR: AA Ren > 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e::1..11erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\:"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: CS Tu/ago.rvc... ... 

Address: 7te> 

Phone: 

Serial #: ----'/_V_o __ -:;z~~·f ___________ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Coillllents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0190 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 - c?...f - I 6 CSR: -+.J/l'""-'11~.?o~IJ"'----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ..L5,_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)'(General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

C N ,..-.-L I d' onsumer ame: ~' n~<:u~rl'1~4...,.,5~~1~•4-0~-.'.S,,__ ____ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0191 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _) O~c-J--' ___._l _-_/'"---"-<Q~ CSR: __ C~_fli_~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ Suppmtive of Remington 
/ 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

ft General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Connnents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0192 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/_D_~_;J_(_~_( (_) __ CSR: --=--)fl;vi---'-. ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

? a V'_/(" id <T5 
+-J(e._c:, . £ ,- /' ~ c-) 
. - :::::::; _, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

n , I 
-J..J rr rl CA(J 
I i -

NO 

r--· -

Mlt/1Ce 

LS 0193 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington A Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

-f:=- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0194 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /O - {)J - { D 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

-X Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

X claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -------~----------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

f" Ir pc/.; <:.- f- S:?.r /..l G2,g 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0195 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ 0 -a\ - I 0 CSR: Ao-, +a OOlJ e&/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

VAngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

ve;eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

U-J o u\d1,1 1+ 8 ~ ve 
n(UY'L 

wMl1 tJ <;Q11-1 h·, m -6 1 u.QJJS~, k -

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0196 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: ____,L~h---1jCA.F--:U_.__ __ _ Date: 
r I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Lsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

Aalling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

/calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: bc'h. C0 ( C...~? I 0 MS) 

Address: ~----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

D@c\ l ced b r 5"J r;. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0197 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ---'\L.:O:._+/....,,,a ......... \_,_j--+>-\r_..2'--_ CSR: _<.=-:..__.."'--'\....,_~ -""<...,Ct..~b~----
- _) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast(3 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

bngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aim5 they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: __ 1)~\C\~-S~u~C!'l~r"'\-·_;-\._. ~A.~,~· J~P~-__ 

Phone: 

Serial #: _ __,A'----"'C36....--'f'--'-(f_,_q-+-3_,__L_I \4_.__ ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ ;d bis Sf::f) ho,) oD ~SR. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0198 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \of 91 / io 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ td\ 
_· _ General concern of safety with personal model~ 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

po(T'1e..= 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0199 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~/~Q_-_;2..~(~--10 __ _ CSR: _~""-'~~--:s~·_\ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: ~ - jvcs+ -& ca.. lf-e_ c/ 
_Angry at Remington _if_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v&neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: Vb;\ i (? ~ ....-n ', e.1; 

Address: __ \'--''S'--v'-'-----'d..____.::;5 _ _;;Y_b_~ -;-;_' "-_$_~~-__ _ 

Phone: '1 i 2?"' <,{-1-J ~ - :S- "1 &O 

Serial #: D ( e ,;t_ ~ 2 ( c 5 CJ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

ev1cou (a r;l ,1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

11 t..f I~ 

Q,0 
v 

LS 0200 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ / o-'-/_z-1'--I~_() ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO ?' 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

j claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0201 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ rrJ_f-u._._(i_;o ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _L Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0202 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 
cc::> 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0203 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ 10_1_<-_z... ______ _ CSR: __ -r-,,__/~tt-1.1-'~S-------~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 
c===:-

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ;( Supportive of Remington 

L Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

jg_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" rel~;ed issue with their personal Model 700 

'Ii:_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (WJI !\In address) se-Het to fill R:A:RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0204 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ to_-_;;2~;;_~-~'0 __ _ CSR:_~J~S\~\ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington .Lsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

tf calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_L General concern of safety with personal model 100 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Ge"DffJf,, tSr &<-q 

Address: 

v 

Phone: qf(q - 3~/6- ()Cl vS 

YES 

Serial#: ----<rJ--+/_A __ -_~ __ -.... _::. __ 2-__ l_o_o_ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0205 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (D -2-l-/D -CSR: lJS. J__ rv/n q 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ·~s . fR . _"'_ upport1ve o emmgton 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

__./ 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s-Lu + N<'- {_;f7 F vM-fPd',;;._ ' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0206 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~[_6 _--~-'\___J~O __ CSR: _G--=--· __:_hi_,_k_;::__uK~\ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: / 

_Angry at Remington -~o~tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer-O'~ns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0207 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: If) /~ CSR: LJ/t~ 
~ I --------------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

0Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

Arnquisitive about Remington position 

X Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0208 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ () ) 9----Q, ) I 0 CSR: -~( JAc..:..-....;._/_""'-../_\ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

? Customer Owns a Model 700: 
. :j- LV()( )!, 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 
S,\ \ pc:-1 

DL\, 
'-0IQol1 ~· 1'r 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:---------~--------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0209 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR:~~{(~o~AJ~~-~~~-
1 \ 
f ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? \YES/ NO 
'=· / 
'--~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.....----:.--
- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~·not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _k_L_'~-~-~-{_-7-t----(_14~<;~t:~---

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: vs fl-) 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0210 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X- Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:N13C 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.!\R.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ----------~-------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0211 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 
' 

Date: _[_0_,_,/_'2..--~l_.,-~-- CSR: ---.:.~..,..::;_t't _____ c_c.__,; ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

& Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0212 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I()-?._ /..-10 CSR: _ __,_G~u.;.....:.ri.....;_l7--.c------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l'\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

11?/acf aJ;vJ 5;nf /)l'&p/a/Y\-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0213 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: _,a_. ---=~~__,,,__ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

/[). J.2-10 Date: 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~al concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adyised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion~""¥). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

YES NO 

6~J' fue~/~ 
re~a.LI 

LS 0214 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

I 

_Angry at Remington _.!___Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ D770 _v General concern of safety with personal model 700 cf-

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0215 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -~/0--'/'----2-_z-/---'--'-=1 ()'---------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

___J' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

1~ 7eO IZ cu:,!{ ? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0216 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I O ( Z-2- I 1 O CSR: /~fu 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

--fc- claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

YES NO 

fe_fisf..rv"f!_i ov~-

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: f o~.-J- rfo<' ~ 
Address: f 2 (p L S V6-- \J ,· ..-, l'{'f 

j 

~L-f+t.( {~ kf'- (~dl~. 
ti"\ ;d.-.il. e__ \ \\.-> c) p..... ~ o-- ) 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

&~ 7.S-17~1..\ P"tt>L '1°~-il 
gbz. 71..ff- Do~ ( 

LS 0217 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 C~1JC Storv 

Date: ~(_D-+-/_2_~_,_f-'--1 o __ _ CSR: _~---'-tfs~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?GE§>o 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

f»~s; f ~ttve 
k fVl"'1 ~~{ 

(). c~\A~ O\"'~o...... . ..i- °''"'"'7 (f'c ,·4. f'1'1S ~f.4.."' 
~ ""' 7v.1.-JG-,'it ttr: ~V-.P pVbr"'-'-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0218 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: lo/-z..z... / t D CSR: _.._L~J=-,.____,_fu ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing 

~upportive of Remington 

_Supportive of Cl\r:BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

~Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

-.- claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

~~=---i.-1-r~fJ""----'--/~_a_L--=~v--"-o v-h,_c._,_o r-'--/J--+. M~. ~-b-oS--,/f----'r-e'--=.J ~ J;c_ ~ 
-l=o,.......='----Le_µ=-'--'L=-<-.---'-"=O--=&!~_f'.!l_f'--i----'-"(G.c:...L.'J-'-'-f e...___::w=-"--,'+L __ f+-~{~1- fy,·,;t-. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0219 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _l::;_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

1 Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Se1ial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0220 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ 1_,o(_i_t~~-v ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl'.i""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__t General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~------------~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

'l Ov 

NO 

LS 0221 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1v/z,z/;o 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

[nitial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/o.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion I\''Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

0 /! (( I f J, 1J ({ 7rvi',,_ \f Ly !f/\.t7 a!'/&i,t · 1ti,t., IJ\cc4 tJvt VJ, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0222 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of C:N-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/-General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0223 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ l-1-~(_z,,_i"--'-/r_o __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

I General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0224 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10/a~ ,6 CSR: //ndrPfAl1M({Jif 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? €) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ C~Uing to offer support (pro-Remington) 
/ 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ _ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0225 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: l¥,,._; 
Is the custom.er calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

i/"' Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 
., 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0226 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR:_;---.,/ ~JrvJ ____ _ 
\.._../ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ Supportive of Remington 
.. ~ 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: ·.-. 

if~~r::.:: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0227 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: J c> J ~ / 1 o csR=Q~ua-"'-=-&-T-'-=~=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: __ l-_3_c./_~-=(1~J-1-+--------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0228 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ------~~ZJ.....,..).) ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: . 

~cl j,J qt/A( a)F;yl p~ ~ ~ 
dfd £g/ i£ /}h:;{ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0229 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: {Jr/ z;~, ""UJ/tJ 
I 

CSR:_5",_DJ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Vsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

vekneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __,,_/_~~--~S:....,,.,.R-~4~A~'4-~.//1-_u~£~ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

. ***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0230 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 1afaa ku CSR: f/Jaw };~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~11ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/m'quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ G~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0231 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

o.,., 16 Joo f1u csR: /JJrer,,1 lc101fY I I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @0 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~ortive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_·_· Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

/~quisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

./seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0232 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+--\1 O~J.a::J~I(("'--) __ 
i I I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~~ive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for ai1ing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

~lling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0'\vns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0233 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo . 7'1 - l ~ CSR: ~ ------'"-r---;---------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~~ NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

/has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: J /Jl11 -, , e v~ 11 !LJ 

Address: ---------------'""--'H-'---

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0234 



*****futemal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: {Jc,/ Z?, Zo/C> CSR:_~=--~-r/ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(§) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington .~portive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~In ... 1.. o..J;>. •.•• _ qmsltlve aeHEKCllHHgtoa pOSillOII 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~ &rs& 
YES 

Address: __ __,_j?_,_O_-~3_>_c/"'--------
f&40 ~ UT Rt/627 

Phone: 13 ~- </ 6? - 617 -z._ 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: · . /' 

J@/ 6-Wrlµ 'Jli'IW/ ;~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0235 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 101 aa) JD CSR: An-.-tD m~Jet4 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

vt:: not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: i- rltn1L ~Luca 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0236 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: __ ,.:JTJ==~ '--'"'·--------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

/An R . i \ \ _V_ Ar gry at emrngton ' ' I 
" " , _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: \NT>c-<... LJ (\ n+ G~VL ,__,, 

Address: 

YES NO 

hu.nt) Lcp 

~<)~n r 
(' h'1 _....::, \)A•/Vv 

-\::C>< 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

r /Jn66!!1'U/v" Vt?fV' 011/1('../ -7 Sa.Id .L \I [,Do ,r ~er 
; ._,, I. . 

·-fb v CL bu_,'\J, ot VV1.u1~d12rt: <s 'f. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

l0 0 uJ J, i"\a+ Cl 1'\ :s i..~) 

~:J~n _L c"s ~cJ 
·i -f \"'£_ h C<- cl {>..- (. 

LS 0237 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: { {) / '), 2.--- CSR: [' (L l (__ 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broa_d_c_a-st=?-f§J_/_y __ E...,.S~""'"N-TQ ______ _ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

K- Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:N"EC 

)C Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

rt._ Inquisitive about Remington position 
l 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

£General concern of safety with personal model 700 

£seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 
\ 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

SAe;o 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0238 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0 ,.;;;_:<., - 10 CSR: f/11 .llO)J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington )(Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 
. 

Consumer Name: K-tiYIN /-11 !/ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 
-

Wa.4fkt"'S to '-f -7cocLe. mrs3er-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0239 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 - .;;.;;;._- I 0 CSR: ~ll'-'-'-'-&"""'"J? .... o""'";J ________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @)No 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington __Zsupportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:t\TB C for airing _ Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e"--perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0240 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I of 2 2 . t (0 CSR: --=-Lb.-'=----"'fb..:....,..«-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? d@)No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

rquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

::i-ueneral concern of safety with personal model 700 s~--4- ~ ( tlC.._ \ Gv..-.sc-. .>t.(.... _ 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~"'-~< 1.AJ{;._;,,J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

., 

¥ ...... ;f- l.._!c.__ fo t,.'s /oc ... .f fr,."-f,__.::f(_ 

LS 0241 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --'-\_o_._/_-?-_'l-___.{......,.t_o __ CSR: ___._~~/h-:--"-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of CJ'..113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

£.has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

I 

Phone: 0?-!-c;% --Z.00\ 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0242 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _____.l_o--1/_2=1-_..l..._l D __ _ CSR: --...:~=---vz-______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington +supp011ive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

,X.. Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

X has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~ \t i ~V\3:-AJ I S 

Address: ~\q ~ ~{;y\ CL 

~ .. Ie.., Nk\ '2?~D3--

Phone: {iGc&>)r:'.\· \ 04' q?... 

Serial#: {; '0&0 / 0 0 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0243 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ l~O__._[_t,'t_(_l 0 __ CSR: __ UVV==:.=....~=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 'f-- Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _ ___:L\'-+=-0_,.V..__,,.0._0-"----------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0244 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___ ( ~-'--~--z_Ji_,_o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? f!J· NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angty at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angiy at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0245 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ (_0_/_2.--_"2-~/-~ o __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for ai1ing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

[JO)< 7 r11J c-c--

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0246 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ (_rJ_(--z-_i_/_r_IJ __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e:iq>erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Ti/ u n5f(v 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0247 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:t--TJ3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovrns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0248 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: in~-- Jf) 
. -......: . I X-/ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

~If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
if\the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\Of~( = 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0249 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _, o_/ J._J_} J_D __ _ CSR: l~'frJ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:N"'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_L. Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expeiienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e~lJerienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Seiial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0250 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ----'-'{0,:o.....+{__,J=--;t-__ _ 
' 

CSR: _ ___,<;:~-""--·· _/L_t _G ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN'B C for airing _Supportive of CN-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/\ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

&.-..e,.r., -e (_fl 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0251 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /~,%~~~;_/,_/_o __ _ CSR: ---1,--C..:....._h_;:__ __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

vl'claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: _ __,..£=-<-!£=w"-"-o .,_o,...,..J _ __,~"---'e-1/;""'",-'-r...r...ce-=-;v..___ __ 
' 

Address: ,;JS-&, ? £ cfna & 

()( ~rle.r lo"- .r C!. -2 ~ Y/ Y 

700 -C/of.e_~bo!I ~ f 
/\ et11f fy /<r '/fe J ey:_-~,. · 

Phone: 2 Vi - ]J-9 - l( 0 Is 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

?&~& 

LS 0252 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / o/;;i.a../(c, CSR: __ _,_Q+-/0-"=-c ----

ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

NO 

Hret al'- f7o ;l-lf6J1/t} 

7 p rJ -. ? o o IAA - cJ. d;'u /~ 
,/u;/?!.-e- bk 1;,JLe_i,.. i e_ I co 

hufr /'I -/lre.r:-Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0253 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: -----!U.----'/V\.'--------""------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ® NO 

Consumer Name: _-L-E/w--"'~......._a..__r ..... J~--'-fc~c-A-'--"'e="--='----
Address: l/Y7 ko>Pc£(~ 

K>rfJ, Ja<>cl Ill: /?f'?C-??;;t./ 

Phone: 7/? - _;-;:;_ y-r;, f 0 s;--

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0254 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( 0:;1h CSR: ------t-J-r-~~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\!'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

./Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __ if)~_. _ _,,,/?._,,· __..a'-"-'-1_,/'-R.._7-'""/ ____ _ 

Address: -----------------

Fa A.¥//~j/ 
Phone: 

. Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

c§) 

,;... .. 

LS 0255 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~\~o+'-1,;~':9'-+)~!r).__ __ _ csR: ____,_T""-")c-'--' \_l ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES e 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
~ 

I \ 

_Inquisitive about Remington position n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

' l' ("'\ N H 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

! 
_iL_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: "Ji;,~1v.f) le If iJ 
- l 

Address: 

Phone: 
((f if\ \ ~ '- 't I 

r---\ 
(YES.J 
\..,___,/ 

. i ('I . 
Serial#: -----'i~·i:-f-lv~·v=-~~~~~~~~~~~~-

t 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

C ,,... ~;d ,~n hn ( 4 
, ! . I 

i ...... ·"'~t,.,'~ '. '- \ / l -·· 
l • \ ·~'' · ... 

J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

J 

NO 

LS 0256 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \ D \'le\ \0 csR: J)e I I 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC :f\ \ Ov 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Address: _9'--'~~j3--""'5_,_____,d~S_t-_h_(_,_i-___ _ 

I ' 

53 l=t3 

Phone: C\GJ - YW- 4--5~ €> - ce\\ # 
Serial#: --'F____,..(aLl.Ld,,,_, 4---'--11f-..>.("'--'c(_p~(o ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Gu,(\ tAJoode d - do54?d fb..e b('l( + cc bl\1]) (\A e v-
' df OQved - CJU->i~ ho:S Joo ras 4\,--,(U \ t. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0257 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /°l:J._;z/;6 CSR:_----'-=(IA~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:r-.TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). · 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/)u,, ,.._': {A)a ,..+-lo ;et- I', j /. f /l IJbJ, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

LS 0258 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ____.....\a"-+'-\ a~a +-+-=) l O'----_ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General con~ern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

l A) M \eeJ :io WOLD 1 S ~, reJJr (\!\ ta 11 ~ 
u0clQ/) ~p - die~ OCr\= - N f> LA)WvbQfJM 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0259 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ _.,_/=0_-~.!l"""""';i~-.,.....( 0'-'----- CSR: _5'"'-·_::r'---'-\ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: COu.J.J., 1 ' f- -h:: r ( 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: /?>; / / 5-fz.--.,,__--{/(? rel 
Address: -----------------

.._,) I --

Phone: Lf I 9 ~ i_p'l'w -- <i101 
Serial#: _A __ Le_;?'-'-!_5_7-_~_( ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

r C!_..kn''(_j 1-o r/,&lAJ UJ e bs1 k -7 Lv ( I I uc.l I h.cLe.J'L-

r [ •. 1·~. j, I SnAj). , .... f /'1.c C/Z.srrx._. -rv 'l..eJ / "' 1...., 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0260 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ \.._o=-+-'{ 2=..!Z.=4-Jl L'-"0~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ _ Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0261 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ __,,_l 0--1-/--'-~-Z,-o.1.j j_D __ CSR:~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: V\~J 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: t2 \3 - t--02- Ot.o-Z,\ 

Serial#: ~A~v"-'Lt,,..__,L:\~t-0_-'l_'b~------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0262 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/_{J_---';2'---'-~--"'--;J.__O __ CSR: ___ O_a_11_ll_'ft------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~portive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

AJo pra61em 1" alwa.y1 fYJL:4~a-~ 
a~ !er-v/ud rer~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0263 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ________ lo--+-12~7-=--+-&-)\-=--0- CSR:----"~=->· ~-=---------
Is the customer calling as a result of.the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington )<. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

i::=._ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: _ __..l ... <€_,.JfbL.-4.o'-'\.j-..... t'>'j-"""''f--+'\c:..""'f_.._.._. ___ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: __ f>~(.,~1?_1-~0~6~lf2~Y-----

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

V\.JUV!-tel ~W Df ~bu&vvi.- o.,,vvL ~'""~ 'O"'v'\ ~~ 

M ""-W Vl ' \.& llJ. vV{ )(, /\N...-vk-- r YD 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0264 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR:~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _.Jl Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__){..General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

;i..._ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~o .. v\v ~\A;=t;\ \.L 
Address: l 1..DZ.L\. "O\eh. \ C.t · 

YES 

~~~i;\2A 1'1~y~ 

NO 

Phone: ':t\~ - q\,pB- lP~BS tJ\'=t\.1:@o..ol. (.,oM 

Serial #: A ~ 1 l '?... 3112.-
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-v.2MJrS ~ boN \ C- :::ir-DU \ 'S \o v\,A.......~ L~ 'S ~p 

- ~.\-S ±o ~ 1.·--. ~y \ .... cs,~ut\ ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0265 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo(z_Z-(to csR: ___ ~~"-------
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _.&.. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

.).(_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

~ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: _ _.1?_,"'"""o'-\-J'"--?;.a,'-=-_v_O)_..·-=~'-'l""'cl~---

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

- \.>.)OJ.'\.k.1.L h'k ~ *"'"a@tN cu.vl \ £. ~11 .. 1 v<. ...ve-v e 

- ~(f\Uyh· ~ t1V-. (Nf)L cl.\Ji<M=ffUMIA'L~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0266 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ___ a_Ct--'/'1-~-+------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c§) No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

£not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0267 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ 1~,/~i-~_l~'~P-~~~~~ 
~ 

CSR:~--'-/_/_A_vr_J ________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO ..,,,,.._ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__!:.. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

___!(_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0268 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~)_tJ__,_)..2.=..........:2~)+-'.J O""--- CSR:---4...(:;)~-~Q..,,.--,,,,.J-==--· ~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _i.sli'pportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisiti ve about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~/(;'eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

tr 1-1.n J;b 0'/'5 fl b 0 1,.,( Ju t/1 /\./ r 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0269 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /D/.:J.J//) CSR: -Pa,,J 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington V'supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

y"" Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO er-+(J__ c__ 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0270 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I ol ~..::? // ;) CSR:---------

Is the customer calling ~s a result of the broadcast?~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Vsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

V-Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

__ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: ·~,,,.J;: F- t=-:E ( u 

I I { _,_ 
~I

t.-- C--~~ 

/;;.SJ. Ji 0 

Phone: 

Serial.#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0271 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I o/J.J.Uo CSR: lDy!,J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_f_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 8 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0272 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

· 700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _____ / 0-.-/~i."-"+~/_._1_..__0 __ _ CSR: lo) +s 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0273 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /04.J./!0 CSR:_~---fl-'~../ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

/ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0274 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---'--lo-+-1 ~'l,,._L+-\ ~ID ___ _ 
l • 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES §) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~It8Fat concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --r, N\ ( ·{\u( i'.AS lCL 

Address: 

B 
-·· J. W\'\ -;;-·('y_::;v,1''l c. '1 n . ~ r, J- Li- L'.\ '06 I 

Phone: 
.~~·,, ,..., i .• ~' '. .. ~ 

Serl.al#·. ---'-~-\-'--~-"-"--'-""""i~!=,...._r_,_J_G=.:._-. c_-''_'-_1 __________ _ ~ \ i11 a, iL..,. {/ r l 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

.,---. " . I l .i i·· 
L (:l--\O i .d 1(\0. I .) 

n_; ( :11\ rt, 1, ·c -to 
.J J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

Lv-C. 

LS 0275 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ V?_~_v-/ ______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CJ\il3C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 

_Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700:, 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 6 6 $1 '7~ d5 1 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0276 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: -~;&-"-GJ--,,_) _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ,/ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

/ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~) NO 

Consumer Name: . /Vi> l 6 ..('~ Z,,U ILJ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0277 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o.te, D/d.J}w csR, (lnfre01 Tum£Y 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /s~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CI\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/m~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0278 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / (} /~ {J 
- I 

CSR: ---""(_~lfi~D---'-"-) __ _ 
Is the customer callfog as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

. Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

t)f1l? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0279 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: --~-IL_l _(__./ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

4 General concern of safety with personal model 700 

,4 seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ---------------=------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0280 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( () - 2 2- - ( D CSR: -::). B. :Lr v ( l0i c) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO P 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

-'"pportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ c;iing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_vfuquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer N arne: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0281 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

l·o - 7- 2 - r o 
Date: ----------- csR: -YB, L rv; n cz 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ·/supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS Iabei*** 

Comments: 

\dfk,.4 1ff{A ~ /'/~ ? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0282 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

csR: T_B Irvi'nj 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Date: --'--( o_-2-_2-_----..:..!_D __ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:t\1BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ yning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_/_In Incquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

heneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS labei*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0283 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

X Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"'BC for airing _Supportive of Cl''fBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

K._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: P4.r Kn a Ile:> 

Phone: 

Se1ial #: S uS9 t~Q.3 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0284 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? <fi.f' NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose·of Call: 

~o offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_,_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0285 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( ('.) -"LL- ( 0 CSR: --""C-t+!--+_ ___;:.\A--=-=G_,,__}\:_,,__ __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? {.!Jj NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/-:e of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0286 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: }'() - 2 (_ - \ CJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~ve of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_· Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

,/ 

CustomeFOwns a Model 700: 

l/i::eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0287 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ l_o_h,_"?.._\_'-0 _____ _ CSR: __ ._7_,._,,.._"_1 _s ________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 
<:::=> 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supponive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wan.ts firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Se1ial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0288 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

_..,-
Date: CSR: ___ .J....:..:~~~v~1$'----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _L Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_!_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 
.· 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0289 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /{) ':,/.;J_- /0 CSR: {1,,~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? <:!ft NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~portive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at C:l\/"BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

A/o / 5f?t e;5 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0290 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I ul a a / 1 0 CSR: ,A n ' .\{) Cf) Ill QLf 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l'\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ~(o ........ 8'-=0::;.___.=I ~'-'--lj_L/_· ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'Ref Qrred ~hQ w ·±o 'Jn d uctiA 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0291 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ ___,_\ 0=--+\_..__1t1lf~l Q,,____ CSR: _ _.._S:lr1v__.·=---<-.:=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of C:l\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)(_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

"A has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e1.1Jerienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ___ R~o~V'\~-~~~~-e.r""'-'l""'o"'\q<-+-
0 

_ 

Address: 2.S2<0 S.W YS~ S-\ . 

~e., Cnv--4 IE L- 3~ ~ L.{ 

Phone: ( -Z.~~) G\L\S- ~c:;cfi V ~ CA.v\d.-t.lo~ lA>~<..A..~t .rvvr 
Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0292 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
/ 

I 

_ Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N-:SC for airing _Supportive of CN-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

rJ0fy l./cu1+1' fo.do 1'}' +o f0ofz0cf 7t<vt, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0293 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ fO~/_zz~~-D __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a resu!t of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Se1ial #: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0294 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \ () ;_d-)~ - ) 0 CSR: _ ___,_,~ --"""\\'---1\J-"--~-)---
Is the ~ustomer calling as a result of the broadcaseNO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

~gry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

Xsupportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position , 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName'1) \J-1\,1' 5 Gi/lh srop 
Address: cg f (1_ ~ -1;- ! "-\.µ J } S 

~· ,r-\ fjn-1-6 n ; a IX .---ff)~,__ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~3Xl n oo\k ~CS Cc~\\ Cr: C ,Ust6 0'lD £5 i () C-\ \) \ {' t Y\C. 

-1+-,o, , \~"Je vx,C, c ~;cc o v-6 c,ce 1 r{:;rr'' ,~ 
/""·. ,...- I\_ ~ _,..., /IC:.. ~' /.. I -- - /'OK~) \ ,....).. ,...,,,....., \ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0295 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: csR= /ZJaa.1 Tuf'nv 
I J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ® NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

v(~rtive orRemington _ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

NatureJPurpose of Call: 

Vc:ning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Corrunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0296 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: i()-~ CSR: -"""""""(~---"--!/2_.~ __ · __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0297 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _{_,__()'----; ___..;:~ =9:J]'--~ ___ _ CSR: -~lil=-=--/v~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?® NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington . /<Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Y Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: {\ 
'llu 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700-

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: -~~-----------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0298 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: rob.2 /10 CSR: ___,/-=_:_o~<JA-'--A.)-----
v 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? S NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

L Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0299 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 
... 

Date: ID I;)_ :2 CSR: <IL-<- v 
I t,...< 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supponive of C:!\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

J\ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0300 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ I o-+-1-~-~---
_, 

CSR:---~--._v1_;'--l_l./_' ----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES@ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion I\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0301 



*****Internal Use OnlyH*** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: r f) I ,.,_,,.-,_.. CSR: ~ c!l..1 0 
-----~-------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

(:: Calling to off er supp011 (pro-Remington) 

£Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e}q1erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'iised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 
< ~ 

c).., ?1Jo r -f, v-e_. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0302 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

(') . 
CSR:~_G_._,~_~_t_C-1_·~~~~--~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 
y 

/~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

,X' Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding directionJuse of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0303 



/fl nol.e-I Se~**lnternal Use Only"*" 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _( 0----'--'-f ';l~l., __ _ CSR:_~------~---~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington )< Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NnC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X- Inquisitive about Remington po_sition 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

_C-_~,--="-'~'-'--·.v_e,.---_·fu~-_C_j_Qi/_~~---=b'--..-_· c..,c-=;-c_,__r:-~r' ___ 3_r_J Po~ -17 
- __; v JJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0304 



*****futemal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/_D_~_2-_"2-_~_f_D __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:l\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 F D7J/JJ77_nc/ /((r 
~~J5 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they shouid be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

F ;rzy.J} <1Y1 ~ /7.k&Y-
I (./ u 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0305 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: csR: J13 I ru/ri 3 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? S NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CI\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0306 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _( _o"""\_.;_o=--·:-;\-'-1=2-· ____ _ CSR: _··_,,'T~~A~"---'-=-!_I _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES 6\ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Remington 

_A~~ _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

ngton position 

-~a~ provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

0iaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model--TOO- 11 O 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 
(<:::iAl\-er) .. 

Consumer Name: \\.!14.\ ;,,, Y.W t tl· ;,ci .:i-i 
YES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

n-''' ·1 1- r-:.. (\ 1 L:). 1 c... 
Serial #: -·"-1 ~-) __,_, _,_,·~=·__,_,_'-"1-"-u=-'""'"~J~--------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

i r f-r::\ riu \ 'Sa -f e-hJ 
\) cu.l) \ \-l· (\(t;J ~) l.,j oJ I V'ltr .f 

On - :--·\ d~\dS CIC\ 0 
J 

c \ . r .• o. ,~\ \ \. 1·· ·-y , ~ i \-'v'·\Jr"'-1' ~.n .--...,-~ r __,_.., H"·· "\"'~. ('),r· \\ \ / i""' \! i < ;;, ' i · · '-"""'<\ ~/1f'\\r.< • "-L..,, '' \ -<l i ruV.Jt 1 ~"-'--.>..=.--!-L-=-..J-",--~=---'---'-'-~"'-'-\~~~~-~~~~~~~~-+f 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0307 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: "Lei I 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Rewington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

vf claims they experien~ed a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? G NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

r:-·;;,, r ?-> r 1
1 .::- I 

\ '• / \_..,/ '· I I 1. . I l ' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

"; c 

I; • 

LS 0308 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /_~-~~/;'---o __ _ CSR: ___ (}_~_· __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/ciaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO . 

Conswner Name ex(// le, /1-bll'§t>IT ""!ff -7&0 (1/11rul. /xJf 
Address: 9·o O /lih't"v Ln I . { d (', p 

I 0/1 L- II~ J:.. '· i oa ~. n ('-l/a tencra f fffT /&Of"t/'~/f'/o ~ rr vv 

Phone: 2.9V- 97'9-:S.Jt;;o Otii, 0/1.l"-(/' 7/Jt ~ 
a~?-f g (i Has- /:;aff- /oct Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0309 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'--/_!J_~_:J-_/_-_1_2> __ CSR: ------=--={f'-"'-6-~ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/ 
_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/rn··· b R' .. _ qms1tive a out emmgton pos1t1on 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model~ fuo 

/General concern of safety with personal model 100 6 ° ::> 

/~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~;aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0310 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/~0-~_2_Z_/;_1 _1_7J_,-__ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington v--;::S-- . fR . _ uppom ve o emmgton 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~:lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

------- General concern of safety with personal model 700 
~-

- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

II Z 

LS 0311 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/_O_-_l_?._'.i"_~_~ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcasfZ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/,,Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_·_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

. ~aims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: -·-~_t-_V_~<_. ___ L_o_<:-_o_ltTi_f_n_ 

Address: --------------'-L---'-'A_· _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

.........__ ..J ----,, 

(/V'7U) ~Cf'o</~y-ew< 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0312 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: iDka/v csR: /J,,JPu ~Mv 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
•"/~ 

_Angry at Remington Apporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Natu:i;e/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0313 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~/~{)_-c,,_,_.,]9~. __ _ CSR: ---'=l-"-'k'--. -'-"--! ~---=--· ---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

,,.6Jias rldt experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 
. I"- ====---~. 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ~C,,~&:,_CZ5_, ·_~_Q_(_(J~{~.2 ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0314 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: }/) ~__J-2_ CSR: -~f____-+t..__f\~J ___ _ 
v -

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
' ~ir"\ 

An R . \A ht\ I~ {;.) s . f R . _ gry at emmgton 11 ' IP _ upport1 ve o emmgton 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

;J;._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0315 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (}J ZZ..
1 

20/0 CSR: _ __.,5,~lt:....._} ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caner: 

_Angry at Remington £/'Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Can: 

/caning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ~5'.tc? SA---"7lddsJ; 

Address: _____ u_~n~~~~"d~>"-~~/-_. __ _ 
>~/{ lk 

Phone: 

Serial#: ____ /_..lf_,Z..~£,_Z._3 _______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

196£ l , 

Z£it>~ Y q{l,.1 / s;u,-J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0316 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I()\ aa) ){) CSR: An«:tG 00 ill 0d 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: S±eu.flfl.± ·~\Q 11 £++ 
Address: 

Phone: 

<6 89 liX?S+rcco+- l CQng_ 

v 1M\ Ond, f'Jj o83wa 
85(o- a I J-~<;;; '18 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~Q.£'5;_Qre,d 
looxO\ NY 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0317 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: ___.\~D l--'-""-'aa'"""-'-)-'-=-1D_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

\../calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experiem;ed a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0318 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _\ o--1-'---'='\ m--+-=--\\ D __ CSR: .14n ~j-Q co \\\CL/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: J onn :SO(n.a++ 
Address: ao5 Pao+ OOK.. &± 

~QY\PrS e+- )LY W a5 ()} 
Phone: wDlo- 305 - lloo8 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0319 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: to)a~ JD csR:----+-A---s+-<n .......... i:!O~------CU-=· _Jll_'(!Jd--r---
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 6' 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: -4.-'b ......... f o..__l__,ip_Oy___._\-'-""'3~) ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\A)QJ\ffJ Jo \(nou.J u bW r\-,ncJ of 
-hl jQQc I 0 ~,r(' JiK f°Y"' 

0 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 

NO 

Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0320 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 jJJ)lo csR: Anda CflJJQJ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? G NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e~-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0321 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10 ~2.2 _, !fJ CSR: _~·LTJT~r ~J ------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington t~portive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\1BC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 4 / fr e__j I. w c~+e v-f}.j I 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

1(.ke-rre. c:~ ~ r~ t.01 
.• bs\-+c: : 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

\ 

' ~ a, f\CL<J -2 1 [J:s _ 

LS 0322 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: _ __,J,__o--+.l-=-z---~---'--f l_o __ CSR:_~--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington k_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CI\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

+ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 2\'} -Lt,q\- lo<-10(a 
• 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'Qid,p.\- SU 1\J f1mM.J 1 ~ S!Aw O\Ak uf11ik$ Ob f-tt.~oo lL- + 
WfAS uJ\i ~Tu Oft' k\'DV-L t otD ·. lliM -t h\'S d.M \AAN~ ~:) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0323 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _{~o-+--"/ i~i-L.L..{J _O __ CSR: _?u_....ri,A-'._,.'-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ){... Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: .Pevto~C.t "Z:>V\oo~ 

Address: ~~~ -\o c;cf\\7}5 

~-\tJo \.e I~ '#..\':f 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0324 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: ~W_~__._,tb-r------

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ortive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Ci\r.BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'"S ~s J-- cle c~J V\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0325 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 (2z I 1 D 
I 

CSR: _t:...<._)_f/F....-_ifs~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~-of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

~::i~e broadcast feedback IL ~c.--5U -tl ~- L-J ?) 

°' re c-.f I 
Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

.f-seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

{J)vf<-- Sh~ ~ta 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

LS 0326 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /~ ! z ('.. f ( 0 . CSR: ---'~'-'-J.L-'-c...-=tl>H. .,,,___ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .i\ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

falling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: t=J (lo f-e h 

Address: 

Phone: 

YES 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/})vi"pj '1[.,_J-- he ~<rj a Yb.. 
~Ji'-rf/) f.vr(ir~\ "k~r,_f?/ rf.o 

I , 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0327 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / 0 { zz, ( I 0 CSR: _L).;;_;:_·t:?'-_m~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ing to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c ~,,.__+-(' J , __ rv 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~ 

LS 0328 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/ D_-_2.._2_-_(_D __ CSR: _ __)_· _-_B_~ __ v- _v _; V\_a_.,_\ --
0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N'BC for airing _Supportive of C:r-.TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0329 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _r:t~·tW?-'--"---_ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(ii&')o 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

Y-- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

le:_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~kst: c_IA CI/) l ,__,_) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0330 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ____.~._.::-1'----'"~~~'-,, ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast'@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
_ Angry at Remington v Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v;eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0331 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

~ Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

[nitial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0332 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0-'2-L.- {0 CSR: ~B _I.rv;Y\lj 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(§)No 
0 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1\:-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0333 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /_O_~_z_._b/<-_tl __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 
~-

_ Angry at Remington 
,,, 

_ Supportive of Remington 
~""------~ 

-·----· .. ----~----
_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose. of Call: 

· , -~lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

serial#: _ _...8=-=--6_1_2_u_l_~-=--v __ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

{A/ ff v-/-r:- ~, -f-D $1 v e IA- ~ 
J.. t I 

51Art/ll ~-1 • • 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0334 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'-1_0_-_2---'-2__,._. ~_! _0_ CSR:_......;..£,-=-.:...._~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l'{BC for airing _ Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/rn····bR' .. _ quis1t1ve a out ermngton pos1t10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ 
_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _ __,.S~6'--=~--'9-"'5~6_/_6 ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0335 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR:~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 3z.;~ - t;:'.\1o - DD b \ 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

3ro'S ~ \=SIS. "? 

~d..ycJ ~Cg,.., 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0336 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _ __,~=-=-Vfr-_____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington k Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0337 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: __ ~--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

:i.... Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:J... General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Serial#: 
l . Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

* ~ h-t.. ~~ b(_ ~Vl.~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

fl I (\ 

LS 0338 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: ~Jaa/ra csR: Ao~r&J --r;frfL 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcastG NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A..ngry at Remington /s.upp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl"rnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v'/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 
\ 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0339 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: f() &- )D CSR: _ _,.__( -"'--)..,__fl__./_)' ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ No 

Initial tone/ A tti tu de of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

;>-{.._Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0340 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: rtJ J Zr 2- CSR: ~IL~ C

Is the customer c~lling as a result of the broadcast? 6)No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

f- Inquisitive about Remington position 

;!--- Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Acraims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it t.Q_JProduct Service, II.ion l'l"Y). 

,/ -- -
Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

/ 

/ YES 

--------
Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

" (-\rd d vv-f 

NO 

LS 0341 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _...--_ __J_..t __ F_F_-___ ~_Xl_~_(_o_L.<__i--=-

Address: --r IL) 

Phone: 

Serial#: --H---'---6 _6__,~"---1 _C/_O_{ __ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0342 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -~\o=-rl 'Z~~ ....... I ~' o __ _ CSR: _ _,_~~-=--------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

..X. claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer N arne: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

k\-Rs 3-1.-\ *\s Vlvjbtf~'~\.\4 l-t ~t &J. e->4(0!\eY\Cl l Fsre. -
tvllit\~.tl b Pw~~o:v\c...L 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0343 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \ 0 l'Z. 'Z-1 L.-0 CSR: __ Sa~""'"VlA...L..I.<'.....=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

J;_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 - "':\-l O 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Ina~ ~L '";rLS ct w.cAJ.J + ~ 
a.AA; \:\CMJ i"- fu. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0344 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _J ...... o.......,lk-"z~:Z...__.ll-+(-=O'---- CSR:_~=--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ,X.__ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_k.Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fil1 out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-OLUY\,$ tvvo 3W~ (lA~·~v.s+ ~-b:A .Gn1~ 
C1AAf1 .f; u.Jri ~ ± v(J.!1./itff\A.Yd.00-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0345 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

11)-1-2-(D 
Date: ----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast®O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

lsupp01tive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at C:N"'BC for airing _Supportive of Grnc 

Natur,e/Purpose of Call: 

/calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

-. _seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~vl-1- iv_~~. LLJ>r~ fo /ue> s . 
rJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0346 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 
I r? , ~ "' 

/'CY/ z~ka csR: ~ .. A--zJ L«vi);f 
~ J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington x::_· Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) r Inquisitive a~out Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:/).General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

;£,,_ t> s tf-UFf- .,.c1/~7.<-A c:t(!~ o/e>' Ajb · 
A1v/) £.i,lc~"/_ wL.:h'/ff,.L /(£ 4k.7id}) S W 

A-71·11.r0 ( A-S ~ ,,,_5 ,~ C/.Jf)~/2-,,+Di£- , 
Remington Conjiclent1a/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/01191/0 

,. 
J 
; 

" . ~. 

LS 0347 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

J I O'J;lO 
Date: _.,,,__/#_

7
f?.__;Z"--· _i.._-+-µ_,__/_{)__ CSR: 6 t/ c.. ~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington L/.Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~isitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send ro an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

!.1.t I#£ (} 

C4Jt£- ~ 
Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10//9110 

~·: 

LS 0348 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /!)- ~ :;J-,- / D CSR: J.o121 /Ven1 Y J 
/.' 16 pm- -

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~/I-IL. /).Ji//e.rrnan-

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

' .. ~· 

LS 0349 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /~/;:i,;i./;o CSR:_~~{,---L-,·~· "'=--c-----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.i\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: :>/ c;:::(J &?(~,,......, 
Address: / Y/)-6 /JA,fe- jfM__ JJav= 

LC)._p1~ tJ,<_ £77.Zf 
7 

Phone: 

Serial#: --=J-"'-J_5_-~,<;~/~G_-"'--O (}_0~/ __ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** - jL 
Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

f+~<f/70d-Y 
J7f'//V 

G;if;7//C 

A6rf9!?f 

~77 

/6f" 

''lo 

10119/10 

LS 0350 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ __._I 0---1--'.) 2-""'--"-?__.l_._t o=----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: V\euJY~ 

_Angry at Remington X.. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-eiV\,\1'wj ~\...t j-Q\ tAY.. Q~ ~ .J

\Niv'? C~ ~ ~-...<. ~~~9\o 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0351 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: LD /f}.,3 ho csR: firJ.,.Rw JZ..rYJfL 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington / Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

/ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0352 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

/0. ). >-1-> 
Date: ----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? !fiJ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remingrnn ~pporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Hing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? I~ 
Consumer Name: /;( l v' l0 f°'R-, 'fLs.o iv 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: -----=--(V_c;,,_/\../ ___ A_·_.;f_-_----_1_·4._,_~ __ 1_~_#£_. _e-. __ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0353 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

'-

Date: _(-.·~,.._/_d_+ __ _ CSR: ->=~---··IL_._'-~v ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? {jji) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

&__Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

6, General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0354 



?J--ll Iii ,90 
CALLING AS RESULT OF BROADCAST ~-f11t-Htt- +fti-
Yes+f.J+ HI/--#/I-ti*" t+Jl- tHr-Hfl-1t/r +w fftlffl+ .Jttr tH-f- fHt +fl-t-
No +f-l+-1-H-t- iTJ 1-:-, -):=,):---------------
ATIITUDE 

Angry at Remington~. S 
Angry CNBC ( [ QJ 
Supportive of REM.f-#t-tttf +t}+ I/-}} +-f+f J J / / 6) 
Supportive of CNBC { I 0 
NATURE/PURPOSE OF CALL 

Offer Support -+ttT / I I I- / } 

Inquisitive on Rem position -rfft-ff+t---Jt.f J I/ I j 
. I I 

Calling to provide Broadcast Feedback { I ~ Q_) 
OWNS MODEL 700 

/~ 
-Hi l //ll(?!J 

Feedback +t+f--t+tt"~ 

Safety Issue -t+ff / /· I I:~ 
/{It fiJ 

I (0 
ARS SENT II 

To PRODUCT SERVICES I I / f 1Ni{j) 

I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Ord 
Bledsoe v. Remington er 

'''r '~' /I I JTI I . l 

LS 0355 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10/25/10 _______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _X_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supp01iive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1i (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ____ Gary - Lock Stock & Barrel Gun Shop in NY ______ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 518 844-9108 --- ----------------

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-----I had to call him on another subject and he wanted to talk about the CNBC broadcast. 
He has never seen a 700 at factiory specs have an issue. He noted that the military and police shown 
on the show probably had adjusted their guns out of specs. ______ _ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0356 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: l 0 /a:-;/ l C) CSR: L l ~ \r1'n 
I I - ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ No 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

.:\ ~ \ _Angry at Remington _ Supportive· of Remington 

~(}\ _Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_,__Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_beeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0357 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ /...,,,0'----=:25'--=_-_._(_;:;.0 __ _ CSR:_~~~:J_._T ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_· Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

Ot.Lv 

~l/ 

_Angry at CJ\1BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

0-ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

hAJ -J-o +th'?.~)a .J '-Iv v 
rcclAAe_.ek ~ CA 1uJc.kdJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0358 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ <S_·rJJ;rj_, _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO ~..:_ t c:;o. l + 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :t\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: -~~~~-~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

· Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0359 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---t-\-"-1o1~l6~l;o_· _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 1( Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:NJ3 C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

J(. Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

::;..._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal !\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

cu-.. i:: 1· / tJ Consumer Name: --~ ::>--'v~lf__ _ __,_'-{..,-=..:..h..._._\1\-"-"~:.+----

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: --'t>~lo=-~---=0_.:..-\ 3--'--=-?D-'=· "---------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-7 V')e!\ >g;v 0,_~ ~ bl UV\. s '1 )u st ct"'1A.A\, S 

~-V- JJ\ A~ p ~ &-=---------------

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0360 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _....___:...\ u-+-"/v"'"""""G'+-'{ 1_._.Q __ CSR: __ ~.>=·~-""°-~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 1S. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

)!;_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

MA 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

fl~- V'-1 ~v ~--vJ2~_.t(_4=->.D..__ ______ _ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0361 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: t0h .. £ CSR: _l_c¢-ll-"-J _______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion J\:"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0362 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~J-"+4_J ___ S: ____ _ CSR: l"¢,./ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? <f;i NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of Grnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_j_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model iOO 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0363 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ____.l~n'+-{Z~-S~· ~l !_O __ _ CSR: _ _,,£f1""'"""""'-'"'1f'--; _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for ailing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

){_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

>IHF'*Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

- sa \N i :t 0v0 a.. huf\J\ A.R::::. ~ - ne"-;e&,- ~~-l l4A-j ~ k>L-e,.~ s 
L7 tf\5\-n.ic..+rd i'n=eM b2 (A 11 I/"\ \.A-t sc-·v-:eJ V\\,) v--~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0364 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / () /cf)..,S-
1 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

v:'rn··· b R ... _ qms1t1ve a out emmgton pos1t10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0365 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0 /% CSR: D ,.~..p 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to L"eturn it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0366 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JD Id- C 
I 

CSR: _3)---l..-.-\ "'----~0??7'=-' __,__ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

x ~-tu raJ· ~~ 
~ Je; IV. D. 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0367 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ----'-/i_D-+fe-~_r ____ _ 
I 

CSR: __ 7)_,_C_v Y ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C!\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
/'/ 

.\,L. Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/a:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ----------.,--------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0368 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _a_?/_. _2_~--- CSR:_~_-15Z _______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington -6'pp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: -W/ <i!l37fj ff 
Address: _7_~_3~C~'4-klf~-~6~'/U __ / __ _ 

~ebl~ Fl 0282.-7 

Phone: 1/J I- 311.- /Bo 7 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*!.* ~ 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0369 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ICJ~/_;L_::>_,,,..-__ _ CSR: __ ~_. rLc_' _v_· __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YE~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: · 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN-SC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

k claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __ lo~-=--=c)"---~-~---=.e~r __ N ____ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: § (o c...{<Q ~ ( S: 2. 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

loo 

Remim!to/1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0370 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___,__,,/O'-+-/--'-J...._S: ___ _ CSR: ---=lo.=-d--11-}4.._.J ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TB C for airing _ Suppmtive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

VGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Reminr;:ron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0371 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 16 )O{;;- /1~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _0'upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v"General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0372 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID \.ci5\10 CSR: _ __,1)""-e,._,_l_I _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: lln () r ~ (>.JGJ -\ \' ,--../.-

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington ) _ Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position N\f\ 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Mode'! 700 

L/"claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Mode~ I 
_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: (2.o\')eq ~ Ouo+ 

Address: ---'G_Lt-'--1-'--\2""'""'\ """-u ......... h~; <~r-'--sTI~<-· ___ _ 
V-fi~l1.n·,c,l V1c<.j5 

1 
EL 3 d,ct-3 3 

'O~o-333-ooio4--Phone: 

Serial#: ----"-~-'--0"'-'!3'"'-· l_C1_3 _____ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0373 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO ' Lc~f-·1( i 'Ct ·1c.\(,1J 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

\~~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Ser'1ce, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~)'. 
\ J 
"·-~/ 

Consumer Name: _(_\·_\~('~<~~t~"~,···_r ~\ _t_"=-~: _t_.1,~_5 J_c _____ _ 

' 
Address: \ ~-~:.~c\ ·[;(~> ~j ·.i i \ .--~~-- cl 

Phone: 

Serial#: 
i 

\ \ (,/\_, 
. ' 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

' -\ 
)1 __ .\·:·:+ ;·,,~ q / \c·(\ x~<~} 

j 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

j 

• f 

' ,. i ' /.·I 
\ () ··-t-'~"·1 

' ~ 
'/\; J'\ ··--t 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0374 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: _....__C-+-'.1~1 _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Address: -"-;2_'9~7-~_o/_b_c..<.--r/"Y~~~c/~~---
7 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

;,- ,)t.r"';j 

CttdAe/'· 

10119110 

LS 0375 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~[ ~o-i-"l~-'-r ~---'-'...;.-\ -'--! D~----
, I 

CSR:--~.:,,..-'. ,~!p_,_f_I ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? S NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C}..TJ3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~laim~ ~a~~~rienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 
~\ 
(YES) 

- (" c ~-- . ...____,/ 
ConsumerName: \ri 'o\ir,-hJ ~!i"'JG(J5 ':":ohco 

I Ii \ 
- ~ ' 

Address: f2P\ (c~,\' (: -~--\ \; ;\), ) -~ \ i (-

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

L-\ 'r :5 (\1c)-\cv1r v 
I;-.\ ~ .; I 1 
\( )\-·?---! f 

I \ 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

C\\ i1, '> 
_) 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0376 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ ___,.._, JI[_,_,~.____ ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: '-- h ;g J//'-J -joJ J '1.._ fr'V\ 

_Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at Cf..TB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

(~. l:iov0+ ~ 
// 

11. r e_.c.-tu! I 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

_-.- ' "' 
Consumer Name: ,1 CLc[<- U e9e n n0t r·() 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: _A~IP_l_2_'f_q_·S_/ ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

(t,-ce'VY t'-j ~l 1\,vj iv I)} th&zk-< 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0377 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \-o\1.-S/to CSR:_~-=-=-=---<-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington :;t.._. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

.).L._ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X.. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 30\o -~la-2<; \ \ 

Serial#: --~..___?;.-'---4___,i¢___,4~~--Z.... ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

(\js MQlh() ~ ~ ~ ~ \,-,<-- wAf~ 

CvU>.i>-A \bv }...J\Pv e..- H-i> . \!» v ls IA.A s ~-o .+- V\-<A-1 0v-

.s ~ ~ \~S 
Remington Confidential 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

10119110 

LS 0378 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1ofos/w CSR: tkJm,;J,irt7fV' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:J\/""BC for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

1f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidemial 10119110 

LS 0379 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID/;n/;o csR,t!f nke111 Lo1f{ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: ,,,. ....... ~· 

Vsuppo1tive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_.Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~~lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 
/,. 

/'" 

JL" General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue v,;ith their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..i\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l'\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Reminf!TOl1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0380 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o ... , i b fas/ro csR: ~Jreru hrnev-
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

./ 
_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C1'.'BC for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/In·· ... b R' .. _ qms1t1ve a out ermngton position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0381 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /ofas tc) csR: BJm;J J;.rn~v 
ls the custorne~ calling as a result of !he broadcase~ NO 

Imtial tone/Attitude of the caller: / 

_Angry at Remington ~ortive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of Ci\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~;~ing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remimuon 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0382 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~/~o/;.~L~---- CSR:~~~~~~-=--~~~~~~~~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Reminf!ton 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Con~dential 10119110 

LS 0383 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o/z.r: ( ( 0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:t\TB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

f= has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~-X~-5,..L..--\-k-'--'t~< ?i-+--'-,·+~k=---'-/1_,,.,._v_F~_o_~~)_r1~-~---~--- S ~ ~ 
Ii' ~C-'- 11-L, 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0384 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0 ~ 2-5- I ° CSR: --:::r-B . r rv ?~ YJ j 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

.!supportive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at Cl'rBC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :1'11-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

i-1t, ~ 'P:.D 75-~ ~ ~ ~ 
P2~/.;~U-

Reminrzton 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0385 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _St~-tl"=""'L ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to retur'.',i~o the factory? . ~ NO 

ConsumerName: a~ fr~RF/I:-
Address: 760/ CJ/ t/J /feY/ 0~ .. 

r::L~e5<1-4/ /le z7"ta 
Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** f e5-

Comments: 

{1oeEU€CI 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10/19110 

LS 0386 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ___ s_O{/-=--_· ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @'.> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

0eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to retur~ itJ th~~actory? YES 

Consumer Name: {! /l&/c ~~ 
Address: 9 C/-z R/7 /&r/ w 

<{Ja;/eDrff uJ4- <7837~ 

Phone: 360 - 16j-Y93¥ 

Serial#: --=5'--·,__6-=-Z-"-~-8_s:o__B~'J ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0387 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'-/_o_,_~_.;i__.:;..5,-'-'A_b __ _ 
CSR: -t-u'----~-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: i,JfA_rl J Lou 
Address: _s:'y.;2 de.r£z,,TJ/. 

€°fhflt1U1 ~ ; f/t If(} Vf 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

~ 1..r /le u-e/1 i-a I, f
hap;e-- {,,)I A//h. 

a;pJu /~O~ Aadf hf hy_rr ck"><ej 
bdx. d fl-; J. 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0388 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---'-/_a_,__~-=;:i-=~-'-/_,__;_o __ CSR: _ ___,_{1-"-;L.__ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @yo 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppoit (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: _.::..!J=· -'-i_,_'/t_,__(,'-} =ct-'-ro~ __ f:-'o"--'u""-'-/-"-~=.J __ _ 

Address: ___,_~--=7'--'/'-"3'°---'-~-=Cl~u~e~..t>--~Jl~r-_. __ _ 
h/((J~ ft!/ rf?P~o6 

Phone: 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

MJ/ ~r..e_ ~f l(-?ou;-

0 t,.J J"\-1" J,.,) tJ.. /"\, -f-.) ~ 

A 4 ve 1k /2.-._ ?{I I devk£ 
/Jo 

10119110 

LS 0389 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ( cJb.~ \ 10 
I I 

CSR: -r;~~J~>p--'-( I ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington {\I Cl 
_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~) NO 
~···.. ' ~ 

ConsumerName: ( U)t\::1d lAX}.0 

Phone: 

' . I 
' f· ·1 cc-: C> J ' ,.,.. .. , (.\ I(: J .-·Jr) )-_,..,.,~_)\r, ..../ 

C
1 

( r--1 C~O ::) i r·1 
Serial #: ---'---=~:~; ---'--"-/'-'()'--'.~J:.,-"!r-r ~; ________ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Ir\ ii !. , .\ 

-' I 

Co nfidentia/ 10119110 

LS 0390 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _\O~/as~ ____ / 1~0 __ _ CSR: __ (.~D~H---~--
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§ No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/'claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

ConsumerName: 0~6. ~\}<Q\tJu.k 
Address .956? ~,,J,J OC\'f; Q ~-\-

\AL\ l<es b;11e, 'VA. ;-05 
Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0391 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 'o}as} )0 CSR: _An;--"-'-, --'-'-'~ -\-G._,___ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? g NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~s they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

S1b+ cew Jo 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0392 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo{ZG{ Io CSR: ___ ~~~-----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington $. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0393 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _(_0_-_-:2-_5_~_/_D __ csR: -:s-BXri;; nl~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

\laeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants frrearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remi1uzto11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0394 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ( (!)--"---(_?-_~_-___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO',,, 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CI\TBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of Cl\TBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

n)o ?c{)Gf~W\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

C.nn.fi.demial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0395 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ __,_!_()/,__if_..)_..-___ _ CSR: __ [_fL_L_~------
Is tbe customer calling as a result of tbe broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of tbe caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l'H3C for airing _ Supportive of Cl\1B C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/{._Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O'vns a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

6 seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to ceturn it to the factocy? e NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: -~--"'---(_Lf---=O---'-)___.)'-------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

loo 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confid en rial 10119110 

LS 0396 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I a/1 s: CSR: ~L__,0;41'-"'--.,/-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O'ivns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

rnn.fi.npntinl 10119110 

LS 0397 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington tx. Suppmtive of Remington 

_ .A..ngry at CNoC for airing _ Suppmtive of C:NoC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

__:{_seeking company feedback regarding directioru'use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants fuearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'iised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

RPmin arnn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0398 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington JL Supportive of Remington 

__ A.ngry at CN-SC for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Cail: 

L Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0399 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ _,_, :tlT~_.__ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~pportive of Remington _ Ang,ry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

V'?a.ning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

t/?e'neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ___.A___,t~rvt~·-; r_·e_v._.) ___ ~ __ '2-_e,k __ _ 

Address: ~?oo I-hi I l :-i 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0400 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 ~£25-0 CSR: _J_,,__:1f'_R ------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ov;'ns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~l-a--~· .... r=~c-y~'----h_o_·o_s ____ _ 

Address: l{ z,·z_. Sa<N ·"": i J Gf. s G 

Phone: 

Serial#: d//t 
I 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0401 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: t?al Z-S 20/0 CSR: ---"'~"---=-~-,,.;J,,,___ ____ _ 

Is the customer callin: as a result of the broadcast? eNO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Lsupportive of Remington 

_ Ang1y at C}..TBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/o:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~/S ~/ 
3 V07 J)~h'c::-1/ iJJ. Address: 

2J r/fP~ <;71- 3(!)8 oe 
Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** Ve-< ____ ,c:.-..,.. 

slit ~5 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0402 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lb ,dS CSR: __,,_L-=-F--/~.L----==--·---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @D NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~-Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

. ~ -710 't General concern of safety with personal modeM-0°' 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e"-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: __ :Yr,_.__7'<-::,.._.._Q......__.~0=--(~/------./ ..__, -='-1 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\-lJG. Y11:- r; ~ C 1?-rJ ['. Q / J: ~/1R / g.j }\ v-·, I".) 

()]~2/ ' 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0403 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~f_0_-_2-_5_-_/_D __ csR: TB. 1.rz1/~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CI\1BC for airing _ Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Vl?eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington Confider1tial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0404 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ I ~a ~/_1-_~_/i_o _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _. Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13 C for airing _ Supp01tive of Cl\'""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_!__ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

(ft~ f;i1/ 

T' - -- ..!:: J -----· - r 11'"1/T n 171'1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0405 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10 /as /;o CSR: _72~· C-'----ft£.,___ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:N13 C for airing _ Suppmtive of C:1'i13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0406 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---41-=o-i,[--=-z_"--'<;."----'-/.L.l, o~- CSR: __ <;,-=-~-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of CNB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

){.._Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X. General concern of 'safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: --------------~---

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\A AS 2 "31X2'~ •"" 
vJt~h CAAM' ~ k 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

c.L. Ms neAJbll bA.d 
~.d- Jt"24cev7 ~ 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0407 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ l"-=o'-+l-=-'i~~l 1_0_ CSR: __ £0yz~~'J-' ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO - ckJ.v.: + ~6" 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

-
Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0408 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: to(ZJ;;,((C CSR: __ ~--"'--"C~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

jL_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

le. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington Confidential 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0409 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNB C Storv 

Date: ___ { !J~(v_riJ+-.0_0 __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supponive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims tbey experienced a "safety" related issue wilh their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0410 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ f().,.__,7/i_r/;_ro __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supp011ive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model iOO: 

~General concern of safety with personal model_J.0tf 770 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send io an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

LJ
111

,J-t?) --1-o refvr11 77(} !J/c, cl' 5(,,ow/, ~'f·•e 7,, cJ ,..(/ ~j~J av-·e. /if).! 

..):\,,,4 /, lt/J tve &<-N,/j ,',,,. 7.,c..f -f.',<-uv'Y\ 

7 Ii 11 (") / 7,....., • 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0411 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Stor.y 

Date: I D -=11-5 CSR: ~I ~_J~p_)_. ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @=) 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

1f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0412 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 16 ~ .;zs=:u) CSR: /1!1&.A.J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they eicperienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the ti.rearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 6/,,c,/ ffl/2.N el/ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

§ 

10119110 

LS 0413 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: __ Q=' -+-~+-""-'~r""'<~~--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/i':eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~·ot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0414 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /(J - l..o-:... 2e:> JJ) 
f I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customei;-6~ns a Model 700: 

eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0415 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ (_-1__1..--_~U ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington )\: Supportive of Remington 

K Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

4 Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

& Inquisitive about Remington position 

A Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

kl§r7 

Remimnon 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0416 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ID---'-(_J_:) ___ _ CSR: ___ [_/L_(_ ..... v ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

)\" Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

rT General concern of safety with personal model 700 

)(seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

"claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'). 

YES Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: i \IV\£~ Lou 12.-v/ 
J 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~l{) 

Remin>!TOll 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0417 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~J o~-~2~5_-_ID __ CSR: ----''--''~-TI"---'...__ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO ( f _ " 

---~~ -h ~d n.1'fY\ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: I ~ L- d A 

/ l}-VJ Ov.... \. ~ v..z_ 
_Angry at Remington _t/_ S 'upportive of Remington 11 

'- '- -re- C.fJ\_ L l 
_ .-\ngry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'iised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---'"Gz-"_c;_,'f _O_l ~_'f_· _/ ___ _ 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

•n11n,;n 

LS 0418 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l 0 -J-5 -1 O CSR: -~<-=J=FJ'--·' _1 ______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caUer: 

_Angry at Remington ~pp011ive of Remington 

__ Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supp011ive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _·--_,!._._\ f°Y''--'---'----'pl---'-;--..... c,"--O=-· -'('-'o'"":x_"'-'-vD-=---

Address: ------------------

Phone: lfO :Z - q 2-&:.... q3']5 

Serial#: ]? ~ (p UO I (p 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

vtfe,vr-eA 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0419 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ,J_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·'i'ms a Model iOO: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

\~ 1'nW Pt21-ck
1 

Fl-

Phone: 

Serial #: ---=fR=-=i_p---'3~/ --=g--_'7____,,_~-'--------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0420 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ l~t>(t_z_7/_1._1J __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_!'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0421 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /LJ f d..:sfto CSR: __.__..JD:.+-=-/&~Si~ILJ---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~01tive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

V~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

V:eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0422 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: Q rorn: 
Remingron Confidential 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0423 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington )___Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

3:'._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Stcv-e!Y ~fie]--= 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0424 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~I (9-+/_d-_S-__ _ 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:Nl3 C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0425 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .YE8-~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:Nl3 C for airing _Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0426 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /D-2-5-(0 csR: -:S.E · I,v.1n~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v16eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

G-.u"1- j:ffe,_ ~ a-f/f ~ ·~ 

Remi11f!to11 Confidential 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0427 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _J ___ £-'--_. _(_r_v_/_~ll_\-+-----
___,I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"BC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Seiial #: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

SlYJP. , U 

Remi1U~to11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fide11tial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0428 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: ---'Q_=· __,,\-'-._\. \_,\_-=--\..,y(--L-_,,,_._, __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? {!:f NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: // 

_Angry at Remington -~pporti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer .Bwns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0429 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __._} O-f.=la'-=---51.L..:.--J o __ csR: A-n ·do 00 V 0--/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Suppmtive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

emM<~ 0-bcrn ALL 9(; h·.s .Qrro-m~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0430 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: j{)):1$} ){) CSR: _,,,__;4n~~--tQ.~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_.Angry at Cl\l""BC for airing _Supportive of C,rnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experien5ed a "safety" related issue with Lheir personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

serial#: _.....{'.___...{o,,__._,.tY~'l~iJ~B~l 3-___ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

N 0p1;1 ha.cl ;SSUJ ea - ,jus+ ufbn Jed 
t

1
&-0rfYl ~s s~ 

NO 

,,_ ___ ..!':'J ••. __ ._1 
1 nn nn n 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0431 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ l~0_-2_6~-~V ___ _ CSR: -~r/J~,JT[~------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

InitiaLttme/Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at CNBC for airing ~rtiveofC:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~isitive about Remington position 

-tL' Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not expecienced a problem but wan" fueann inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: _Cfl~_D_~-=-tr . ....,VJ__,__{eu, __ {~e~r-'-1 __ _ 

Address: I :;i_g3 VA flu; 6;~ Dr · 
Bs4 Jv~ ~-(.J.'-,, r- k ? '2- l L 1 

Phone: ~p - 7c.,? ~ 30 13 

Serial #: __ 3_1_0_5_...:..3_<..,,,, ___ (_(_v._z _{p_f(_') __ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Co'mmeg-f.f-w ,' Jt-'j L-YiL..-vj 

12 ,~Jdlo f Yf.J- &_heve_c/ G\)G fl y u7-trl.?! Y-1'.J-
CN~ /Leu! -.Jo -;;,a±/ Eu,,Ls W-l a rC< CA/ Je,r, '~ ¥ A-- :;. h'Y/. 
/2-·?-'*~ +o liTU /L {) ~,.. ~-1;)!;..-/k . ' 

/""' - •• ..!::. J --- --' - I 1t1/rn1111 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0432 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~l~O-ll--'26~-4-'l l~O'------ CSR: ___,Sdv?-:-==><-"--'-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

serial#: ----"-5_{;_~_\l?_t1_v_L{_s_==--____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\f'J~ul t-u ltM.;O~ ~ ~·\,- 1-1}):> ~ 

Rem ing ton 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 10119110 

LS 0433 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ln_-_z._,_' _'-_o ____ _ 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES <@ 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N-gc for airing _ Supp011ive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_g_ General concern of safety with personal model '788- s-lf 

!...__ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700-! ! 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: -------------~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

1nno11n 

LS 0434 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ f 0,_0_z5_/_f 6_· __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §J NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of Cl\113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O'i'\'IlS a Model iOO: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1\:-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

1n11nr;n 

LS 0435 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/_()_-_d)__c:=;""'"""". ,,:..--- CSR: --!.,(-=1;,,.J<.C-h'\, ~'---=-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadca5C5NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem-but-wants--fn:eai:m-inspeGt-ed{filJ-GUt-add.r-ess)_se~ RARC 

,/~er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the op~--
(__ the safety of the ~~~~r.m, ~hey should ~(!_advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

-----·-.. ·-···--·- . -- ··--- ·---·-----·---------·--

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _--<_l'--'-(__,1._· --~<'~r;;,:.,.:-:i'-1--'1 A..'--=_,__t0~"=---'\~1 . - -1 
Address: 

\ (\ [\ \( 
Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

bcGrsC J,_Q_(""J 
~ C\) C~ 

Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0436 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: --;--) ~h~-d;~· ~S __ 
/ 

CSR: __ G_lf\---/ ___ · __ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NoC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\r--r"d"' + J'.7 cl; -?-c1 ~Or\ //',) v\\ 1b 1 ( h 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0437 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / 0 / 1r/l 0 CSR: _.......i.60L..jr\l--'-,J-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CI\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/c1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

&,ft Lo()L f '~ 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0438 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --~l_c:J~/_:t_) ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CJ\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

4 Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ow·ns a Model 700: 

l- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

, 1. seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion 1\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ----'(j-=-_<_v.J-e __________ _ 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Dk 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0439 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I DI d~ CSR: Lfl l v 
I --'"~----------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 6JNo 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C}H3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

4_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

J_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion J\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Coll1lllents: 

1v'\~ ~ Co~~~L·· 

PLr1171·r1 arnn Confidenrial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0440 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: csR: __ S_n_~_G ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

't- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/{__ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'.-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

) C)c} CD!-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0441 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -'a=-'-.. _,__/ ___ zs_/---=-2_D_/_o __ CSR: __ 5_£>_J _____ _ 

Is the customer caUing as a result of the broadcast? §"o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the c.ailer: 

~gry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at C:l'{BC for airing _Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

4neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name ,J,~ a IA!~ 
Address: .36tJ ;5/; ~C ~ 

6p?tf 0/A Gt- 3~~$-Z 
Phone: 

Serial#: ---=G<---'-b.=(fn...L..L._._6.c..._/,O ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

1nnonn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0442 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: & ~5- 29/0 
' 

CSR: __ S'_W _____ _ 
~i-.-Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c.. ... : .. ::::; ....... dO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl'rBC for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: /d'/!-/r-71-h !?ti: '"£>~ 
Address: -~~-f""-~_S___,{i-..._-r-_-=~-f:!7__,_/k~-

/M/e'!?/, . n. . 1 . 

Phone: 30> r~,- 60rt(/ 

Serial #: .::...('_b_Ji_'f_f0_,_,_f-+f-~"/j-~_)_~_C7_S._r.Y_· -+-/ -..L(f_' 6_7 8 Z-0 6 ~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

F 6 -zn-z-r~ 

(r~6 7 62- '$ ~ 

vi' 

o~< "A/~/ ~ ~'ltf~ th~{ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

1n11n1111 

LS 0443 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo£ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1ola5J16 CSR: An~-tQ Cf}Klcit 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13 C for airing _ Supp01ti ve of CN-:S C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~"Y) .. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _Q_liJ~W-=--=--l q--=-{p_3-___ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

1'~~ '±MM ±z> P-iorUlj.W {l,Vtfm~~iAC6-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0444 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \{)) a5J ]Q CSR: _Anl :fQ QClt@.J 
Is the customer calling as a result ol the b.oadcast?B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Suppmtive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1".Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0445 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --=-' o-+""-'\ a sllioC....f--l-1-=--o _ CSR: .An ~:lo COJ!~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _ Suppmtive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~ot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ ]ebQrvec} ±J fV\(lDO ~ &rn 

1 ri/7 Oil n 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0446 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ____ , 0+-={tf9-=--+-'-( l_O _ CSR: _ ___,~~YQ......__~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington &._ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

ll_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

EA 
Phone: 1-ZL.f .... '3 oB· l S 1V 

Serial#: Q, ~ vD LO.? lo 1-

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\JV~ &!il~vW\ ~·s~llk-ul -

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

'{'~1£.ul Co Jl-lrvtL 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0447 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ----4-\ ..._O I-"( 2'-"'t;-+-( l.__0 __ 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: V\~· 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l'rBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: ~!2(p~S44~4 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fide11tial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0448 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNB C Storv 

I -/ ._J,(I, _.,..,. Date: 1 t L ~ !J CSR: ___ ~ __ , __ , __ _,_-,_ '~_;";..:..:.._;v1_.<.s __ _ 

[s the custo~e: calling as a result of the broadcast?(/~ NO 
''-._/ 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing ·-Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_1l General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#.: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

i II~ S/ir1P 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

r ...... .::;,,.,1 ...... -;..,T 

NO 

1n11011n 

LS 0449 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C:NnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l'.\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c;r1f 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

1n11011n 

LS 0450 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

16 _,,., 5- (I:> 
Date: ~~~,,r-~~~~~~~- CSR: ___ ,_-z; _~-----
Is the customer caUing as a result of the broadcast? e NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/' 
_· _ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: R' lA '5. \ AO D SS 0 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Reminf!TOI! Confidemial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0451 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: J tr 2~ -= ;o 
CSR: __ R--'''-t?-~------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C:t\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/In- . . . b R . . . _ qmsn1ve a out emmgton pos1t1on 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,../General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 1) A. u <C K D "{ iC> 0 LLJrf 

Address: 

Phone: µ (\ 

Serial#: ___,f1~6_'1_~_6_6_~_b ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

P,eirninornn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confldenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0452 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ) 0 )ta s /1u CSR: Srvlr{'oJ l1. rney-
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

<pportive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at cr-.i'BC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/rn··· b R' .. _._ qms1t1ve a out emmgton pos1t10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ G:eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 
/ 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0453 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: J () - -QS- 1() CSR: _____,_/-==J/l_L!----"'--0 __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@) No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington -------\ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

· _seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

fa bas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product SerYice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

\\.\ j l~~~()Y~. 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

Confidential 

NO 

~bS() I bC\ ~ 
IWLJO~Y 

10119110 

OY 

LS 0454 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo -bl~- 10 CSR: illlJ?c Al 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,6General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adyised to return it to (Product SerYice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES Qo"? 
Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington Confidential 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0455 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: &cii~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES §) 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Re111i1u1ro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10/19110 

LS 0456 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

< 

CSR: ----=r'--/l_ ...... _· f.--' ___ _ 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES~ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

l/s~'dc 

P,,..,r11inor.11n 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confid emial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0457 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / D / 2 .C { ( O 
I 

CSR: _W~r!-_._.._,,fl1L..--___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast1@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C"t\1B C for ailing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

;K{_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

);'L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

__J6'='-v~4=-< fJ..:__r ~~J-®=a..:c..:V\.__:;;<_f---1-$--=-...._&v-=-dc~c__,."' 1-+-f--<-·, _/.__,_Vt.__r --'k-:=----~ ~' ---'-C{ /?<' t--:. 

~h..::::e....:...:.\ ;..:...:Q V:...,,:4-'~r.__c _r-:--L.:::,f o'--'-(""-j---'-{o_h_Gi_ve_. --____,LJ--=--'"'-1-..-f _'--_• 1(_-'-c_l-"-(1 c l ~ I~ 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

ov,,t 

10119110 

LS 0458 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lD-;J5-t0 CSR: __ JJT _______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (5'iSJ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Lsuppo1tive of Remington 

_ .Awgry at C:NBC for airing _ Suppo1tive of C~""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: fu_J Co ( f,)U v V'\ 

YES 

Address: qo Oc'\_k U:ew ~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

r f")f1 fin'o111inl 

NO 

l 0119110 

LS 0459 



d 5 o ? ./-i h--f uyf h) I;) 3 f I 5 -= p 'l -I i:cr:, ? '1'f 

111 
CALLING AS RESULT OF BROADCAST +tf\ ~ -l+f+-Hi{~-J+H++-ft-1--Ht" 
Yesl+f-1- +Ht tflT ./HI-+!ft- .µ1-f-Hfl-ttfr--Htt-+ffti1f1 % -l+tf---t+H-"' -Hft 

No-ffit- +t-H-'1-ttr I {[§) ?{ 

ATTITUDE 

Angry at Remington f 

Angry CNBC ( \ I / {!j) (~~") 
SupporUveofREM i-ltl-~+ftT +w-tf+t _µ..H--+Hf-+ftr ~/I/ \(l_f. 

Supportive of CNBC 

NATURE/PURPOSE OF CALL / -~ 

Off er Support -++f+- +ttt" -ttt-f- (J_;{___) ,--
1 ~~ 

Inquisitive on Rem position L1.LJ_ 111 I ) I I I ' I I I -1-1-1-f--.·-(/ rr II (3 ~ I 
I II I I H I fl I -rt-rT" I I I I \___:: <::!-

Calling to provide Broadcast Feedback j / / J (J7) 
\__:..., .. · 

OWNS MODEL 700 

Genera I Concern +f+t -W..J._j_LL..1-J--1--+H-
' I I I Tt I I I-, /I "ffi+ ,~ .. a9-I _L.Li- LI I I - .JJ-1-1----J...H-I--L1LL- + - 1''' ::TT'' n11 ·11r; ''/' 17// . 

fttt/f+l--++-+-r -1- J I I I 26" (; 

Feedback fftt- +-ff/ -;-H-t- / / .. 11J 
Safety l;sue ..frtt" -f I 1 f- -f l t/- / I /12.L\ 

/1 r-f-l po, 
No Problem w/ firearm ft+t- t-+-J-+ /-----,, ~ 

/ \ 

e~ 
ARS SENT I f I I _.;.-++++- I I ~ v 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0460 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ( f) ( ;;L(J? CSR: [' /1..,,, l c_,,-

ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (§:)o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington !'l Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/\. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/S- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Pro.duct Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0461 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: -~~:..-Jl_L_V _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast& NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

)\ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0462 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ___.W"--"-. _,;;...____,[)~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

;£.-calling to provide broadcast feedback j {_/\s-f-. er <A_t slm ""' 
Customer Owns a Model 700: 

"f= General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

JG-s I-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0463 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ _:__/_D_,...._]6--_;:___r u __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

/ 
_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: fl/I l/C (_ Vh.~/-Je /( 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0464 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'(_D_--_7-_6_,.._--_I u __ _ CSR:----"-~-~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

,...---- Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/"'inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/"'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

-~ 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: J.))54 {.__/? //('1'<1.R-=--t' 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ___ S_6_/_L_O_O_{)_--Z_=o..) __ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0465 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JO- 26 - r~ CSR: __ _._Ka~.~-~------
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (~NO 
lnitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/'Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~General concern of safety with personal model 700 
~-

- seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: V IJ?) 1 d 5--ff( 11 fvt €"Lt.{<-( 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---=-6-_6=---?_l_~_/ _()~6~---
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0466 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ __._l_o_-A,_-"'-lO __ CSR: _J-=-----JT...,....· -"---·--=-.......------
/ ~/ ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?\ YES /NO 
\_:-.--/' 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TB C for airing _Supportive of CN"'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion !\TY). 

@ 
--........__ 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ::I e..r°1 A''>/ fbc)Y e..... 

NO 

Iv~~ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0467 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: !O ;Jy --() CSR: _ . .,...5J;I=-=-=---------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Lsuppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for ailing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

foning to offer supprnt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion 1\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

lk--11 
YES NO 

LS 0468 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ! () Ac!l{__~ ~ /[) CSR: __ [_}__,__~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES €) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

k General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

. Comments: ct,· re{1-cc) t Q 
\/\,,~Cb -5 ) ·1c 12/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0469 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 /;_ {, CSR: ~ 
Is the custo~er calling as a result of the broadcast?YE: NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ luigry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supportive of CN13 C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

./ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0470 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ l_D-r-,/_.ef:~{_p"-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

X .t\ngry at C:N'"B C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Suppmtive of Remington 

_Supportive of Cl\1BC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

K Inquisitive about Remington position 

f Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

, -Cs r!e-n(J~,,v e J Cthcvf 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0471 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: x Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13 C for airing _Supportive of C1\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

/{ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

;S.._ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion !'ff). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

.) (Af : --r cc ~c_, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

uo 

YES NO 

To 

LS 0472 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f o / 2 l{ ( 1 o csR: _w_· c:::-_±ts_. -'-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 
1 
;~NO 

\___-

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~'laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: fl(o CJZl 'f 7~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

--'-//l-'--=--__,.~~tAe.=--....:rP"---'--1 =tl_--=-'-' s_A_J;__c )-7--=-.f_...._;_rq--r-~(_o ,_ : ) h '-'- J, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0473 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ____,__{ D_-_2-_b_-_{ 0 __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

'7oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ~-----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

k./Jfi1--/~ ~ ~~v--~~ ~. 
S~M ~ARSL~. 

() 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0474 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: fo{Z-~ \ /O CSR:---'-'r;J_W{)~. ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ -1-v---C,,, f..o._ ~·tY\.j} 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

)(.Inquisitive about Remington position 
( 

/[_,..Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

f seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: /J..v-:r F='~ °' k_ 

Address: -~~D--=-a ...... v+-Y--_ _,_I o_o ______ _ 

fu·,~ ur+: 
Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

2'1 z j~ 

LS 0475 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ( 0 - i l -- ( Q CSR: '0#l+u_c~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Custom~s a Model 700: 

General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

~ .~ Uo f-£-0\5~, 
G &Jl~_v,_ JA. wJ 

Comments: ) 

U J?.. E-e...,r~ \n 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

- " 

LS 0476 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I 0} c9{a) I 0 CSR: _An~~ ~-tQ.,.-=,-----
. r· / \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?\,~} NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion I\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~------~------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0477 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l oJa<o 11 D CSR: ---An~-...... 1 iR _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Q.,TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion r-..'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0478 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR:----=~=----~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,k_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0479 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ _.__,/\J'--ll--""k'-loLl'--11 1--LI 1 _0 __ CSR:-~=--~---"--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington x_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

X Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_.x. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

t\RVV\ s~~) PA 
Phone: ] 11-HS-2- 9Y-Z3-

Serial#: J 3B IS(?, 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

iv.A-"" vvCA"::. {h6-vohe.VAJ... V\~ ·- ~~ ~ ~ 

~v- e.. h.-6 &~{ 'S.Jv\P. - ('fr e,wd ~ \'!-k ILL 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0480 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ t_o_\_<-_'-'_l_,_'\l ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C~TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeldng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0481 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / <J / d l /~DI [j CSR: _g~----=~~"""~) ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caUer: 

_Angry at Remington Y"Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\'""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

V Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model iOO 

~~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

/-; tir9" JS 7b0 1 ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0482 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ /O~/_Zhi_(i_rtJ ___ _ CSR:~~~--,'--~~·-,~~_,-_s~~~~~-
/ \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? &7Es No < 
\ ) I 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ i\ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of Orn C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~, General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/'f7fz-eA c&ovf ~'15;.Jc.,,_7 4-.... X f1f fvifi7 ~/ ,'n 011¥ ~11 
,/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0483 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

naie: 1ofac, JIU csR: r±Jew L OJ fL 
[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0484 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / b -d(_, CSR: lf!'1 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: __.,__,Cq;..;......J, -==bQ~"'----'l'---~"'"=' =..........., .. J?\=-'---'=~~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0485 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /Q-.).Le - ( 0 CSR: Aif g.QtJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_ Angry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl'H3C for aiJ:in{< _Supportive of CI\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/<General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm., they should be adYised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Cr-e~5 ~ S 

Address: 

Phone: 

YES 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0486 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10 - ?J..Le - l 0 CSR: __ __.,../\_----',.--------
; I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( Y"f!J) NO 
'-.-/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Rod:.y Bo55.s 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

' 
s;.-.m to i:>rrduc:± S.r.cv ic;e, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0487 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0-C:l.l..JZ' !CJ CSR: Al/J<(J).J 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? t{i§J NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\113C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 1?e&ed C.Cqtc~dl 

Address: 

Phone: So \ - 1. S'~ - 4 91 ~

Serial#: C., (p7(e 4<?00 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0488 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 - ,;u~. - 16 CSR: flllR011J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _;{Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of 0'113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer ewns a Model 700: 

/.General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Produ~enice, Ilion l'ol"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES <f.9J 
ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0489 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: Q. 10., ak- rD 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

'( 

l_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: :J0rn£5 W"ggeN 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

>eRVIC e 

LS 0490 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet~ 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I b - C:Z V2 - f D CSR: l!eJ?,oJ.J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Aupportive of Remington 

_ • .:\ngry at CI\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__.!General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\T\'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Seat to Produd .Sercv1 ce 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0491 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ ____._\ O=-" _._1 '2"'-(p=---c....\ _( D __ CSR: -~9i1_..:_v_u·'--' ______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X. Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_X,oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ clatms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it Jo the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\l\)Cl1,\ kLd Mb 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0492 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at CN'"BC for airing _ Supportive of C:N'"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l'l'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/ 

NO 

LS 0493 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ___ ----~/~~~A~~='J=---------
,~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? rEs) NO 
\~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_1L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_JL._ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0494 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ (i_o~/u~/!_0 __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (~ NO 
~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of c:t-rnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_. has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

' / 

YES NO 

LS 0495 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

n.,., j() f ~u~ csR: ~rdce 1a1~ ra~v 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ • .\ngry at C:N"B C for airing _ Supportive of C1\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants fireann inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

{ 

fr) 

YES NO 

LS 0496 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date, tD/Q{g /1a csR, fln).re1Al JUcner 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? e NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ'{BC for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0497 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \0\atol lD CSR: _Ao<--+"-"--~' t_C-____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? {iiJ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at c:r,rnc for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

v<as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e1.-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~-~-~---~-~---

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

iR.b~<e.d ~ 3~~ &tV\~~4-Y\.~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0498 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __.a/""---"-._·_'Z=..<.....,?,~, __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Lsupportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __.__~ .......... =".L../l...__~~fik~"""--6Je,,c...-=-.__~=t'd'-/.._.//=---
Address: ___ __.;;;..6_f_"-"........__~_.,_,r--Si'--';('-,--

5 .fe_/1--/lt;lV fl/ c Gf ()V-' 

Phone: ~OB~ 7 76 - Z</1(5 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 
' !97tJ..s 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

@) 

6.1/1-N /$' 4 tum/ ,I// 
A hon/Hj 5'~5'oN 

LS 0499 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --=()'--c/-'----"u~·___..,&Jtz=a=' '---, CSR: __ ~,$:~:Q.:~-J~---
[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ... 

Consumer Name: _,_$r~~"""o..Lf--'f _ __,,~'-'--"·b~.£-=6'-A/-<----
Address: L4-J~ / ZI. 

ffi/)5';;Fll, /hT S79tJ/ 
~~~-'-~--'-'-r1=--~-,+-~'"-'--~~----

Phone: 7 'l-O" zof(- /28b 

***Send an ARS label*** (e-s 
Comments: 

;ks /.f f(/'L~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0500 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~-·-~_/_-_U_,/.__~----'/'l_'O_ CSR: _S:--'--='-:Q-=J _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

01aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 U#,14 ./.ts 7#G 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: ~.#Q# di£ 
Address: 

Phone: 

//f'? /( /3Ek~~w/ /'frf 
tU.4-£47~1 ur B'f 7 eo 
&s- 67</- &-7ao 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Coilllllents: 

fly· Jvo 
l I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0501 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date'JJ , ~ CSR• /() /;;) Cc/; 0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\'"BC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisiti ve about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

f\/~, 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ c~s they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

-~-ha~s~ n nrot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

§ v.)~ 
'B~l} ~ VioY-9-
~ (};'-& 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

J~~ 

LS 0502 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'-/_O_~ ___ r_o___ CSR: ---4~:...;:·~=-~---'1 ______ _ 

ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .. vi NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/' 

/" 
_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
/' 

_:.__Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

rGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -~;11 __ ,_-_kJ:_, __ /7_11_5_'S~O-~---

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0503 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~/_0_~·_2_t_·~_l_U_~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_· _ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/rn···bR' .. _ qms1t1ve a out emmgton pos1t10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model '.:JOO:'/· / 2> 

~~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --..;,r_?r_,t(l_~_Ci_t._5 __ (1,_"1_1_1_r __ 

Address: 

Phone: 
' ~ 

Serial#: __ /---'--_/ _/ _()_t.-__ u_q_~---

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0504 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ GG_eo_,tfo" _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/'Calling' to offer support (pro-Remington) 

7In .. , b R . .. _ qms1tive a out emmgton pos1t1on 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _,_,1: __ . _l-_l{i_,:i_-t:=_V ___ ~_'/J_-J __ _ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0505 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

/' 
Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? . YES 

?/)I! (.) ~ ,X " C-t:. (,1 ~~ Consumer Name: IJ · ~ - I · L 

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0506 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ (/)"""'--."""'c/:J...·-~ _2-&_~r -'2=o_..:....;ro=-- CSR: __ 5,_ZJ_· ------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product SerYice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @j NO 

ConsumerName: Sr3p4L.f ~od /Z r?-4: '})//a# 

Address: Z956 cJeqp;, t/tuy 68 /a/I' 
5M/e,<s,,,;/J;- G4 3/08? 

Phone: 1/7 B- 'JSZ - /rj B ~ 

Serial#: q6 ?I tf5 3' ~ 

***Send an ARS label*** /es 
Comments: 

smre5 ~:& 15 lf!iP "ltrbf 'tJ/t5/ ta:/i "t.1/i1 t'~ /; c a41/ ..fPb-
t!/tJ.7E ./Jtf' Ji>/I, -Mr ~j 17w tul# tU"f'· #/fp 111;/,4 5'1kj t'AI, C1~·5E /lc-
b#, :/A2 Blt//l/'i £1/N 1J_,.:/lafe4? wh~K 1A#i /.-, i/f/f~e-d "/'/!. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0507 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ___,~=-=L).._,,,,/ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for ailing _Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\T\'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~7?4!JF-. ~--_,__~--"M"""'·_._W.-'-~=---~~~~l_,,.r __ 

Address: ___ _,_tJ-=-'///-=--"-?i_D _ ___.{....,.~_;;;e._£=-...;;'I(_'---"~~-=-~ 

~~~~-~~~-~~~~-~~~38 
Phone: 303-8c:s- - /5'"}/ 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

NO 

LS 0508 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: OJ ~ 2-0/6 CSR: --'='-----=>-t&,__,,.I'-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -4-kf_._u_hh ___ _./;--"~'-~-A_0_-h'--"'--1./_.'.5"'----
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

/08 r UIE 
8/qE~11?t /!(O. 

ei~- zza--r317 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0509 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _--"'--'/ Q,,__---""Wo.-.:' _ii)-"-. '---- CSR: ___ JjT-=-=-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~po11ive of Remington 

_ • .<\.ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/c~lling to offer supp mt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Senice, Ilion I\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ---=M~1 ~(~~=,-~· _l~U_._'()'vi,[ __ c! _____ _ 
Address: .;L q l 0 s. 3 g'"i.3:- Ave_.. 

\Vts+ ~J~v-J . vJA 

Phone: 

Serial#: NA 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

L()\/(~ ~at-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0510 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: __ C_t;,,,_,_5 ______ _ 

L::::-:E~) Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

J General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0511 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l C> I;)... (o CSR: r /L-1 -(...../ 

Is the custome:calling as a result of the broa_d_c_a-st-?=-0-E=S=--N-'O ______ _ 

(~/ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 t claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

\/ 
_'._has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e}..-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0512 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: _ __._[<---+\--+--~--+~ C-...J ~-+---t---
/;=:j""' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~ (0 \ _ Angry at Remington 
, \e~ 

_ Supportive of Remington 

\.J _ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

Aas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ® NO 

Consumer Name: --~-===-'--'\---=L .... -.,..1 \2""'"_""--'\_,_\_0..-"-· -'----

Address: I 050 SE C::?; -1-"' ~\/~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ___ y..__.3_,__g._~,_..,._3.,,.__ ______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0513 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: \Ofac;,/ IQ CSR: f-h ¥"' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

' ~>-Angry at Remington 

~ _Angry at CNBC for airing 

_ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ 700 
~neral concern of safety with personal model~ 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0514 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ----'-'\O=+J~.._...-~J\0~- CSR: __ E=--h'--)-+-"'V-._\:)__,__ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
"".;. ::\ <1.S :\ <:!.. c\ 

_j Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/ Vi n1 s.\-\c.b 
~ Supponive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

· _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_/has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: )(a'{ PG 0 Oi OCj+an 

Address: \63 t'\P C(.P C gD 

P;oQ.r,lle.,, LA '11360 s 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---'--~J-+-fl_,__{i. ________ _ 
] 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0515 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0 / Z<o ( ( o CSR: _cJ_~fh...._,..· '-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadca~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN'BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

'f= Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

"fJ General concern of safety with personal model 700 B bL 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1-v). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

r)~J/ JH f'41v-~, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0516 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo r 2<..t ( ( 0 CSR: ( )c--~ 
/' ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

.- Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:/=:General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~L/1kJ <?C- l·-sfr-J,Cr._, A-Lff\ r=-.frr) 

h__ ~ .. , c~~ .. Sr.._u,,)Y 6"'-f''-·Jl ft- (t#c eh c 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0517 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _t_0_,...._2-._ro_-_r_D __ CSR: --=r1S ,T_r\/ i h°'-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

7a.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seelcing company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'11'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ________________ _ 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

v~±- -ay!h-: .trlq~ doc)) J/»fl- , 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0518 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _..__/_O_,_~-~-=b ___ _ CSR:~~~),_ .. ~k~o~l~c~L~-· __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

~gry at CNBC for ailing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of CNBC 

~ling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY) • 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? . YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0519 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: lb - :J...&- 1 Q CSR:---~--·------~-------
/ ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: · 

_Angry at Remington -3supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__& General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~ .... c.~ 1< c:::c5~...--

Phone: "8'o t - S71 - 70o S'° 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0520 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date' l o/ioP{J CSR' /birew[$er= 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:l\TB C for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/.eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

/ 
/ 

LS 0521 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: -----',__).'---ry,-=-----f-=-------
ly~ES NO Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
\~ 

_ Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -'-~...::..o....;.__ __ .....::;5'---::.a_=' .... 1.-'--'~-"""'-~-=S'----

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0522 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /(J / {JG 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Corrunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

+n 

NO 

LS 0523 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: )f} rdfi CSR: ~l-=-tf-· tr_J~----
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

r ,,, c +-- r, / L 
1 

cj,vnO 
I 

NO 

LS 0524 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~10~/~J_(, ___ _ CSR: ~' ...... ~'"""9---"-..J _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t'{BC for airing _ Supportive of C:t\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0525 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /~ (, CSR: _...,.t,,.__~'*"-'._..,.,_/ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0526 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~ Jt/.i. (, CSR: ___,(___..._,-'~~-1 _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0527 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: JO/;. l CSR: __,l"-"'uyi~..1~------
is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

·Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0528 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _J;.....:;Q,_V-""'.2'-"'i.____ ___ _ CSR: __ l~"~'9-'-..J ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_LGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e"-11erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion !\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0529 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _l_,_O/_;.---'(, ___ _ CSR: l~eA..J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~l'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ~----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0530 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: { D ,_ Lb ;-- I· 0 CSR: ----=Q-· :....+-,~~~~, =------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 6E~-io 
-~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: / 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer .Qwns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

' \.,\) ;-l ti 

NO 

LS 0531 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: {D - Lb--~/ 0 CSR: Q~ 
. /) 

Is the customer callmg as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer·Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0532 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: -+-(l_,._,-"'-lkh~M~Jk-=---
/) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .EVNO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~l concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0533 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (Dl ~Co CSR: <;" /l,<- L/' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

r1_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)!:.._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

6 seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0534 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

< 

Date: CSR: __ [_· r'l.,_l _<:-' ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? _@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

4 Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,\' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

K seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NI'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: ----~---------

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/Or~ -frrJ. t')\ 
---r ~ 

I 0 

~frlfJ --- fJ,/( T~l<-,c; 
G11~J!Pp 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0535 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~/~{)_,._{d-~&~- CSR:---""""~=-· v_,'C-:._t_. _V _____ _ 
' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? _@o 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

~ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ~ S7~ ~c; '-fCT.<3 '-r 
I 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0536 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f (!) ( ::1. fo CSR: --'--A--'-{-'-F_--( ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: -

_ Angry at Remington ,Ksupportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

CoIIlillents: 

(µ rrvi-lcd 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0537 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ ( O_(_J_b __ _ CSR: -----"'~=-,_,(__-·--'l"'-"C/=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

A Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/( General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'1-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

6-e-t/\ .e "'~fJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

NO 

LS 0538 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID - ;! lo - ID CSR: SBRO>..J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the· broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _-=i Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC · 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,>(General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _...I.R.l-'~'--'Q.....,,,a.,.,,d""'""li2>..._s~1_R;!..;. ,.,,o"'"f>,.,.-es;;.._,t'_T.___ __ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0539 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: l/Bi?o1v 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C}..TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: J<:>hl'--I S+epbeo~ 

Address: 6l 109 Crn6den Pond Roo..d 

Ftnbdea ,. HE o<{CiSK 

Phone: e:zoz- S::{_D(o- S9to I 

Serial #: HOD '"'1.;z;;2. 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

wads to 6e a JJIY~oasn"rth- Hiczihl'j 'SVSC5e-Stec\ 

+hen he fo.~ it ta a. compeic:o± C,un"£-H~tb. / Ser1f ~ ~-e-{ aYiut.JC 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0540 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 -d.,.~- lO CSR: llAllOA) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 6supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: t1a.P, le P12ovCN~=e r-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0541 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10_76~(0 CSR:~___.rf?'."--o_f-J~~~~~~~~
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
_Angry at Remington _:___ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:Nl3 C for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

L Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion t\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: /7Lv<. S-<../'JIU Ct10 

Address: 3 ~ Oc J t rf'.Kt:::lt LY\ 

E/t u c l tr t( e l<_JJ- -s·~ lo) 

Phone: 6 r::; J ~3 I -' g, f l{ / 
,_ 

Serial#: __ · _C_s_S:-'-"t)'----"'3--=='6'---~-· _ _c; __ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0542 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -+-""I o"'+-/ 'l=-'(t;"'--ll--'-1 _,..._O __ 

/ -~ 

CSR:~~'"?:a_'~v~V-~~~~~~~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q<A.LJ. V \)JtJ~ to 'i)V tlf:v ~AA 

~ v w'V b o 1.,, -:::r a_-s~ ~ ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

)G- ~Vt- V've>T~v

~ J->A ~ (> uS>""'<l. b L c 

LS 0543 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
l;iJva. I 

_Angry at Remington !5._ Supportive of Remington 

~.Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0544 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES GJ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supponive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Cail: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

jf_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

l_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion t-.:~. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0545 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

1t(u/10 Date: _____ . _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NoC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seelcing company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e)..-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ----~----~--~~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0546 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: (JiJ-e: J;('{J(Y 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~pol1ive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

~-quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer '..'Jame: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0547 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

n.te, 10/a~ )ru csR: jflnrlr&J /viraer 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?G NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~:porti ve of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

7 General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0548 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /O/atob CSR: {JJr19z la r~L 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? cf~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0549 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: l1-J CRJ..d :l:r (\if 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ,_.,,,:S . . f R . 
_ upport1ve o J. ermngton 

_Angry at Cl\1BC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

yi'Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0550 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 16~/to CSR: aJcerJ Tu~ 
/'--) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? /~JNO 
\ __ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

?mquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ G~peral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0551 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -+-=-1 D_,__,....,/ ~-"¥-+-rob...._...o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES {ijs; 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/,~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0552 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: __ :1..__J-'--'--\ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ . .\ngry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion I\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to th€t~ 

ConsumerName: ToJd Ll2bJ.f' 
Address: _Lf_U_O---'l'-"-1_ _5_r_L__,y.___!/&__.___ __ 

far'?,' VJ a tf. Y\ d J"0S 0 7o 5.r/ 
I I ( I 

Phone: t/!lci . ((!!fl' °173- ]~O --02g· 
I 

Serial#: (p 4911'1'1 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0553 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /O -;y,, -tO CSR: __ 0~,j~=----_,__) ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ .<\ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

V' Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: l::>ar1 :5 /1 ree V& 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0554 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0-2&-/0 CSR: __ 0_· --J_~ _[ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N-"BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Lc1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion :t\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 3/AJ-?VJ'] _, .2-q:JJ 

Serial #: ,(IJ A - '(P V l \.Vhe f:J k( n C:iUl) t'~ 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

/ S -:5carc J k--cc-<-u~ :>he. :_,,-.,cx,ve. '-liu.. tJ.-un a.l-v-c~ ~;v- 11.,,U>h/...-n. 

d;ed.· /s_ {o feav f&tkffte_ ~.n who fv1'S i-f- n01V ~><- ;f IVt.::, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0555 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~;_o_,_/_-z __ 1,r-/~10 ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: -------------~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0556 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: Jo/:i. (, CSR: _l~cyf~_,v _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of F .. emi:ngton 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _ Supponive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/c:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e"-'Perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0557 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ S_4/ ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

ConsumerName: U4* ~wae. 
Address: ?61~ Bl# ?c-cl ;?/ 

/;: 3Zd17 

Phone: fOt/~ Z6/-S°9S8 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*!* )'&.> 
Comments: 

....... ~=1f-;:£-:.,:....!=~::.>£.' __.LA~1~""""-=--l~n~7'¥~"""'Gt"----'t'.~v;-=~'-"-'-~"->'f e/-=-r1 ___.,~-=-'~'if ...... l?Jl"-=--'""-"'17---'-"--'-'I cf=----l~ l~J ,, a.,-t7 ,y .. l/P"·I t 
~ dEul~ bl/ qa~r &F/. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0558 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Sen-ice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

AD!« ~fV' 
Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0559 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: IOfatp}lD csR:~k~~-tQ ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:N'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: lJ.J ·, I\ ; G..rvJ ~ ~ ~ 
Address: --~___,_.._B....__.....Q~c.i;=--· n--=~'°-----'-M~· 

Phone: 

Sro1+h ~' e id, N c_ ()1ra11 

cr11-1 lis - er ll1s. 
Serial#: "J IO /L// J9 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

COx\\ W e.011 l.D D f\~ n~ Lb·,s 11 o -

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0560 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 101a0J10 CSR: Ao;iD.. 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

Usnot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\\Oo t'f\odJJ {alaO l!ncl LU{](it,d ·1n.ftrMl1£.M 
on "10o~ ~ h-,r'"\ ·-w KA-'Kc in hCLu-t 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0561 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date:~ 1D}ato)IO CSR:_..,_An~;~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast'B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0562 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lO)Blo\10 csR:~An~-'M--=-----
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0563 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: J{)ld~f \D CSR: __ .An....,_,_~_.._±G.. ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/At.t.it.ude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for ailing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

:KoµiweJ -w Alil11YJ<U ct CoJrW.£ ,.;~ b-o1 ~P-
Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0564 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~\-=-+O \a~· lt2"-t-"} l~O __ CSR: An~ 1l\: 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for ailing _ Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Tus+- ~Wi~ ~+; Cvi£ O.b00+-- ~ rioo·s 
__ QA;tM %r6c DWO.dCM+ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0565 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I 0,1~c;,f,0 CSR: ( h sa'o 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 

\ Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

\ "JJ '0 

_Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: R·1c~~ Cc.era\\ 

Address: 

Phone: 

nc;1 Ou-k s-+ 01 
o~f\ 

5 
c rr· et-1 Ye 

ID\ .s:ld 30U~ 
Serial#: -""--'~,...)~~~---------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0566 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for ai1ing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad:vised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _..;,.Mfi__.::;_vr-_6_<::: __ /;LJ_._"'-....:.(....:.f_t?_r"'" ___ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

tJC)J~.Jv. 

NO 

LS 0567 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10-7.v .- 10 CSR: --=cT=-=51'-'---------

Is the custom.er calling as a result of the broadcast?(!§> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Q\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

----Consumer Name: / oYh 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Prvs . 

LS 0568 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \ D_\'--2.,-=lfi~l __.\ b..____ __ CSR: ---'~~Vlf---"------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _k_ Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Q\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

':i.._ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_)(_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

d._,~~~ ~ ~ 1>'v\ $? ..__,...;;. bA W..t! ,v-tl N. "'-c 
I 

-l.llfl..____.'(~«~··~=-"-+t=-~--=~-4--:T--=~'-"t---cV-=--~-----\C-&.,,.._.._..Vv::_..t;~_d_ to Mf2--C 
. I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0569 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /_°b----=-t;fL~o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/ng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

~ Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: /?oJ1/ ~!JJL 
9Y ;; (~--erk/01-, 
/6rc6/f){L -z:;f;? 7 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---+h____._/ei<-..L.:,:}'--0--'--"C( ?<---'-7_6 __ _ 
j 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

711c; - I%_!~~ us-d 
F.)£ 

LS 0570 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR:__,_/}_~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TJ3C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: &A_ -dealer,;fuA5/Jt/!L 700 LH - eo·'U" /]Ot-} cJ ~ 
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

AT 
ifurfl FJtf<-

/f-e vJ/// O!A/ ~ {)u' 

f f}f (!_ /~ Ar -h 
Ad. (/€ bo //-/Rei/ 

/'(/{til!(/' / 

LS 0571 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _f_0_~_ti7_/:_~ __ CSR: __ i_~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ ,L\ngry at Remington _Supportive of Rerriington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

ConsumerName: aar/ £.nlL g";),. 
1707 ~,-/-e.r 7'2u-J,_ /e7 7° ~ r/~- _1 rd A 

Address: z.e~.Ji/ i'/e SC: ::>f?J7d ('ec-e~/ly {,f /.r tf1J.il , 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

<?...-rVifz ; f> 6 r-.('_Jj/A_ , h-e..r 
f'6 7 -:?51- ~.?~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

t.P/ o J,_. ~ . ;u /I '%.r/r' 
;J_!tl /z0-,__ L 197.5 

LS 0572 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/--t~A~d.~6.._,,..,)+--o""--_ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: :TQM 4-,~/'...r-d.r-.. 
Address: --f,d.c.-0~'57~""'"'C'--'-/"'.-"<tt,.;....;...A,,..:;._+'---".s;'--;(-'-'----

/iJ~ ?J e I ( h)IJ o?~os-o 

Phone: fo v--- .J !?~o? /f 

Serial#: 5/Y6 7 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

200 

LS 0573 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: ___...(j_...U_..0..--__ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad~ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? G) NO 

ConsumerName' d,,,r/e.r //,-.4,j,,"4 700/hLS-- ~~ ,}f; 
Address: /?? 7 fl(; /.,M_ £ ./ j coylz -h /t.P f, f'~ 6

a eC 

Fl-&/£f0;._ {/12:_ 7f"8Y 1f / FS-£ 
1!f-£17f-?S-&Y Phone: 

Serial#: --'--;Jt-'--L_O-=-S-~S-~&~G~/ ___ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** V 
Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0574 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Stor:v 

Date: _/_%~G~--=ll) __ 
CSR: ---+-6---'-~---'-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: {__ ou )<~ rA_ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** Y 
Comments: 

YES NO 

I~& "T" f cf1- l)o,'c-e Nrrt1 e_ ft T ho:. 4~,..;/~4 

tl f2')'1t1r.; sh',0'~ /cit-ti-hr iry;eck trh;./%. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0575 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ /_o~y;_;J._r;-~/;_o __ CSR: __ ~-~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 1 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_.Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V"claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\'ised to re/) to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: 5=aAv<.e/ /JacJ, tff'o;--..,_ 

Address: VO 71 /f:/(y c<J C;rc/e_ 
Hz~t/I- ff< 7&ffS-_? 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---L-/?..,,____,,,,_7_V_,__· =-:Z_.,..,7'--------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

b 6)( J- //IJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0576 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ /_t>_/f_;;;_t,,~/;~/_o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nr!C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of I£ J 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). ~ 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: Ll f'/ {1a_ V\.-f{o ;-_;, • 

Address: 

Phone: (;?/· ?'l£-s/7V 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 6J cl-- ev>, ,,J~~1r~' 
.-bo«Jk1 It ,~-r rk 

?ao rs-K. 
11t/J-(o;- ;;<./lJ/t· ;f'-/1-,k_ 

{FS"/(-Ae- 1J ouJlf J:1 ,l!,it"-h) 

f/4 )t uhf- 5jr, /c1, /er. 
~tt>TY~· f11Y _r/,../e. F.r£ 

L'a.A'r dyfcak bJLu~-:: 

LS 0577 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ / 0__,__~~:;J-=-ce--'-';j_O __ CSR: __ C~. 1A_ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~porti ve of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? (ii§) NO 

ConsumerName: 6rerr£J.e~ 7/. 
Address: '? 0/ 6 ;2) (Jc/lot< A /iv f' 

l 

6-rcr_11/-r(/, !re tJ t/ ,;J&l 777 
7 

Phone: -~c:>y- f)Y- ?S/2 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** t4.J 
Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0578 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /D\1.-\.o\tO CSR: --~~~Z,,__t--=-'~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington A Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1B C for airing _ Supportive of O.,TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

$_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

};,_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0579 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: __ l<i_o~d___'--""------
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~S) NO 

Date: f o--- LG,,_ ( 0 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /-Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

I 
_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 6 uO 

i/' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

/h nTL k 'A e71 JJ Consumer Name: ______ ... Y _______ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ---~~-S~)_6 _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0580 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

naie: l () 6) b csR: I l!vJ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? =:~s 6) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

,A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

\\Rt<C Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

crrQ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0581 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I 0 ! .:J L-/:JoJ/) CSR:-~&?~~~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Lrnquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: --=C.--......l~~_,,D'--~-'--) __,r'J-J-/ ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0582 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 16\®\ ID CSR:_J._........._o~_-tu.o......;._ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of O\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e"--perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

JGti+ CQ.W w a 1acr 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0583 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \O)&D) fD CSR: __ Aflf-1-t-~~j.a'-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) N~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 3 s B ay 5-
***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0584 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ ____,.,~~JIT~---f \ 
[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? WNO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington o/S'upportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

0eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

.da'ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _C~.k-n .... " '--"'""~ ~=---'-W_,;;_o_o_d--'·----

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I( I If 
OOSn 
I 

NO 

LS 0585 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: . \0/ c~bl I 0 CSR: [ ( j j Gb 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

"' )...<...v-_ Angry at Remington 

~ _Angry at CNBC for airing 

_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/a.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ---~-·~D-~~-~D=ctl~_-\_o~~Cn~}J:- f)G~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: __ q_,__,o""""-'-l _<..-+~f~b~c;;;,~-<~q~3..,,,_..._'==S--

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

WC'.A.S 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0586 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ftZc/ Z4(. 2(;/0 csR: ----=s~zv=-. -=--· __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing ·_Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v" claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ 
<J&y t;hc/szfA/6 Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

%3~ 7/thd'H,,. PUu AJesT 

t/11t1YE1<~1 ?/dU' tl/4, 98Yt"
ZS-3 - 56</- -Z-776 

Serial#: ___ 6_5"""i_B_3_0_9_S-______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** YH 
Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0587 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I a ( 'l v I 1 0 CSR:--=-W~~~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

f-oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to ceturn it to the factory? 0 NO 

Consumer N arne: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 7D 1 - lf I b- Lf I oa 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0588 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

' 

Date: CSR: --=L~· /'i_l _C/_' ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES €) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

)(.General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0589 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10/at:ppo · CSR: fkir&J -r;; (bfY 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 
./S .. fR . 

_ upport1ve o emmgton 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C:t\1BC 

Naturi/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/G~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 
r' 

Ls'eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Q..,,s+Otl ab+ /)(() -1-c.CBers 5gk}1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0590 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: <D - ¢Co - I O CSR: A 4Rov 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppb1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

>:--General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regardiog direction/use of personal Model 700 

-L claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0591 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: to - :;tu - I 0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(§ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ·_Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CI\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.<....o-eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

)( claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Seo+- t:o pr-oc(uc± Se...r-1J1('f S. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0592 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ;o- 02lr to CSR: _,4~B~e ...... o....,!l.-.2 _________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @' NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_ lillgry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

J\ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_K_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad-vised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0593 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: t0-c:2..Ge- {O CSR: ..... f1-"-A"'""T2..,.o._..t..,..,1 _________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /-"\Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

.J:_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :!\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0594 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _( o-f-l _'L_Cc~{ {_u __ _ CSR: _0J~G_E'-'-'/_/ _____ _ 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES9 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 rq L-

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: r"Prolrriild ()' 1 t\J ({[ f 
Address: 

, ,. I c;· ! ~.. I..- s 
I r' I> <:::ou tel ~-1 j f <:i ~J· j 

Phone: 
(": .. } ,. . i /"'·;·-. / _,.,. ~--
.-.··, j' )' -- U :-\1.A - .~)!(- ..__, ;,.-;, 
t/ . \ I (j I . .-1 ......... • (../ 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0595 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --',-'-I ('-+-) i -='Z.-=-0_,_\ _,_! u ___ _ 
\ 

CSR: __ ·/~·Vi~~-·~\'~~~~~~
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v<iaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 
-.-· 

Consumer Name: ,~\Y\-tS \;,JC\ l (In 

Address: taO I .:; + r : nd p ( ·\·)~!'Ate .r kc l 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/.·~.-, ~··~} ,,···" ........ , . : 

·- \ i I '~· <.>'' 

NO 

LS 0596 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: i () \ 1JJ) I (0 CSR: 'T; f C ( I I ---'-<'--'---:.__:_ ________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 
()CL 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position ,-, 
! \ 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vciaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

~ 
~I Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

u i ,-' I C1· I ;/,Cj ·+! 
Serial#: ----''"--· --''--""~-_'1,___-'-'-1--''=·"---'----------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0597 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? r;;~) NO 
\._,..../,. 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~.:..Ugry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? (v;, ... ·~ NO ~,: :(,~,--~1 ~;flfi·'>./ .. ~.~·',· .• ··;) 
"------~- ~--~ t_ -~·.~f (~_f_Ju\... 

C N '-, [ ,~·. ( ,/'.I ,··.,,.\ 1 ,/\ iC.·( /·,'·,} ,ti;.\_ j onsumer ame: ""-''--"""""··r_/_,_" ·= ... ,__· --"'--'--'-''--"-"-'"-""-'~· "'--"""""" ''---

~ \ l 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

_.-~~\ -(\.1· ,_,,.._\ (•1.-P t ,,~, 
j•. \,\, \ i:-cJ .\, ,, \.... .. i, '~) 

. ., 
'' ~ .. ~ 

. ./ 

-·i \ i \ ... )___ 
/ .- ,-. \ ·", 
I f '~-- : J I .,__. ..., ~ J 

_:._'::·-<~- ( -) :" )1 -{ ~ ... .,i i, -~~ ... \ .. -f:· ~<:.}1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

._) l 
J 

LS 0598 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 
\ /-·-·--. 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?(~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position (.\__. 
\~· 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

\/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

~---
~~ Did they agree to return it to the factory? NO 

r• 'I ' 
Consumer Name: _(~·-\~.l~i_· ~' ~\ __ \~t~;_·.1'-·~~=-t~r\.,__~-~~ 

\ 

i J. ,... ii I r·., , ' r· l < , ,. , 
Address: __,_!_' "'"t c"'-.~\,__1 

..!..-----""()_. \""'t-"\c..."'"· ii""·_-1:.:..:·{,,'--'t"'-)·_(_·· --"";'-"~--··.,_):....)_./_· _ 

/ 

Phone: { ( ·P( f ) 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 
' 

•, l·_,; /-4 .···< I/ ,.··/l {) 
• .• ..._ •• ~ ~· t ~-·:_1 l L,.... 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0599 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _\c_l \r-c,_-' ~1.c-;-l~l~O ____ _ CSR:~~'v~f'0~~·_f~I _______ _ 
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~ngry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CN"'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vc]aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory?. YES ~ 
. r 1 1 ~ 

Consumer Name: _)Cu H \::-O~IS-{ f~;(\ 5 

Address: -~)~;~·S_· ~~),~· -"'~'; ___ ,~(~~) _\ (~J_Q,_' _l_<_;_\_1 '-_·,_( __ (_i_ . .c_,·~_·) 
\ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments· c·;< I" I '~ '-l r CkS C1 n 0 . r V\_ ~ I ,; 
1 

·. · --.; 

I t ;·-. . c.:.. \ ' '1 \ ' I i 
i \e L -: ) ,. oc r · . .rfJ. , \\L.J ',-. yv · ··. )[-~, "y·1 vo (\. '_:_,llJ><- t-
[ I : ~ln ' .... \ '. ··-, t,...;. ··-· _}~) ,,1 :. '.~"'"' • ' ' f 

'· I ' I 
-'·.··'··,.-"\,7··1"', ,-,~1-.,._.L;_~-o· i ,... ~-.,,<"ii __ 11· , t :'•: . ,.",n. __ ! !r'.,,.' ... J (t.;.'\d 
.. -'----'"--'--'-' _t;,_~--"--.:'(/:...=----'-~,··_;_\.Y"'-L --'-f"_-._;_.J'-''···'-"-)~{ _J -'-· --'-· '-\ ,_·.--'-[·----'-;·'--~-' '-"--"-j'~~~~1 _)~--I ... , 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0600 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _IL~>-;-\~_--)~· r__,_\~\_() ____ _ 
I \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES l NO \ (;.!\ \[.no UA) 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

I 

V''1 I A " ' 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ 
I \ 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vc!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 
. r 

ConsumerName: __,\-~"~~,~~;~10\~f-·'~·~\~y_\~\~.1~\\~~~(\_._j~~~-
\ NO \ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

·,' '/:( ( : '.c \ ! ,\ \V\ 

.J 

l.A-n 't nc u .. 11 

LS 0601 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \ c,\ : .. ,r \ (O 
. ...-·, I 

CSR=~-·~L~;r.~1~1--------------~-
' ' 

Is the customer ~Ga'll~~ as a result of the broadcast? e_;;S) 
ft,.,Cr1t t ' . \ 9 ._/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

I 

V Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

f jv\{1'1 l 
Nature/Purpose of~: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

J Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v' claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return itto the factory? YES f NO f L· r.V, \0' c,) 

Consumer Name: f;-or r:l r,•\ Vu l"'";-\ (''( 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

_c_,~=-;r:::::..c:·-=cz __ o~, ~.!-·--...:...L:::::._'-:,-'-',c_\f\'-'--{'-,, c::::_l_-'-t-'-·,"""/-'--t 1::;_-~ "'-'\ ,--'-\ __ -r 
~\.C\C.h trf"( C\', l, · 

t protective order 
. ~ .. niect o 

• l 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story: 

Date: _J L_) --~-----=b=---- CSR: __ LJ]__.___/0~----
//-) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? iYES I NO 
Cl 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0603 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ro-20-c'o CSR: -::5.'B · I.r-v; n5 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A..."'lgry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

GJVttR/7-ttf ~ffi- ~~ 1JUi:r7 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0604 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \~O__../~l ....... l 1 ........ (_10 __ _ CSR: -~?:a_; __ -~-"{A_, _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _6.supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_2S: Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

b_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0605 



*****Internal Use Only*'**** 

700 Loe: Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: to/~ eo 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington K Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:!\TBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R,\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

C-----0V\-e l'cJ; 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0606 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

~ '· 
CSR: lJP f I 

Is the -cust3>mer calling as a result of the broadcast? 
C<'- ·~ , • 1· · c~ ,.,\ \'..•.> ,:\ J 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

§J .NO 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

\hlaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

t", ~·\r) 
;-"')' ; '· 

I 
I I 
~;· .. 

t\ \ (.' . \, 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~(~',' \ ~c,_J ~.J ~ had 

J . \ ) 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES \ 
\ 

,,....; 

'"..-) \. f(r<; 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0607 



I 0 -·J.7-;} ()) G 

CALLING AS RESULT OF BROADCAST . ++rr-ef -+Ht I 
Yes~ -J-tl+tAf--rtft-Ht\' +tfl--liJt"-+ttf- +w-/tf+---tttt'- -tttf---ttt+' +J.J+--t+ft---1-fl-
No #t+ l l (j) 
ATTITUDE 

Angry at Remington 

Angry CNBC .' ··~" 

Support;ve of REM+Hf +ltl-l-\tT' _µJ-J--.fttt 1f/f' /If/ ( 5 J) 

Supportive of CNBC I 

NATURE/PURPOSE OF CALL 

OfferSupport +t+t--HJ-t-+t-K I { 
) 7 

inquisitive on Rem position +f++-+t+f- -f. / J { / / l 

Calling to provide Broadcast Feedback / J J 3 

OWNS MODEL 700 

General Concern-j 11 / _.f-H-t--H-Jt-/-1-l+--H+{--tfH--Hfl +Hf-+J { ( _ _µ.H--f§)'f j } 

~7 
Feedback +-1 I I- -J-4-l.- ID c__. 

Safety Issue -f-hH-- ~ [ I I J I'{ j / 'f 
No Problem w/ firearm +tTI -:>" 

ARS SENT-++f-rl j / 

To PRODUCT SERVICES~ +J+/- l / f J I tf 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

3 () 

LS 0608 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~/_rr>+-"t()_} __ _ CSR: __ £.~ll_~·-L/~~~~-~
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? €No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

. ~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

X claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remingion Co11fidenrial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0609 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: _An __ : +_Q.. ____ _ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to re~urn.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: -------------~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

VJ<!r.Jed :ffi \lf\cW~ ~ ~d 
--4-l~~Vl~Sro~P-~T---.· ---=',Jhn'-'--'-'-"--r-§r---LV1+---'~"'-==--=~mQti~u"'-t"t'& {1e;J- u1e.J 
Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 10119110 

LS 0610 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: AtJ;±C-.. 
NO 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Coo _ad'f\O; 1 g.\ vW Co N '-t - w Ct1 d l ~ x e.. -ru 
~ad 1n 1lleteJU.i 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenn:al 10119110 

LS 0611 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _;_' 1._'.)_-_2-_-,_1 -_f_D __ _ csR: :S-:-B . I l't/ inc; 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §> NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN""BC for airing _Supportive of O·mc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0612 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

I c/.n L-t?ff ~r_P;:i-4} e ~ r 
h r'tr- ~ Ca// A-€. , 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

, /_ I /} 
Date: / D fa.-7 f/ 0 CSR: --~('~~"--"---=------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ~g~~({~IJ~~-· _,_V ________ _ 7 o 0 - ?;;..A--of F/re.r 171'-/?o If 
{/ar/"-1 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/fJ-f, fk { e-ff. U a,'Ce fl.-eiY-a ~e 0/ o..Jo 

-t e0" :( ,11-JJre r.f' 

LS 0613 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo Ji.~\ ro CSR: ~!vu.____'--·1 12 _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES® 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

Z has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? _. ~ NO . 

Consumer Name: Richard 6r; £G HJ 
Address: ---'--3---"S'----'D'"-"'--'r c-=<k.tA~~J~R<l-------

f. LP-01 ·l'Uto.dou) t 111 If () I IJ ;;z._ ~ 

418- ~5-3?J3i Phone: 

Serial#: A {#0 ( i Y? 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: • _ 

0~ lCf\~<3 Ov~I tle.S> on f n~nd-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0614 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10\al\ lD csR:_A_._...a~-dO-~-----
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of tbe caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 · 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

.Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0615 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (§> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ A . .ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Cust-0mer Owns a Model 700: 

J General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems ex.-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0616 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 7 
' 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TBC for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 --fw.'a__, 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

, lcf'3 

NO 

LS 0617 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13 C for airing _Supportive of Orne 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants frrearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :r-..TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:----------~-------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Corriments: 

fl eC</ 4 h<J/ " r --( 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0618 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 'J Q -:Jj- fQ CSR: __ L)~· _VLrJ ___ _ 
/.; 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? /YES NO 
L~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_··Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

· r0r'-0 \ ; °S Lt1 ltzrn 1/') 

)<'. 021 {le__ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0619 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \:v ~)},I /' l () 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CI\l""BC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0620 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

7t0 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: iO- J....1-f D CSR: d_dR.D t0 . 
[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'.-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ..::;c=;c(=-_._fC._,,,Od="'""-'-----------

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0621 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / 0) 2. '7 /,;;;!>I~ CSR: _y-===---~-=-===--·----
~ ' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .i\ngry at Remington fsupp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Nam:b C \,<. e L ) ;: r f\/ l... C 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0622 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10\ 81/10 CSR: ~AL.....Uo.........,.;-'-"+o..=-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~+ ~l \ +o Oe.a1 I ~SN 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0623 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10)81) 10 csR: __ An~if-C.-______ _ 
Is the custom.er calling as a result of the broadcast? f ~NO 

"-= 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TJ3C for ailing _Supportive of C:t\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

\17General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the custom.er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Service, Ilion ~TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: Bblf4Dlq~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

u.\\--Df ~ +NM %m w06 moeu - CwoCUrviel 
Q4nJt ±bL S Q',UY lV\[Ct . 01\dk. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0624 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ /_fJ~/z_1_/_-i_e_;o ___ _ CSR: __ .--~/~~~a~v~1~>--------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

1 General concern of safety with personal model 700 

.-t. seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0625 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lfiu'\..L_ 
CSR:~~~~~~~~~~~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YE~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Y Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supponive of C1\TJ3 C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_·_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safet)' of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0626 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: IQ - Ar--} - ZC>t 0 CSR: _Q--.,,,-\ -'-'-'\±_v<~. v~k~, __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? e NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer..OWns a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0627 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10- 2 /- l D CSR: S-B .T v-v { 'f\] 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ® NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~portive of Remington _ Angry at Re!I'ington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion !\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: _____________ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

-11 ~ f8D= 
1

8 2 [J~. -1-1 x u~ µ1 &rr_f£_ . 

~ ~ ~ro <0-= ~a-"-. il""'{f ~A f !f"-""_;,~~ . 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0628 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (r) (Z1 (r u csR: ~W-~----,-'=-~----
f ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? \~NO 

·-~--

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

l General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Co~ents: 

! frJ f--
1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0629 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10-m- 10 CSR: AAR6rJ 
• 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TJ3C for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: dtiRo&J 2dr t>.Jak: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0630 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \_u_-_J-_0_~/_u __ _ 
/,.,...--) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( Y~~/ NO 
'~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
/ 

_ Angry at Remington _!____ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NoC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Hing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ----'6='-"---'6~~--'1)'"3_. -~-'---· . _'-J ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0631 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I D,,- ?-'!,.-- { D CSR: ko µ 
---~~-,--------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?\ ~E~O 
\_ -

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington / Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
/ 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? § NO 

Consumer Name: fh 1 ~ [7 ~µ1doL1 ~ v 

Address: -----------------

f!H 

Phone: 

Serial#: __ _,0"'--r_c:; __ <G-_o_D_l ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0632 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: Ot/ 27 "2010 CSR: _ _5..:::...::A/::....=.'--------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington .L. Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supportive of Grnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ]\ry), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ 
&~ tuxci 

NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 36 tdt:rtn/ehad c~ ~'" 
{Et3:/s /HE Ot/z63 

Phone: Zar - S--Z.c(-- S 3 / 5 

Serial#: B b~ 66973 

***Send an A.RS label*** ;/& 
Comments: 

f!kftrj tvj'$ ?~1 ay S~ )6 JI//// d~n ~ ~ 
jJ/5-/rcA ~~ k-i{ dt,~6 df £va; - ffe ~t:I ~/ // ,1# 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0633 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ----"CJt-'7c/.=· _r_2_7r
1 

___..L..aC>:::..lc...:O~ CSR: _~>-=d-"'d ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:l\TJ3 C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants frrearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? NO 

Consumer Name: !/ex.JG/ 
Address: ---=~'--~_C>_d_. --'8~~------

/-U' / G-~ K.5 
Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** jefa 
Comments: 

t1~z 4 {Uri 4-"'j - sbf/ o/,L mu{ ;fi,;,/c/ ,,.,44 ~ 
~ tf_,,A ili.JW 5)/~/ t!YeJL /Je 9ffN1 £47 l/e iol/ ~yv¢ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0634 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

rL}_ -z.7 Date: _,,,V'-"'t.<;;:G:_~-=----..:..:.....--- CSR: -~-/) __ L_' ------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Lsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at C~TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/c:mng to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: d~Jr ~/.IF~ 
Address: /{cJ. gel)? 

317t9 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0635 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1a}a1/ [O CSR: __ An~,-+ ____ a... ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion !\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0636 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+-'\ o"-+-\ a---fl l--'-=-1 D_ CSR: _;4o__._,_,'-'-~-\= ........ C.. ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·vised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: A(\..\=h my 'B.cD§5 
\ B~ ~ros~-\- &J. Address: 

Phone: 

Wllcceo u~ I\ e., ~ a'lB~ 
Bo:r ~/13- M-/ 'l . 

Serial#: S {o] 41 J gl 

NO 

::::n::A;::·'·~ ~ow w i~" 11' P~b~;"~~OY1 
f'l(l,Ch~ ~ 0!-h~,"% <i:J W~% LJ)\4 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0637 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~\0"--1""-"'-Ja~l~/IO~- csR: Ao;10-
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1BC for airing _ Supportive of CJ\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

7aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e:i.."Perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0638 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: -~'-pT--=--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
/ 

_Angry at Remington _6upportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t,H3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: G-Ye,yrr'1 5i b; & {w 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~e~ f 1 ·c J -1"") \.,veb~'\e 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 

YES NO 

Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0639 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ _,_,~=·-=------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @s NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington )( Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t-.TBC for airing _ Supponive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_$.,Calling to offer supp on (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,i.sed to return_ it to (Product Seni.ce, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Clll/ rJ1.-s \'\ t. V--'51:./A ±o \_):.? o vlt.- oJ ~\ ~ ,1c ~ l.-Vl '7D t a_ f-
fPv-t- ~11\..:V>.I( b A StLv ~ V'0 ·-:\\A. ~ TV ~s 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0640 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -T-"-1 o-+-( £;_1{~[ D __ CSR: -~~'"--=-·'fr.-' _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington X Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:!\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

X has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems ex.-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0641 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: tda.r;fta- CSR: AnJ<£rv1 ~ft\~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_ A .. ngry at Cl\113C for ailing _Supportive of CNBC 

Natur~urpose of Call: 

7calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
/ 

~al concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad-vised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? Y"ES NO 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

S'eaa\ Al"\lrlbev= wf :±o see JJ: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0642 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---1-/-=1-0A-=~=---.(-1--'Z'------
• ' 

CSR:_{"'----¥...,._.__../ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13 C for airing _ Suppmtive of CI\113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ~-----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0643 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

I < -
Date: ID JI CSR: (,,t1Ll V I ~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? .@No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ i\ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supponive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

)( Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.l\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

~RS label*'~ 
Comments: 

~ccf"j 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I (;\J 

YES NO 

LS 0644 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR:~·~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_[::D~:e:al concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

·Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0645 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0 -2 7'- /() CSR: -:S-: [). / ru:· ~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

4neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems ex.1Jerienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Se1ial #: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0646 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 - 2 7 -/0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_?king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_/_cl ,.1"a'ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s~ ~~ ~ DffR er/'_/ :::~ ~k?- , 

~ -
S.~ !4xf) /07 ~-~tr-~-

D 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0647 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -+/=-() f--( 2_7"'--(....._r_o __ CSR: W "'-to 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 6§) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: __,C""""'_..'--'-0__.3~<>-~_q_S_\ _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0648 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ,J 6 / Z 1 f ( ~ CSR: -..i,..,,...l ,.£.=)V---'--l.fu~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadca~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!alms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: _v1_o_V(_=--__,0~~-·_w_o_1..--_l_\-r. ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: ) 

~fe~,. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Ps_ 

NO 

LS 0649 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID - :21- (0 CSR:--t-i4~A~£o~N=----==--------

ls the customer calling as a result of the broa;cast? c9NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of Ct\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the custom.er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __ D~ru~~H""'-+1 ..... 8.,,.....r~' g.=-tp....._ _____ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0650 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: io- :i). /- Io CSR: lfl/l?oN 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

XGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0651 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: j o- ;J..(- lQ CSR: llB!?DN 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TJ3 C for ailing ~ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

J{_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product SerYice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: C,e.._-7 Tr e\"-lC>TI. 

Address: 

Phone: "6 15 - (o 7 Cb - &2.9-.. <-{Pl. 

Serial #: G fo$7 I 3"o:S-

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0652 



\ 

*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I 0 . ?-I - t ° CSR: Cf2e. 7L 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /' Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"BC for airing _ Supportive of Orn C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Ca.ning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O•wns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: Lv..-+i.u'I. 12 "'T kc; ,,.......fr 5 

Address: :::J ~'-\-;)._ H-' --\--JA. (c0 L k VU.•/ 1 

111 'f\ ~ ·, e-r-t ~ D4= --so o 6 ~ 

Phone: ~O-QJ'J - /16?. 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

--'-f _'>_· r'J~_M~v_1 v_f?~'f o_.<_c..,_,._. __ (Z~1;;_:z....__;4_/_( _o_r1_,, __ n_·, __ ~ v.,; /YI q .fl~ ,·~~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0653 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __._.IOC-1-"'\a:..L-!.1-J-.+-/ ID=---- csR: An<r±c... 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:!\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ ~ ii.Oitleel ·,fl.Jee I\!'.$ il1 Cv;J -b ~ we.. 
WPM Ntfl.l;pC\ {M MCiW tDO~ -

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0654 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \0) d-7 /) Q CSR: Ch jQ \\ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

-~ \t;:_ Angry at Remington 

~ _ .A..ngry at CN13 C for airing 

_Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0\'\7 llS a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: __ _,_,jO.._......c")"""'-_.,_I _-----'-) ·......._, b-=-'---"oo-==-~....._-=-S __ 

Uo\ c\~l°~)~ NE Gfff··lq 
Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0655 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \ O_l~L._-+~\ ......... L_O __ CSR: _&J_~~V{J--:"""'---------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive ofCN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

h- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

....X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

serial#: __ tz_· LP_u_B_B_B_'B~\ ____ _ 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0656 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---'-I o_._{_1-_'1'_,_l-"--L o __ CSR:_~....,. '""""v&-~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

__l General concern of safety with personal model 700 
/ \ 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

j\l\o..,.v0 C?.e. IJ\rlv e.l~ b~ CJJd.l.uL k~ 
\tu__ w.A.¥tl-~ v..ru~ c; °' vlCA.&). M ~ B ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0657 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0' J ?- /CJ CSR: o~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington -'"'Silpporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

4.ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

fvx:vcJ a);enfa f'e~ -3ec~ 
bevJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0658 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

D•t•: ID {rnk i1 csR: {f Jrea1 Turn¥ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? {:jj:; NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~portive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at Cl\TJ3C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

J~-eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

laca( 

LS 0659 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---+-"\ O'-l-l ·--2'--'3'---1-l_,__t V~- CSR:-~~=·=-=-~\._,.;~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _l( Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of C~TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

-2,. Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

'A- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: ·zrzc;-6uL-\ Y q {a 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0660 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o.,., 10/9.1 bo csR: fln)rru2 T u'rMr 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §7 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington -~01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~lling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

/Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

'/::eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Oa=tlec wat,tfd, +o kndiAl 1a2li'1± +o ..f-£{[ cuskmec 5 abalJ 
$:\f+v cJ Q()(), Gavf deafer uJfkH/te 1~Tf) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0661 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 16 /,:n fro CSR: AJ{fG.\) ]Q fYJ ec 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcasteNO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C1'H3C for airing _._Supportive of C::NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

d.eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

C w;t wM+d. +a ko, w ;+ khltu --1- r.'~<j~r 
{JJa~ 0(\ b,i ri fie 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0662 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JO/J:L ~ 7 CSR: __ ~--Jt+------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\113C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v' General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0663 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _{ D__,_/_;;l _~-- CSR: ~'--~C::_o__(_U _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :t'-l"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: _,....--.._..;:,...t)~~=-....;d-"----'Or __ S.__cj~Q.,__.._.O~_-_l_q_~_/ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0664 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10-2 I-({) csR: _-=r_.B_. _I_r_v_; _~-f----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NnC for ai1ing _ Supportive of CNnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Loeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the custom.er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion 1'1"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

1-1.e mJjJ k £k s/VJP ~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0665 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -+-->( 0"-+/_,_Z,,__z 7-i-, ......__( _( t> __ CSR:__,_.( ~=-c..-.~t6--=-. __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YE~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to retu · o (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0666 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: If;- Q...] - to CSR: AM:l.ol\l 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo1tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.X:General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 'Pa,__,( CU~5'G I 

Phone: C/ I;;?_ - u g-7 - C/160 

Serial #: B & c;L 1 0 3'.::>3 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0667 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: IO-.;;;L I~ rO CSR: BB 126 >...) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ lUigry at C:N""BC for airing _ Supportive of O'i""EC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

-A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? Q) 
Consumer Name: :Jc...m£::S Ned.:i'I c...r\.d 

Address: ------------------

Serial#: I/ t e ;;< "? 5' ¥ (p le 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0668 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: jo - .J7- / 0 CSR: ...Llr ...... ll'"""g!)==µ----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\1BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·iised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: C--t>Qiln1 8 f6eil.T 

Address: 

Phone: 7?t- 96 ( - d/9 cf 

Serial #: D Ce(.o I 9 t./ 30 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0669 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: io-~7- ( o CSR: fldJZON 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington >( Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at Ct-rnC for airing _ Supportive of C}..TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Y General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: C mfer'"J Gocrk.r-J 

Address: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Phone: 

Serial#: G (p:) <t?3<J 73 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

°6a<-!)hi- [Jud Hoed s,.3 ye..sted he nau-e. ~± 

Ghe-:::.Jced k, r seo...r' e1">QQ g....e merrt 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0670 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o-7) - I ~ CSR: rJ2 ~ 
--,~\---

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (YES NO 

\_/ 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: -

_ Angry at Remington ~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of · 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 5Av;.•:._7_t o<.. fi>-<' ~ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 
:· I 

Serial#: _____________ '-_' ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'1), ~ IL-<>~\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0671 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ___,./~0~----2_:1_~_1 .:.> __ _ CSR: ___ R.-'-t>=µ=-------

~O Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington / Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

-sA~-R, FF 
NO 

LS 0672 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ f_o_-_'2_·1_--_7 ..:J ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_ /U1gry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion J.\ll'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _j3-"-"'-'f<'-'-'-fl-· _1c _5_U_~------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0673 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ _,___/ Q_-_Jf_-_/_O __ CSR: _ _____....~_,,_6=--,_..)------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O"'i"'i'OS a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 C >1 f 1 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

( /Cr-c__ {4? IC_ Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _ __,rv_;_t:-_:_t.v_·._(_·....,.-------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

A/J1M-t d 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0674 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/ 
_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

___L'Illquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0-wns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: (0-bAJ 

Address: 

Phone: 6 JO..-- ~'6-b - ObCi L( 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0675 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: / &/OZ? / c?tY t/ CSR: _P.-'=·-~=:;.....o:=-----
Is the custo~er calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~portive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

Lseeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: --------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0676 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lo( i.1a f 1 ° CSR: 7 ~-V 
----,/~---'-,-\-------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast/ YES NO 
I _/ 

~--Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11i ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CN-:B C for airing _:Supportive of CN-:BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 
•· 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0677 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: tof-i]/1"' CSR: __ --r/,1..-L.i.M=..:..::!>--,-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? \, Y~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

L claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). · 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

JI iJ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

f Jt 

NO 

LS 0678 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: -----=~=--==-'l>r-'-L~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of Q\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants frrearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --.2>~yf-0~~'//~· ·_£a_v;~~~t»/~--
Address: 

Phone: 

/ 6 31/ //_M-5~¥//I// ,#/ 
fit 1-4-1 dt~ 

I 
,i'f/$7-z_ 

@b '2. • I(( z ¥ -- 3Jo 3 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: . 

_.J£~~~LL,Jk:...=:~:z.__-ri-----'-'a-LL-.~"'-""~~lc~//u~t' ~,___~='-"r.ti~"8~/t1'~~~o:;--'--'~I a~~ 
Jr ul!H d~ ,4 'MG' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0679 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --=&_· ?:/ _______ Z__,_?.__.Z ...... la_~_'tJ_ 
I CSR: ___,$.=-=-A/-""-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Lsupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cr--TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

dGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

.L_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: J,,-4HE5 ...Jt ifo.5 
Address: -~/.;:;_3..L-Y--=~'-'-'~-/,-=--.( ~=-~--"--~....,.__.._~-~-· __ 

/21111ol'V~7# 6A 303-3 3 
I 

Phone: 70 b- 86 </- t)CJtJ 2-

Serial#: __ B_,,_~=§"_z_. ,_l_C/_3_B __ ? ____ _ 

***Send an ~S label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/115 

NO 

LS 0680 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ ____.._\ """--b (l-"'-·i_1-'-+'( R=--- csR: _ _____,S ........ 1""'"-vr ....... r--' _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

__ /uigry at Cl'mc for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.,2S:iGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return_ it to (Product Service, Ilion "N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ____ lc_3_\_'Z-_2 ________ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0681 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -~\~O+-{ ~_-=t-_l1 o_-__ CSR: __ ?fl~""--V0~A.-._,,,~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

X Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

JL General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

-le: has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: {v1.1' \h"-1'\ 0. TbweS 

Address: '2-(d't3 fO\V\C,.l.~l'\0-... Dv'\ve... 

f\)1M> \ e_ <S I F k "3 y \ 1J)c; 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\}\)~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0682 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR:----'~=· ~Ji1-'-"f\../~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington X Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CI\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:i:_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 /-::i-z I 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

~ I 

Phone: via O - '8 BS- SlP 1>--{ 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: \~ "':> -:\1- \ L -\vvo) 

~ v-) ClN \-\ ut (._ \/V\.,; \:iv,-, ~ ~tt- G,, ii) -<1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

-®-"e I" 9-o BYI 'StJ\? 

LS 0683 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ __,.I _,,,O'---+{-"""z_1:-'_,___.__( LO-"--- CSR: -~~·_.VU-______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_)(General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: _ __.e-:.' ~----=~· \1-" . .e"-S-"--· _S"'-=e_,_\_:_x_-::=.o..:_~s"""'---

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0684 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --i--w/D+-={ l~J-.........,.1..,;.._I U __ CSR: --~~'--rt;"-'--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ • .:\ngry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Corrunents: 

\AO.. :2 }uo {\AR t-- ~ s B /2 - ivzLlAcfttw c~d 
f--0 f'v0~U ~lA.A'l?-S 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0685 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ __,_)_o_/1:_1--'_,_l l_O __ CSR:_~_._VV--____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to.offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~S wo :1 ....,_ "-"' D 5 + vf.A_t' {'./'-- s ,· i (\\, C: S, ~ 

b;)l-t Vlo~r{.. 'b-o.~·~-s ~ fv;\AA,s~ fD fVbJ_cr 
____!_!.~-l..-~=--~"--=-=:__::=--~~~--'---L---- ~1(I <:: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0686 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+-{ _..Q_-_;i_~=J~-~'~O __ _ CSR: __ 0-=-:;__l_--=-J_·JL-____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Jsuppo11i ve of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Suppo11ive of C:NBC 

Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~l concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_ it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

·Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments:~ 

f .c_'- IA (~·~( 
jA,)(!,Jt.?71 it'...-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0687 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: {o -:).7 ~co CSR: __ c-.JJ __ J ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?·~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TB C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'~. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

t~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0688 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \._0_--"--,,2_'1_-L_O __ CSR: __ JJT _______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Vsupportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:t--n3 C for airing _ Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

__j,{'Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

01aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experii;,mced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -"-k--==:d=--=u'-----=S~.Ji'--""'. ,.._,""". -r'-"5-,,__., ~<=--=· -"~"--
Address: °torz J N1hari f2-ocJ 

C!On.ernd,1·1&_. VA :2 lf 2-&3 
I 

Phone: Z/~- 3\.f(f>-'-f'o·~~ 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0689 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

~~ Date: -~l~O--;.f-PVJ'"-'-1_=1 ....... · O,___ CSR: _ ____,.:,,,__.id_l'-=--,___ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~~ortive of Remington 

_Angry at C1\1BC for airing _Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Custome;:.BWns a Model 700: 

7a:eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ·~a""" 5en~.5 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0690 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ 1_/~/_2_1~/~1_0 _____ ~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N!lC for airing _Supportive of C:N!lC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

___(_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\i-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0691 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ !-"o.,_,/i""""1<-+fo'"'""'10'------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N~C for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_(_ seeking company feedback regarding directiorJuse of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0692 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @)NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:Nn C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_.!S.._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

L seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0693 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:N"B C for ailing _Supportive of Cl\'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0694 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ra,__Vz-+1f_ro __ _ CSR: ____ (}_h_v_,_5 ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO '7 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :t\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

wt.A-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0695 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: (0/ l7/!0 CSR: ____ (1-=-~r~;_5 _______ ~ 

r~o Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of tbe caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TJ3C for airing _Supportive of Cl\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supprnt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~T\'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0696 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N13C Storv 

Date: --'-/_D_·_)_'l_-·_1_) __ CSR: -"""-v<-o_rA. ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington / Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:N"'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 
_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

/In.''bR' .. _ qmsmve a out emmgton posn10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovvns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: 7J 1) v1 isl- J ~ A.) o ;J .:::A k 1z 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0697 



*****futernal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / 0-~ !- !O CSR: {20 l'L--' 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broa_d_c-as_t_?_~..,..--~---S~. _N_O ______ _ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~- . fR . _ ::iupportlve o ernmgton 

_ Angry at C:r-..TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/caning to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 5-1 K? E¥ ;-/; 11.7Llf A..) 
l 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: __ V"'-"--_._b"---'=6~/_D_S-=-6;;;.__q ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0698 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ! 1) .- 7/- 1 0 CSR: e ,,._;; ----.,.----,.---------
1 s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington /~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/ 
_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

__,,// 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
~-

- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: YI>)-/ PP1K /.t.; 
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ___ FJ_~6_'2_L(_1....._( _C-_<6_9 ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0699 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o.,.. lo/;n 110 csR: f1 Jcew li.cnfV' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcastB NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~ortive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive ofCl'-.J'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ q,eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/,eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Ca lj,-,,., abaaf- -1--J,f 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0700 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: /0 /g1 }10 csR: !±JreW7Uo1£k 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ,90 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
/ 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e}...-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion l-'ff). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

·Serial#:--------------~~~~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Gue CMbkfher t'nG oo 5,Mf< pn~&m 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0701 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I h ?4---i I}{\ CSR: L r . I . '-' . ) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?( YES ~O 
!~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0702 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: _U=--"-/--=-\~ _ _J ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNl3 C for airing _Supportive of CNl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0703 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o / z 7 { to csR: ---=Ll--'--~--'1('--~ ) ___ _ 
I L:J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ( Y~NO 

\ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: ' 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for ailing _ Supportive of C1\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a :Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

'fiairns they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Hion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

es,. 

YES NO 

LS 0704 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: ____.l__...c,4'¥--.__./ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N""BC for airing _ Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0705 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JO/J. l CSR:_-=lcrt~-,-/------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

·-Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/o:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0706 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10/;. 7 
• CSR: ___,(""'"'"fi~--"------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supportive of Cl\il3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/a.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
ConsumerName: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0707 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID - ;J...7 - i 0 CSR: fi.8R6N 
' 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? (~ NO 

Iuitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ /vigry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_· Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a :Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

X claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the ti.rearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer N arne: <!1u=I Petre Ho 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0708 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ( 0 \ oCI \ I 0 CSR: -r.---,.£1_;.e_' l_.:.l_~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES G 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 
f\ \ct, 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v;~~ral concern of safety with personal mod~l 700 

_ seeking company feedback reg/qing direction/use of personal Model 70.0 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but w~ts firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 
of 

If ihe customer references~any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operatio:P 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

A' , ___ ,..-· 
Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: Ct\.r \ 'Y J?+· (It\ h) 
1 J.; \...\ v\ \1 r:, r,·~1 I' fV'-1(7 ( &"> U• 11 n (y'(i~ 

, .__; ·, V '·-'·•·"f" '· , · · '-•C ·· .'(:' .. f · 

\_GS \Ji;uJ5 I i~'-J 'OJ I I q la \J(C~ ( (\] v ~-Ci i -:: I 
-==--""-""";-=-+,-'-----="--'--'-''--~--_.::::. ./ (._.' ' I __ )I 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

lt (t'.-' rni I 

, c~ .. ,-·c1 
'.~' ' 

h1.-::>c I 

. t. l..SubJ·ect to Protective Order 
conf1den 1a 

n-..-•W"'\ntnn 

LS 07( 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer Gallirrg as a result of the broadcast? 

t"Mllt I 
(~ YES~ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

V Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback reg~rdi~g. direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vc!airns they experienced a "safdty"related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced. a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsumerName: ~C~.~~v~5_5~·~~\_i_('_1C_\_cc_\ _____ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\::J:t~~<L-.-~"--,C~__::;oi~-2-'<t"""-J_,_l''---'-'\\""'J-+\ ""'~'""'3_-_. _.:.~~\'"'i'-';_,__,r~'--"""{l-'---__,.\\...c.:(,.__\'""'e_...:..:t "'-r\_,J\_,_:'----'+ f l_.t, c\(. J 

NO \0 ·r\f\\ 
Remi11gton 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0710 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

--\ I 0 ~-I'· f' Date: I J .2-1 l ! CSR: _ __,_,_j-==€.=-·_._I _________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of C~TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 
· · ~at 
/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model..J.0<T 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad°\°ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: /},~ \Ycl) 'f , {\(\.,rrr C( 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

rs~-:(_ \,u\1'1 \ f1. c\':'} 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

\ 

YES NO 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0711 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /o/;r;~ CSR: f/A_ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

.....,-{taims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO ~ 
Consumer Name: g

7 
11;:()~ 7A bo ff &.C.ffd.._. ~Cl ri,;/r;e_ 

Address: ~!/'--f:..._!=--a--"fd~1-=dt~w""'"-"2~!/--P'~~Jt'-" __ Trrft;J /o N/2.-ooe /'oifA.£ {c 
---~~r-ee/h="'--"-~6A;,.:.._f~fA'-'---'---f?.-~___..-7_f __ f? ~fr~ j., ad_e_~ /," if- ~ iT ·,,,J 

5'f o,, ~S'/- 7).. 9 // ;Jeuer CJAy 1rQAJ!f w.-h.f 1tohJ Phone: 

Serial #: {d c; <(s"' / f );2 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LH 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0712 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: --!--,<(}A_· ----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name /h / a!ra e/ ;£/tie,-.., 3 6 -J'.} )Ir· -;J6a ,z{,. ,,;/ ;;Jlj?-r. "fl• 
/Co 2 -/ 6a >~ 1 ~Lt+ Ao-.J rs-~ Address: 

LJ, .Jerlo...._ JI!;/ /I J'S--7 ~ve ii- 7' Ak ~~I 
S/(p ~ 7.;lY- 0??7 t-~->~}.f Ad ~6«_ero att-rAc 

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

1J.ra>~~J rf 

s 0 f-- /,J ,-; ( _l€A4-,. ~ ti .;;~ 
A~ //ues- I A- f?/I. 

10119/10 

LS 0713 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 1ck~ CSR: _ _._(/__,__~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c;> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~~s they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product_~ce, Ilion NY). ,.,J, ~J_ 

' t (I- • ' ' ~""-<b 
Did they agree to re';;rn it to the facto~? YES . ,J) ~ ~ Vii~ , I fl, 
Consumer Name: • (£e?°dr--('dnA.,/u"'/,,..tfa ?ocJ -,:J7o r'/t-eA w/o 

-1-.. /" I lij,.,,v- fix/ 6 ~ 

~· 

Phone: 2 Yt-Z~f-S63;? 
Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

-neu1 

Confidential 

, I vuCh..-"j p-r J ~ ' 

ho!f /0.J7n3 ,Sa4o,.._, 

f/-u.. 5 Jitf-J ~ /i /J-t11 el. 
jrl~'er pf ,',,._ S'ACL 

~· 
;V() /o,__J,er har fr-/~~~~ 

~ r t--J~~ ~ {1:7/lr/'e/if(;f>S'd;.~ 

10119110 

LS 0714 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / ~/"~:7 /to CSR: -'1br-<fA~•~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 8_
1 

('J.jfr...-D/ . . ·. 

ConsumerName: Oeb£~°' Jcoff- J x_~o - Aa.J FS/< /-i.Jt"ce 
LJhJe. ltt~-kAj /J -hrqdAj 
11 e ~ - I ~r f ~r--°'-yr .. 

Address: -----------------

[£ ~leub,eo-thN 
/l D f/Jcr-k. tJr-.. ~ 

(a IJ.e~kc1..s) 
Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

['~>~A-- ll'=: ~ IN~.J - ~l 11-hf e_/,_ . 
/o c ~f Cati he A,( 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0715 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding directionfuse of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

NO Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: -;l"Zt Iv ~ -(;~. e 
v l 

Address: -~ti]~,· -~-£-~;:~';rz~-----
/I (J • ~t7 o Arsfi,e..r 
'f y1s: tAr.e_I 

{)('J j-?Jul / //A ;;y6?/ 
Phone:J%{ff - Jl~o,7 

Serial #: /l t.. 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

rsK 

10119110 

LS 0716 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~/ &,__~_7'--'--/;_{) __ CSR:---'<-~-+---~----'------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ se;_!sing company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

-~-cla~iin-ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

~ NO /;Y(;l 

? 6(j ;/it_. ~() 0lf <1~ 1Y1J C!J" 
11 If, ' / / ' ~.t.4e fVCl.vt_jl~r l1 ;-1 "J -/"' ,r-... c~ , r-tAt 

fSI<_, Dv<rr.~~ t.ur-f- .J·J .JC<./h.£-. 

Phone: 
I 

Serial#: & ., L k b ' :e ~ '\) (JG @A of A. tf, ! e ~;'l-, 
fhtt~l" [> ig r ra 

***Send an ARS label**~ 
Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

I 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0717 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: -~/_0~-~~~/;,~6=--- CSR: __ <?_M ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast'Z9 NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ms they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? Q NO 

Consumer Name: (Jli.ctpl T;_l fer- dX 7°0 &
Address: (/( ) ')._ fe LJC"'-. f'1' 

)-F.5'/(j- b(A,f /l{?vfif.l+'~f 

~, ;r.r11-e~I Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0718 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: 'D E?d 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? § NO 

Consumer Name: HOi.QJ/\ 2Jt 0 a K 
Address: jqolf Sf-v..nb-Prt't..p;>( 

Jbrw; (Q ( \k1 1.-3 2-3 B 
Phone: 

Serial#: _ __,(J'--'---1-l ""-IA.~1 -----------
***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fide11rial 10119110 

LS 0719 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10\Q:-1 \ (1) CSR: ,,,.\\1fl 1 \ . ---"--'--'-'-----------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? Cj NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C1'113C for airing _ Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vc!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\-ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

. '7:1. .. . { 1~' ,. . ;::\( Consumer Name. t '~../· . • '-..,A 1, ...... 

Phone: 

Serial#: 
.4 _____ _ 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

'1 ·'\ (; (rt.\_ . vr. 

YES 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0720 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I(')\ 'd-1 \ \ 0 CSR: Ord 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\ I f\ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

V Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion NY). 

YES Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

"t) i \ 1''.~ .C..,.t-
Consumer Name: -+f~~~~~il~,r,__~,~''~,~u-'~~~~~~~-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 
n lo'""' 

10119110 

LS 0721 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~t O_' -+-\ ~-1 ---1-it_(O ___ _ CSR: _'])~p..,___, ~f i _____ _ 

Is the customer..Gallittg as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 
e~t\C;ll 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C~TBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

f 
f\ i C'\.. 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: f\)C ... 
\;\\t:_,·.r·, +.:;. ~·"'fo,;1,J \+ (]\l~c\ 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0722 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: rt)E l I 

Is the customer callmg as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

eN-\"'.i \ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ---"l _ _\'"",1_,.=·;....!.-_ .. ~_,_r~k=-~\_,_,,v"""';=5'--· _____ _ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: f'"::.;~ 

I Ir l .r')./'1it.f r-... \ I 1.ti r.(_I -· (,~ Jr"';-_,·_.,..._J ~-' « .1 L"tV:f!',• vv· · '-~ ,\ _, , f' J - - - · , '- -" 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fide11rial 

r J 
-": \ f (('..{ 

NO (\ \ C\.. 

10119110 

LS 0723 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l n\~ \ \Q 
I I 

CSR: .... ,, ~I 

Is the customer.ealli:rrg as a result of the broadcast? 
e~·y:\'1 \ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

v/' Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

Vmquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

-/c1aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: ~S (<., 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0724 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ __,_l~0+=\9_-----.l \i-'-l_O __ _ 
- I 

csR: ,,,.Dr ll 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

V"General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

__ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"\'ised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\I\ \f.t ,\), "'> 
J .J 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 0 \C\., 

10119110 

LS 0725 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

I '\ ,..-.. _.., I " 
Date: \.} l "' ', l 1) CSR: /"D~ Ii 

Is the customer ~as a result of the broadcast? @No 
t(';\".\t \ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

v/"' Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? e> NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remi11gton 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0726 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o\6t11) \0 CSR: _(-=-(A_._"·-_._l.:._I --------

Is the customer<:--allttlg as a result of the broadcast? QI NO 
'f'lf'{Y~; I \(./ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v'ciaims they experienced a Hsafety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems eA-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad1-ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: '\\iirI\ \_"(1-,<,\'\0i t;.,) 
j 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\; _,-.., ( \) ' \'\(I' I, 
\\,..- \ l JJ 1_ J. '\I , . -\ 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

hJ 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0727 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~\ b---i-\_1-~1-r-\ (~D ___ _ 
I I 

CSR: l'Jp( i 

Is the customer .Galling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO lqi ~\(),_,v 11 
<((\'\((\ 1;,-g 

Initial tone/Attitude of tlie caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

r: le\.., _ Angry at CNB C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position n \G\ 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

I 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: r\(.obb l. 1JCA.\t.ry 

YES 

Address: -----'l\-'-\"""',O_k_.._. ___________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: ~'~(:_ "'e 

NO 

~O:-tod ~.J2.. \~1q:l (;\\~\\\ .{ 1: v ~ <\~,c \ o. h-'·)\ Q ( i/ 

Remington 

' ·./ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0728 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet.;.. 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~\ O""'-+'\ r-t--'-~ __,_-1-+-l ,_,i.'1_,__ __ _ 
' I -

. CSR:_W_.,....~(_J _____ _ 

§:3 NO Is the customer .sa!J.ing as a result of the broadcast? 
.-, ! I 

8;-X1•1 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Ci\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

\/Inquisitive about Remington position 

V €ailing to provide broadcast feedback 
c:·J-y;; l 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

.,L. claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: \\ \C\... 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0729 



CALLING AS RESULT OF BROADCAST 
7r:J + ;i -:::· 7 rJ 

Yes -#-4--f-HHttt- .f-t.H- J { J f--lff/- Jf{/ -Htt-+14-~ -If-tr ~ rftfl-ilfl t I 
No l/ 
ATTITUDE 

Angry at Remington/ 

Angry CNBC I I 

Supportive ~f REM+i-t+-f)-tf +fit" +ftt--{fft /{ f) d I 

Supportive of CNBC 

NATURE/PURPOSE OF CALL 

Offer Support -1-tH- t I 1 

Inquisitive on Rem position-H+-f'"-Hjt-_J.,}ff )5/ 

Calling to provide Broadcast Feedback I/ 
OWNS MODEL 700 

General Concern +ff+-1-H"f '\Ll-- f 11 L 1-11J--f( 11--fj tf 1 1 /J lJ.../..t- J.J ·-"'--.... 
--n:f /·1 f'F T -/fl I ,, I '{ (. I ( II . T __./ 

Safety Issue J / / / 

No Problem w/ firearm-f 11 l · 6 

ARS SENT I JI ! I l 

To PRODUCT SERVICES / / /' 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0730 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~\ O_._\ ~--=-=-+-[ _,_::;(O __ _ 
\ 

CSR: _j}........,( ,__,,{_( -----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

\/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? @ NO 

Consumer Name: ]/l l \ Biloo -e-\4-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

j1 a3o fo)J-t \uod cv1ert Rd 
Crcrb!Yxd 1 CO b\4\S 

CtJD- C)-i \ - 3 C):J ) ( \\ DM-€) 

f\tol \3~L5 t (oL\-0 l.3 5= 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0731 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

<'< ·. i ! 
CSR:~~-'~LJ_c_c_,_1~~~~~~~~~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadqtst? @' NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

/rnquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

C1 ]CA _ 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

{ t -· • ,--··,/ 

'~·t ' d.,\D 

YES NO 

,-
' \\ 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0732 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: lo Id?>\ JO CSR: __ ·JP'-"-·_,_\ I _____ _ 

. Is the customer &allHtg as a result of the broadcast? ~ 
e'.ty1c,: \ ~ 

NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CI\113 C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

/4:~\ \ ' v_ ~to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad~ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: rJb.D ~{ \ ].01@ 

Address: Po ,_l??';i<: (a Sa 
--"fCA.\ ke et()'i.V i Ah C1q b I lo 

Phone: g DJ- j d,J-Q J 11 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

YES NO 

f O l "-\ (') . a <)'2 ~ th l:-1 "() <Di\Y\f S,\ c:<... { €: CV\f,f\-f i.) Cv 

I '-f! 0& \ Lop D \ --f 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential u. (;..ifc,lJ;' ' \ 1_.., ' ) 

Len t r'Oc.u (/ 

10119110 

LS 0733 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _\t"")--+-/.,...,@......,.fc+/~1 O~--- CSR: --=~=--\'-'-:, ___,.\ Q='-~-'--'-----
_i 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @o 
--.._ Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~ 
"'-j..... _ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

a < _ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: R,.\-e,. b,k2.I'J e_-.\ '<l 
Address: C]'6Gq MeJ bour()e,., 

~\\el) Qs \.; \ JJ\ \ Ct81o\ 
Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s=.-h~~-,~ b.7 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0734 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

' 

Date: 
1
: ::; \;3 \ () 

' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YEsrQ· 

\ f .. __ / 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C1't'BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 
h ('1 
"'} - .. -......... 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position i I ,., 
l {./\_· 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~~-) NO 
~---./ 

Consumer Name: 
~-

\ \r\()\-;\(:) 

Address: 
.,_~·- . 
__ :·.c~\ \c.\ L~I 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/ I 

... ) C.JU ,-"'1· !Ai ',"··,·',· \_{ ,~.,·.,·,•'\ ': .,. < .. , 
;\ ... \ ; \(_,: (~.'\ 

.) 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0735 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lC\Jtj \ lO 
I \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES 0) 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

i 
11 le~-

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

\./claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 
~--r . . t 

Consumer Name: i. ~(\(;_,/ K; \( E (O~ 
l 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c·~) ... (t 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0736 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ / b_;_~-'-'-'·~.=..F-L...J/r ......... 0>~- CSR:_~(lA ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vci"aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ;VI c..k /Jt(}o~ 
YES 

Address: __,_S_6__,_/__._&"'--"V'<~4_A~L_· ~··_' ~s-:;~74--'-· __ _ 

/lr tJ ('r-//fe f'-- lb(' 2;2 // tJ 

Phone: QJ[- ~<? -t.2Q</.? 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

b~Ut~ 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0737 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR:_--+->6~~~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? <:9 NO 

Consumer Name: &/er iea!l4c£ /ou "??<l - F££__-fl6f rece,,.,+/, 

Address I? CJ /6//,, --./'f. &, . fll-fer/,J ;a "1.e, t9 ,_/17ed .ra. -rq 
5~ano WT SV/~0 c1f!. 

Phone: '715'-s--;; V-s0a c 
Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** \ \ 

Comme:'t "~ \IP\ 
, v '<-lf,r1£ b (> x. ct:: RR (' ...... 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0738 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ ,_O__,_J_a_~-l/__,_1--=0~_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Lsupportive of Remington 

LA.ngry at CN"bC for airing _ Supportive of C::\TB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Lcalling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

~alling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :N--Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES GV 
Consumer Name: __ S:.t __ e..:_v~e~--------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

"l?c1ni1101n11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

( 

10/19110 

LS 0739 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1of3?}/to CSR: ----'c;:-=-1-'"-1 ) ....... r"'-,_ \r),__.___ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington A"po1tive of Remington 

_.Angry at C:N'"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0-wns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 
;~ 
~ 

Consumer Name: __ f\-+· d:::>e-=· ______ r_--\-_~l-\_-~,("0---=1e._~.\ __ 

Address: --+-\£~07""-----'-._-_,_\ -=~'--------', O.S=-='--"--A-'--"\"'"-'}e__=--

Phone: 

?n-;J ro? '> \ b / la:;Q 

L?O \ 61 b C.fJG 7 
Serial#: U/f\ 
"'**Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~ ,- _1. _._ r 

NO 

1nnn11n 

LS 0740 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID 11,t£t 11 o 
[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ }\ngry at C:t\113 C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_b._Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:i._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \Vi th their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remin!!Wn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0741 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ ___..~"------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl'{BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

)(..claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remin.Non 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0742 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o{i0l10 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington A Supportive of Remingt_on 

_ • .:\ngry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

:/.--Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_._has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

cw 1) 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0743 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: )0(1-0\\0 CSR: __ £4---'--~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?G§> NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington "X: Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl'H3C for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

'/._, Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

· _General concern of safety with personal model 700 

X,l seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 'l 000 M 'jvr \f /t:..bt j{\J ;,,~, 

HcoQ\C. i' ND 6~Y3> 

Phone: 1u \ - ffil:\- G \3-Jo 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

YES 

Remington Confidential 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0744 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: __ l_'O+f G.-"--''&-+-/ ''-'\! ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

___:::_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0745 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /0 /-zS/t0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_.Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_.Angry at C:!\!13C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_.:i General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

ReminJ?ron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0746 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+-/ {)=----/_J. (,.____ __ _ CSR: loy{.J 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
ConsumerName: -------------~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

D bfH . .e(l.. to ID 1-tim lr'e. vJCf(.. 

pro bvUt°'' o,.; 

]).01Mi1'10f/')1'J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

7e>o 

Co11(ide11rial 10/19110 

LS 0747 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~f_,_,_D-t-f ~z~r~I ~' D~--, CSR: ~L.Jb. 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of Cl\13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: f General concern of safety with pmon"1 model 700 

1 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

9--f> "'f!'1as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

PoM1;110;1111 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0748 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o / z.4 / l 0 CSR: __,W-=--C-.--it>~,------
I h t Il. ult f h b d ? ( ~--LJE,,,-··u S~_" ;O st e cus omer ca mg as a res 0 t e roa cast. v/-' 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ng:ry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broad.cast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety v.ith personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of pe!"sonal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

J IJ....S ~ wc-.A bl \./(7 e:'\J' S v.. v-pt-..~ 

Reming;on 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0749 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ;0- 2-'(5- ID CSR: TB . I rui '] 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

v" Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0750 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: . /O·- )J- ){) . CSR: ~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CI\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Re:rilington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Naine: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

J-(~ f u/YLOY'5 91 tee.a# 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0751 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ----------- CSR: _0-"---~"-+-· ____;e-;_::_K___,,__ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @' NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

;::{eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

-. _has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

;YLO Od 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0752 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ i_D_-_?_<o-_~_,_0 __ _ CSR: __ \?_o_.µ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of Cl'<l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an Rlill.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senic.e, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ 
Consumer Name: --~-· _T_;;_. _._· _..&;$"-···_l_D_E::~>_Et._·_L __ 

Address:------------------

Phone: 

serial#: _ __,_f1~0=--~-::,-=---9~~-J _s __ _ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Reminf!ron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0753 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: j o- ~')-ju 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast'YYESJ NO . \-~ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ,...,.......--Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CJ\113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model fBE}-'/ 10 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer N arne: -~...::-'--;;;_c __ ..:._/li_c=-4---"-!J---'-L_,_r'_c_-z...._ 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 7 I 0 I I 7__ 1> 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

C on1-7demial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0754 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --'-\ ()~\ dc:...=.8-+->-'l 1 Q~- CSR: __..Ao ___ ...... ifR-'-=--'=--------
Is lhe customer calling as a result of lhe broadcast?® NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: h lo11 IL/9)-
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidemial 10119110 

LS 0755 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log; Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

nate: --""a._·_M..__4 --=-z;_s----1»·---- CSR: __ ~_a:J _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO . 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ . .\ngry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_ • .\ngry at CN13C for aiflilg _Supportive of CN-.BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O•vns a Model 700: 

r/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding directionJuse of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced i.n relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: -~P~t».~14=~/.~/_·_~S:,~~---~-· ~'----
Address: 

Phone: 

97<10 Pkt J B1 
c/f ls-J /1147/r I /1lf . 

73V.. $-Z 9 -3'('2 3 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

/m?> All?l-L # dJ.tfeA, ..5FA.t/r'u kc @c/ r~ ;4-~j 
ftw lh ;;; /Af y?~ 
Remingron Confidential 10119/10 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0756 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _te/ __ ~ _Z_B_____,__z_o_1_0 __ CSR:_~~£J~J ____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ i\ngry at Remington 

_ Angry at C:N"BC for airing _ Supponive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a :Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~..>.? 'BG~v 
/()> ~rh sl 

YES 

Address: 

___ M_·~--~_icj ___ F~~-~~o/~75 

Phone: -z tJ 1- f3 ~ S'"9'1 fj 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS lab.el*** 

Comments: 

Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co nfidelliial 

NO 

. 10119110 

LS 0757 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR:-~$_..,.' ll_.....,(,,,__J ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?, @)NO . 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ i\Ilgry at Remington ~pportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback iegarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced lll relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: " ' 

Address: 5S-o I a9~e1-u/ ~ 
~5d~ Ci/I 5~8Z(/ 

/0 '7 - 5;9 s- "2 890 Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 
<. 

.;f CWrffACf 
J 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confideniial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0758 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ______ [ 12'-1-/2~6-{f--'-'ll""-) _ CSR: __ ~-~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO !V/A 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ___ (J:;v __ ;t.,_.~_.,........ _______ _ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: _ _,,f_._.--=lo'-'-l _._o 0.__.,1,_0"----3=~01_,__~~-------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington Confidential 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0759 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 c:NBC Storv 

Date: lo{10(/o CSR: ___ ~~-----
Is th_e customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.n gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ P...ngry at CNnC for airing _Supportive of CN-:BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation. of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: _ __.A__,__.,_.L"'--':? LP=----'-~ q-'--y"'---3_,_Lo=-____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0760 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ \ ~O +---/ ·W~{ l_D_ CSR: -~Sa..,,..........VZJ_f'..-____ _ 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? c§ NO 

[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington -X- Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

L Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/( seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: l st - 31:0 - -zo l2-
Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0761 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _ _,_,/tJ'-f-/-"-'il,...,,,/--'-1-'---1 ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

· _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

+ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_L seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS.label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0762 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

/{) µ,<;; /;o CSR: c;ftµ~! O __ / 

ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ 
Date: 

NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _' Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion l'IY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory?. 

Consumer Name: ~ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confid enrial 10119110 

LS 0763 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ~~---VP,___· -~--- csR: --L-//u--L-....!.___;:L~ll.:....=....tui~/1-fUJ--=---
r, the cu5to: calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

1 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C:l\.TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_x·General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label'!'** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0764 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_· A .. I1gry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of Cl\13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Reillington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

/o.eneral concern of safety with personal model ~t:f'ev(y, 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confideniial 10119110 

LS 0765 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: f}tilreu.2far{)/V 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~~rtive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~ling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~~ng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

WM)W -6 pad:ci·pJ-e :{\ fu Sfflf> 

Remington Confidenrial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0766 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

I o f a'B { l D csR: And 1e{;.J Len-e (' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 

Date: 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:N13 C for airing _Supportive of 0-TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

zeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they ex.perienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion !\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

NO 

1Oil9110 

LS 0767 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N"-BC Story 

Date: I 0 - ;t.i - LO CSR: AA~o1\l 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _1 Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for aifwg _Supportive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: l..'jNl\1 Cl3err (f 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0768 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: 10 - 2'3 · J 6 CSR: __,/1...:..:lf.:..._Rb_1_0 _________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 
• 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\'13C for airing _Supportive of C:N-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: °JCJ....J..J Rca.rn..o~e 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c;tt..QJN'e,.. 
t7<9 i!f4J«-f93C t. 2012P!IE"d a 601& h IS 1',...._, 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Corifidenn:az 10119110 

LS 0769 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /6-.2lt-tD CSR: AA goeJ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Y Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of Cl\'nC 

Nature!Puruose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_){General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) sepd to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: D &.Ntd Auef1i) 

Address: 

Phone: St<:/ - 73..?Z. - 4 "B'" L ~ 

Serial #: IJ fp ~9 rl.J,t. I 7> 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

Confideniial 10119110 

LS 0770 



0 • 

*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: fO/~( CSR:_&yf-+--./ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a .result of the hroadcastG NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"BC for airing _Supportive of Cl\r:BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/o.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion i\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington Confidemial 10119110 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0771 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ~/~~~-;~r __ _ CSR: lCf4-v 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? Q_ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion I\'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? E) NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0772 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: } Ob. 'i(' CSR: _l_¥-J-''--,,J-------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N'BC for airing _Supportive of CN'BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/oeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R,i\.RC 

If the cµ.stomer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion 1'1-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES @ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0773 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JO/J.. ( CSR: ___.l"'-=~.......__J _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:N"'B C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0774 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___ r_o--+--(_L-_~--- / 

CSR:~~~{:;=-r_·~t=C/::;._~~~~~~-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? §)NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angi)' at Remington 

_ Angi)' at Cl\!"BC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Cail: 

,,,A-supportive of Remington~ 
_Supportive of C:l\:-:BC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R...\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'i'ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s Ao[) (J{#,'l_;t;Vi~ 
I -() 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confid emial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0775 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/_0_-_23_-_fi_D __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN13 C for airing _ Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to .Provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/aeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

$o s P.. , 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0776 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I of zrf 10 CSR: I .Jo-~ 
\_./ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~@).NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ng:ry at C:N""BC for airing _ Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \Vi th their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the _customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the fi.r~arm, they should be ad'\ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

w,..~J h k "'cJ-v '-- L_L 1vi'f'r"- ,:,,--~ 1 lo-. 1Z-
f ~I...._. (),)~1- 51~-t QK-<-.·K'. fie 'rr r"'fr '=ct r ~I! 

Remin!fW!l 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidemial 10119110 

LS 0777 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: IQ I zl I 1 u CSR: _cj_·_~_ffi~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcas~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :\1odel 700 

plaims they expc;rienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return_ it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

(v~~; ~V'.,,,,J 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

r-

Confid enrial 10119110 

LS 0778 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: _ ___.:;Q,_· --"--'~'--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C1\TJ3 C for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedhack 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Vi::al concern of safety ""'.ith personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0779 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /0 -
I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Pur-p§s~ of Call: 

~g to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regard.ing direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Nrune: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\/\) ~ ~ A--rAlD ~ () ~ t±-1 A
r;zao f c!UL S f!.e.e.,.· 1 .~ U£> \6,) 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0780 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lof! Sheet - 2010 c:NBC Storv 

Date: ___ 1°~V~_..,_0_f;l __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A . .ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supponive of CN"DC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~l). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingr.on 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

' YES NO 

Co11fi.de11n:az 10119110 

LS 0781 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N!lC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supportive of CNtl C 

Nature/Purpose of Cail: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Q'\vns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~l:'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Con.fideniial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0782 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10/cxt/10 CSR: ~ 1-;)D-\/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

""' R . , -~~-Angry at emmgton 

~ _Angry at CN13C for amng 

_Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~k.ing,company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES V 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fide11rial 10119110 

LS 0783 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:NBC Storv 

Date: ---'--"'( 0'-+-( "Z~,6=--1{~, )0 __ CSR: _ _...,~~c:.---'------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington Y Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive qf CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

Y._ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_:i has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: \\.J\6MGv.,V\;S /!lo LJU,.f- ~"')f-c~ 
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: ____ ..>.<.(p_LjL.J.., fi2~Lf__._L___..,t(P,.__, ___ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

'SJv\.r 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confideniial 10119110 

LS 0784 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 C:Nl3C Storv 

Date: i D 12 0 l lO CSR: -----=:2>ri=-i . ...,__(U~'A->-=------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington )l_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NnC for airing _ Supponive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

XJ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O•vns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experie~ced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, llion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

CA 
Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron Confidenrial 1011911 O 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0785 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

( [) ( z__.<f'/irY 
Date: -----------

('4,,,-,'5 CSR: ___________ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ :i.ngry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of tlie firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion 1'\Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

)lfc.vV? /eycrff' ~ ,f'eOJ1&' f/,z;vJZ/as. v.z- {t{/c /u<;I/. ~7 f<-<11, 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

v • 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0786 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CJ\TBC Storv 

Date: lo/ LY(t l> CSR:----"-'lJ'-=-. =-c:::----Y-tD--+------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO_ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ . .:\ngry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

·_. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #: G to11 er z 7 (_p 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confi.denria.I J0/19110 

LS 0787 



*****Internal Use Only****!" 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+--+-D+---.....-.·Gl~~,.....,:..-- CSR: ___,/-=--j~f\,,---"---J __ _ 
) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CI\TJ3C for arring _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

·_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

/Y)ob:, (z, , IJL 
Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

(A/\~LJn -Pn / X --Y'nAr )~ 
'-../ 

i.I\ ) i. ( ( hCA. VG g l/lJ,r-f~; M) { h Ct <l.81~ 
Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0788 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: csR: :S,B Ir u t' n a 
.,_) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c/J~~ ddL. ef= ~ 
Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0789 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: Q~c_,k 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? -~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Custom~ns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0790 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _&~U-~ ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington £upponive of Remington 

_ . .i.ngry at C~l3C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

0'as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y-). 

@ ~73~ 94 Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: LL1¥ ~~ES 
s-so 3 .5;4--h~/1-j ~ Address: 

5''mr/ 41tgl {ff 93063 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron Confidenn:az 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

10119110 

LS 0791 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _()~~--_z___,~f---' _U._vo __ CSR: _5',_tJ_._.J.__ ___ _ 
Is the-customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO . 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~upporti ve of Remington 

_ . .\ngry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

-/a:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to tbe factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: ---17$:0..-::.,,_,.F--.._b.,._'( __ .p;a~O.......,.$..._/.L..:V-=· '---

Address: Br3 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Co nun.en ts: 

~~ 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

-;J~ 

/;.! 

Confidential l 0119110 

LS 0792 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N~C Storv 

Date: --'-/_-o_-_2--'"-<6'_' _1_l> __ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

j_AJigry at Remington 

_ . .i.ngry at C:Nl3C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~pponive of Remington 

_ Support.i.ve of CN13C 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) (c1--v) 
0 V-> x_;, <:.,., ~ 5°'6 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 7 D i) b ,,..,._ M'1 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 
I {ju 

Customer Owns a Model 700: /ZMIM~J 

/~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 ,.-
_/,, CA n. e5e l u ..,_,~i,, tV-e t( 

_

1

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 _i\
3 

S . uu PLt. ) 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 5 H- ".}- l~lf\7.-~ '-'' "- ) 
DIV oCj) 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC ~t rP ,.;r 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factol:'y? 

Consumer Name: ~.1.>vc..-fl, /IAD/J~t· s. 

Address: / / 9 c,( µu [_ S. o "--' co I.A 12-'1 

Y"ES 

Si w': 1 {)All~? C:µ, <)306 <; 

Phone: ?;u ~,. S'fi I - 1-S-~ 1-. 
--17 6 ~o ;-} / 2 ,_, 

Serial #: _____ -:J_ ' ___ l~O _______ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Reming1011 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confideniial 

NO (JlO 

I? 1:::~#77l 
~C? ~ o ~ 190 :. o~-Otf1-

. IA. s.~l-ii 1-0L ..c_ -::FF;) D fJ '3 9; 
&/ /5, <)1~ 

10119110 

LS 0793 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ r_v_J_~_-_J_i) __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington V Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN"l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __ fl_A_l_u_L.+-·p_r_l_d_s_k_; _-.0_· _( _ 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

/J, {{) c.3 J \.( & ( /'.!_,cr;CJ) Serial#: ____ .__-'---''-----------'~~---""--

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0794 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Storv 

Date: __ ,_\)_,._· :2_~_,..._lu___ CSR: --~-'---7'0~------
.[s the customer calling as a resu[t of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington '~upporLi ve of Remington 

_ A..ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive ofCN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

fC:~lling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

/m;~isitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~}T). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: V~ CVJ IE?fl r,:._~:H-e-<.... 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confi,dential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0795 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

I D~ 2~ ....... !1' Date: _____ v-=--·_(...J __ _ CSR:_~~-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A..ngry at Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
/ 

/Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:Nl3C 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/ 
_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ 
_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~:king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wmts firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\'.""\'). 

Did they agree to return it to the'factory? ~ 
Consumer Name: -+-/_·1'1_. _r_K._'-< ___ (3~_Vf_. ·~C~2=··-~e-~I(-

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingion 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Co11fi.de11iial 10119110 

LS 0796 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 
• 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A.ngry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N'1lC for affing _Supportive of CNnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 
.// 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_
1
_, Inquisitive about Remington position 

. _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety •0th personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion I\'.-Yl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 
( -

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingwn 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/_ #/ µ5<8--' 7 !( 

Confi.deniial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0797 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: _--_3_.J5_K_: _J:_r_V I_-n._8\ __ _ 
..-/ 

(o -2&- !D 
Date: ------------,---

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? eNO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion I'-rY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

u 0 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0798 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _l_D_-_2_8_-_1_' o __ _ CSR: 3.J3' Irvifl5 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (@) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CJ\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0799 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _(_0_-_2-_B_-_I D __ _ 
---- , 

CSR: -::S-. B . l rv 1 (\ C\ 

-Is the c~stomer calling as a result of the broadcast?~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _ Supportive of C:!\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name:---------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0800 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 Cl\TBC Storv 

Date: ( b / zJ/ ( () CSR: ____,_(_j~~-""'-f6...,,.,.__ ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ng:ry at Remington ~~ve of Remington 

_Angry at Cl\1BC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~~to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

~p.bout Remington position 

~-provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

¥eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

Fseeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return_it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES §) 
Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

!fr°'J ll~u s;;r-J~-o . ?oo~'---- ~v...,5 
ve....._, ~11h 17 
Remi11gro11 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidenrial 10119110 

LS 0801 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 1 
_ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Remington 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0802 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CN"'"BC Storv 

Date: _ ____.I b'-+/1-"-'ez~l io,.,__ __ CSR: -~9.&..........=-.:VO"--...__,. _____ _ 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? @ :\10 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington X. Supportive of Remington 

_ ?J1gry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

)( Inquisirive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking comp my feedback ;-egarding direction/use of personal :!\fodel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, llion Nl'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

n,.,,.,.,"M U7rJJ'I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES :\70 

Confidenn:az l tt!Hll fJ 

LS 0803 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet- 2010 C:N"""BC Story 

Date: \ D (-Z.0 I ! 0 CSR: __ a...._hd._~'--'rU"-'---'------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _X Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

£,Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:-----------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

_-_· D~t~J.),,..01 l._.,.1-"--'Jv'---LJ\ D"'-"D,_,,,(;_,..::...:":-=Vj-+----'-P~"'O~-...,.-a~A /\_,_$-"'vo<.->--0"'-"-f-"--',,y'--·S..__~+-=-P--=-W_(.,~f-
ro k.u._ fvv)r Ct-"-S i-D.l.Af ,.~· S 

Remingron 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confidential 10119110 

LS 0804 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

CSR: _Tu_.,._I =--\ !_' _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Rerriington 

_ Angry at C:NB C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·\ised to return it to (Product Se nice, Ilion i\"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 0~ 
Consumer Name: __,__\-\-'--"'a.=:("""( ;_("""r-~,__l'x.-"-'! '-'-'-r-'-'"l \~" '"--"'--'~-----

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

__) 
". 1, .... -~: /') ! ' 

,., 
• ) , Jr 

NO 

LS 0805 



*****Llternal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: 
f I 

CSR: ---.:(_~\ l __ -+so_:---'b=--<-. ___ _ 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast?@ ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

"\... 
. -~i;:;L .!\ngry at Remington 

~ _ ?.ngry at C~"BC for airing 

'.\Tature/Purpose of Cail: 

_Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CN"BC 

_ Cailing to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Reroington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Q\vns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they ex.perienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

.~not experien~ed a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, lion :t'>\Yl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer ~ ame: 

c:§) 
) hof:'\ o. 2 \:D\J.b:f\ 

Address: R"JG9 l-,c)oc\ De 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0806 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /00 (' CSR: __ {""'""¢.¥--rJ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_·Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CN""B C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety \\1ith personal model 700 

.........-Seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? B NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0807 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: JOP<t CSR: --=-lc.yr--d---'-_,,,v _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? Q NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N-:BC for airing _Supportive of C:t-mc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~eeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants faearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? \'""ES 8 
Consumer Name: --------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

l ~\J~t{ct,J/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0808 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l 0 / J,. Y' CSR: l.o cvf-v ----21-*--'----------

I s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNl3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/Ge~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N'Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Conunents: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0809 



( / D -J 9 -.d oJ o 

Angry at Remingtonif-H-f l (j) 
Angry CNBC 

/...-~ 
Supportive of CNBC f J / (3 __) 

NATURE/PURPOSE OF CALL 
,,. 

1 LIL I s Offer Support +ftt -1-tft ~ 

lnqui~itive on Rem position+ttf-Hft-+ttr-+ltf---H+t- I I} J / /// 3 L{ 

Calling to provide Broadcast Feedback J / I 3 

OWNS MODEL 700 

ff' I (,711 

General Concern l//r ~+ftt-++ft-Hl/-WJ_j_ 
/ I /·f 1-f+r-t+}+-1/! /---j//1- ! I! J 

tr~i I I 

Feedback / I/ I ./+H- flt f- l \ ·l I 
Safety Issue .J-t+-r ) f l 1 9 
No Problem w/ firearm +ft-t 11 I 1 9 

ARS SENT -j#-r ~ I I I ;J. 

To PRODUCT SERVICES~ I 

so rJ 4 J :::;t-cl U/;( J--1 H- ·-f+H-1 l l I +Hf- J I I ~ 3 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0810 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I iJ \ [ACJ \JO CSR: __ , ____ -G,_-'E-=-·~·_1_1 ______ _ 
' . 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~upporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl'{B C for airing _Supportive of C:l'IBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) . 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

•~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an Ri\ __ RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems eJ..11erienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~} NO 

Consumer Name: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

-v : ). . -( ,-, . ( 
,, ; l.i( .. f 1(...\\ (1 

_J 

_ .. ) \ ~')- Vi ::)8- ( (\C\ () 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0811 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _/,___fJ-r--=-,vJ-'-?-'--!-/;_o _ CSR: _(11--_ -~-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO '/ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~s they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad•dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? NO 

Consumer Name: fl/~~ £/o fcuz.Jiy 
Address: MJS- (eol'UA · 

)-/ loui/ A.a G?//~ 

Phone: il<f ~7~() -~f~7 Sr 
()7f7Y21 '7i 'o.uf + v•eJ '1 Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: / 

t4fZ( 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0812 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _jtJ~~-d-~'[~/;_o __ CSR: -~C:..__71A--____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNB C for airing _ Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

__ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~.laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerName: 61-k B~(!..rt/ 
YES 

Address: _7~0~3_S-____ h)~h_, 1/-t_~{;~· C{,r-"-+-);_~l,~./l_, 

~ s;gf; (ld !0927 
Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0813 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

/~1 Ldf L:A~ 
µf.rtij"e.lc <a I 

Date: __,__~_,_oh-"-"-g_ Cf'-L-'-k_o __ CSR: _~6""-"'-%__.__ ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl'U3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_. General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

Phone: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0814 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---------- CSR: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? G~ NO t..,J ;'r>(;t .Q..... 

Consumer Name: /k11r Ii ;r..__ LJ€yi.e f':-/ 7 >/ 6 d 7/()0,.,, Gmtr-

/a !lo .x I </ /If A- acl /f fj rf w t_e,.,. A e v1e" 

S'wa r~J~ &. 1A >ovn -fv u!1fdai 7 1f,.A.e wt.: 

Address: 

Phone: ff] -&.?(.;- tf;}(; J'11.-/e-(r ,~(mfl. 
Serial#:------------ !.6Co.. I 9u/lf(l.1'!l clf'owtj - /, 
***Send an ARS label*** ~i"rJ _ of_ 1-eJ1-.r:J ( ,,,- (/el' I r:·h#! 

I {/J k -+t JJ.· !t} if fL(Ji...J I J •')<.:,~I 
h o-f A&. r , co/Ii · .J; 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0815 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ro I .:;:(ct I 10 
• I 

CSR: _· .... _,_,D'--'--e_,_1 ;.._I _____ _ 

Is the customer~ as a result of the broadcast? Q 
err1c11I ~ 

NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~-'\ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at Ct·rnC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a ''safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: .j:'._. \ ( hna1 H 'i \I 
YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: - Or f.Y>DP 0.!Jrf.-·-1 C\~\U".ClJ:\f'\O_; fD\-i·v:-\(. COr11 
J l ~ -

NO 

Serial#: _________________ r·('\ \·oo r-~\ v L 
1 

~ ~~ Y 3 \}J ; c1 t 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

hcd y=~ K 
h.e ~·(\ \eJ. 

'n r) 1 (1 \\'.) '·i . ('· j "IV 

LS 0816 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \ 0\;\q110 CSR: 'l)f I I . ' ----'~"------------

Is the customer.ealling as.a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
E:l'-•Yi" I 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN"'BC for airing _ Supportive of CN"'BC 

Nature/Puroose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 
l 

_Inquisitive about Remington position f'"''1 ) Ct 
_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

0.ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.!\RC 

ff the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Address: --'~1'_.C_--._) _·..,,.,\ ~'""'\(~'>~f._-._;_~~, _______ _ 

Phone: 

. _J -

_"""!c:_"-"·; 1_· ·:'--(,-+\_-~! """';'_u-'-1 _G_,_·i_-_""":~=)_·c··_.._I ~~~""-....... :::_""") ____ ·'.i-'01 ip ~' c1.r- C\ c11 q@<J-x:c~ o\:c"-\ • C\c-l-

Serial#: ---=----'~-1-) -!--') o;:_'-=-------------'-~r_1, r··1 ct) j 

***Send an A.RS label*** ~ 

Comments: 

,..-:-\1 ~ , ·' ·J... \ _,, ''-u·· . -c -r ... I le· ,.J c,:<· (2 ·'"c .· ,,1 ' o Cl..J~ \ (\\-\-r· ( , \ , t:.. n·. \.J < .) c.~ .. t . .J l t~ .. ,._J : ~ ... 1 ... ~...._/ ~ ~ "'-" r 

-... ft __,,_~~~)\tr·f, co!d vv\~r1 \ f \,"10'-\)i4:neci. l'\)C\\'~ \+ .(\KP::L 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0817 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _l,,_,C"'""J_,_\ cx_"1_C-'-'ll,_\,_,_O,__ __ _ 
. I I 

CSR:~_'"'-~-t~~·~;C_··~l~l------~
r-\ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN~C for airing _Supportive of C:l'rnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA-R.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did theY agree to return it to the factory? B NO 

Consumer Name: Jlk l f'n >.) l c.;: l<\IJt:C-\-

Address: l c+ ~ 3 t-\,EC'-J (\((' ,:~~( (f) 
c,' ' . 
j,.\ ~; 11\ L1\_;v 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: f~((_-- \c.,'.'~ ·-( (. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

L+Cto \ 

LS 0818 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---=1 o--1-"( a~0-'-+-/ ~(D___ CSR: _])____._.·"--'={!'-'-I '--I -----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

NO 

~ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:l'rBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

../Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ·:n rn )A n:fotcl 
Address: \ JS310 LcJJn:b1 r-8{) 38. 

D lo~c 
1 

f\\ £ (cf>crf) 

YES 

Serial#: __ ·-______ _....__,____ \ t:::o 'BU~ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c( tc.,j uf'[\Q. ( "){a.--l-ed !c>f 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0819 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _ _,_i O~\J""-· CJ ....... · \l-"-(-"-"-0 __ _ ' \ 1 
Is the customer eafila.g as a result of the broadcast? 

.Q[V''C\°i I . 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

YES §J 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:N'B C for airing _Supportive of crrnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo1t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_. _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

v<iaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'lised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion I°"II'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: \Ce0 

Address: ----------------

Phone: 19.+- '1(o(()-tJ'15D 

Serial #: N\ \ ICO i ., dlO V\l ( (\ , 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Cu5}0,M;rf r·.\cr'~"-s riflf *'1 red 
\;00~~-td -tu loocv l , ih,1. --l-- -(-u 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

cc\ 1 ) <£\-{ ~ + --1 

du. 

LS 0820 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _\_,__O--'i\J"-'"-C\--'-'\f--'\'-'--0 __ _ 
I I 

CSR: _1)--=l ~f-'-'-1 I _____ _ 

Is the customer . ..calling as a result of the broadcast? YES § 
ef\Xill 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\<ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

YES Did they agree to J,"eturn it to the factory? 
(_~3 ' 

Consumer Name: ?+if8,1v ])a A c\o CU d 
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

G 

LS 0821 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ----'--'\ 0"""-'\-=d"'--'Cj'-+\-'--"1 0'------ CSR: _1)_,,.,__' _,.__e_,__\ ) _____ _ 

Is the customer eaRittg as a result of the broadcast? 

Ehno; \ 
YES@ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CJ'\TJ3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

·~laims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name:.-:TuvxS l\ b+\;,\({) 

YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: lo~ J 6dlo·~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

NO 

C\ c(, \Vis fSl~ on 10\a·1)\0~ 5+-G--t-Eci 1tl\of\1£c\fd 

4- \Jr,, Q,Cj) ±oo, 
\ 

\J .. :{'-0~ -\a ~n)c\) u»be-+ he Df£d; -to do. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0822 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I o\~q \ \ D 
\ 

CSR: })p(j 

YES~ Is the customer-eaHing as a result of the broadcast? 
E't'Y'y,1. « I 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

n \c'--' _Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model ~ 1 d \ 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: .\oro ('ilAEo 

Address: 

l ·. ~~ \ _JJ~oro_ p: 1i1r\\ ) . co 
Phone: 

Serial#: C\8'~ Cl '1 ,a :JO V\l '10 fV\\1~ I 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c \~·, M<) 

\}J~ 

fSK LuVv.n CJL·\.,·n ~><AS 11\0+ \wd·ed .. 
\ t- ('-eQ (.\\\ .f?d I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

le,() r now n 

LS 0823 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _l,,__....O'-+'\ ~"'"-=tct-!'---4· \_,__,\ a _____ _ 
. \ I \ 

CSR: 1)e I) 
Is the customer.~ as a result of the broadcast? YES 

ervYI\ \ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:t\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

Vclaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad~ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: -rb rn f'>.hc\\O \5 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

YES 

Comments: C 05.\ DM-t-V cl et\l'A.Pd ~. 

\--\45 'v"\ 1co \"\ ., ::no \\\~n ° .~ ,\($. aoo ~ 
I J 

~ (\ -\--10 i c__Q,. •. \J_)~f) -to ge+ ·1--r cq<V\ r pc\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0824 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: \ 0 \801\~0 CSR: ,,...l}E'. \\ 

Is the customer.railing as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 
ev--c1~ I 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: · 

~ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

D·a h · h" ? YES C)No''1 ,t-\-e _5'zn+~ r:1fLe 1 t ey agree to return 1t to t e iactory. ~ 

I,\ :01Y\{'. +1M-t C;:.00 t:.,.
1 Consumer Name: f\ \0\.(\ ~DLAb \ r~ \ J 

?·I\ I \G( 'tt· ceo()..1\'(Cl, 
Address: ..:11 ~\01(1 [ZJ 

Phone: d,(J \- 101c+~ C\580 
Serial #: S (o L\- \ L\-0 \ L\: 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

S \O\r;\9d Vw \ry,J t-Sf ~ <)/.11\-t CJL1n ±o -f tACtGt11 

~ \k" wo.) w~~~rrd ,. }:\f-{ef r,x1-h\A~09 CNBcsbL0-~ C\lL6~onSG:.tr 
.. - \. ~rl ,' I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0825 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

CSR: (p(I 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES @ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppor'"Ll.ve of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? B NO 

Consumer Name: -~=-'-· 1 _._m.......,,,.~ A"""1,.._l _ _,_\C-'£"""~'--'(""0""'1'\-'-'-"d_. ___ _ 

Address: _c_'\ _,_l ~=-· ------'C=-((.~_·]~0-~~----

I 

Phone: b 1 0- 4-.~ 0 - iJLJ IL/--
Serial #: 't,, Lz lo 0 CJ l (a :) 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

H 0 d t==- <) ~Q - CJu" 'P (A J(/, s- Lt.do c1d ed . l) € . 

SY oJ-ed ~e v \ () 11 S CA.uD£ r f\o (70.c I \.co, elf cd J--15.l RrJ +r\3c;er 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0826 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: I 0 \ :1'Cj \ \·O CSR: -~:I'k.,.L"'---'l-'--1 ------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ 'fj> 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC n\~ 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~!aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: __,lj~· l _\\_J2_,,,~'..P~'-\_.._O-'-'()=--\,_,_c"'"'--'\5...__ __ 

Address: I¥\ 5 Acy=ws AU2 · 
~,lo" J?:o,\ 1 fl 3JY oY 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0827 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: 10-.29-10 CSR: l/A?Ot-.:l 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A.ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ngr)' at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supprnt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.Y General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they e~perienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but \Vants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0828 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2" Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f fJ/itt/r o 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remingtm 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling :o provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? "YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Remingion 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Confi.deniial 

NO 

10119110 

LS 0829 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: _/ 6~.~r-+--9+-L-./J-=---d __ CSR:~__,.~'---'--~~~~~~~-
'-

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~ry at Rerr.iington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing ~pportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: A-/a A Jf!a/i'()" 
Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

· ***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0830 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Rerr.t.ington 

_ Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: /),..,. lJ / lar-c / O 

YES @ _.;;i.o.11.r.a50 

y X7 ooj- / l(J..r +ird (pr.-

Address: ___.yj__;~;c._· -'--;;i..-=S_iv.J_· ~Y-"-v-=ef.'--c-=-""'"--"-Jh-'-=--e~--
l;r a j;{ t1 r ~j_/ Av 6 z ti ·21 

Phone: ,)e; I __.;f7J7 .5 · I/ f 77 :JO 1-,ff I -7 Y:l ;/. 

~If dtk""fA~, 

:2- :?u-oF 
;).- //??A 

Serial#: ------------=-----~ 

{)~/- fJ~-!"Jf]+;/,~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0831 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: --+-!Ob~J9~0._..___a _ CSR: _6,_,.__/!L_. ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington ~ppoitive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_· _ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/ciaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

YES NO Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: fh r Pa_ ,/,..;ck. f;. ve_. 
I 

Address: t.) 0 Ckr/'v C-.{ef: eJ, 
/],"""'( l4. di r ff 'd f J J 

J---7~0>.t - J ()I ittz1~ 
I~ If Of-I pf/-:Y'°\ ;~ IJ)(J• 

I ;fi I /;Hf! tr' i F s--R 
Phone: foi; ;' J{C;2 - 7&!? ~1Y 
s~~Ji eavoyo70 J- a1s {;9711 ~ f 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

sea>C;~ -:::;>/Vou, l< 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~~rye S-S~!Aff,fl.e 

LS 0832 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: / 
0~ 9 /to CSR: -~/-'-74-~-----

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C~TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~~s they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return itto the factory? ~ NO ' 

Consumer Name {a_cf ~t'rf ';7<f8 - Uf1. cd,ber 
Address: 17711 hJ.e. if r?i r szl\I o/ h~r-e.fad; f~ f.11 

!'I b,.f ~,-r H ?7917 r11J. )"I /f tf ,.,J_ UJ 

Phone: .;)s9 -;] 7~ -/;;;< tf ;z hard 19 r- ho If. 
(;I( S'i>'f 'l/ ~F DA- s-o..-f.e:/y 

/&J bbl A<>-fM-F°;feJ 
«te la ~c/eerr•'h\@&.et/c afh--

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0833 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet- 2010 CN"13C Storv 

Date: ID{ 20\ / I 0 CSR:~( ]'--o--___ fu-'-'{ ~----
Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? QE]2_~o 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

__ .;ngry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ .?..ngry at C:N-:SC for airing _Supportive of C""BC 

~ature/Purnose of Cail: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O·wns a Model 700: 

'!=- General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced i.n relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0834 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet-2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? @""D NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Reroington _ Supponive of Remington 

_.Angry at C:N"BC for airing _ Supponive of C::'.\nC 

Nature/Pumose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

'f::_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_ clairns they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R...o\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

/W ___ _ 
Pb one: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

)i.-J f-- /rl<J~~ 
<X ~1-- Ir "'----- fu 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0835 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f o{ZF1·fb CSR:..,.__,..G,/\'-'-"'L~P.,c.-;-, ~\----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? · ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington · 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

~ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

'{,._ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

r= seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

s~sf v~+/ t i~ 1---

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0836 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet- 2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: CSR: _W~LJb----'-+-, . ..,c------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Rerr-.iington 

_ Angry at C:Nn C for airing _ Supponive of C:N-:SC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling co offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Cailing to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:L"General concern of safety with personal model 700 I . 

"'L seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 I ..._ 

'f- claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill.out address) send to an R..t>,RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad•ised to return_ it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: (I -it;J~ 
Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ l.j;') S{J orc-...f U!'~; 
Kn~I h pS, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0837 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: f->='( D:...-+-{-=-z --'-Cf +-'-(t_O __ CSR: __.,(,-f-J_-_1f{...,...._, ) __ _ 
..._,, 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ .Lvlgry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:NoC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

'CGeneral concern of safety with personal mode~ 7 7V 

( -...c. seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Mod · £; 7 D / ruu ~ 
_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'iised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

I I 
. I 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0838 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: {6 ( Z. '\ ( r 0 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @_ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ luigry at C:t,rBC for airing _ Supponive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supprnt (prn-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

x.General concern of safety with personal model 700 

'X-seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 
( 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N\'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

c~ Jcr\ 
) 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0839 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo!:! Sheet- 2010 CN13C Story 

Date: CSR: --=5'_,,,0'--c/ _____ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Irutial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A..ngry at Remington ~upponive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:N'"BC for airing _Supportive of G·rnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Rewington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O•'rns a ~fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a ;'safety" related issue \;,:irh their personal ~1odel 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA .. "R.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, llion NY). 

Did they agree to re7Ji' to the factory? 

Consumer ~ ame: tjdL/ G' /att't'L ~ 
Address: 7Z 10 /3Z .Id S~f 

a,;;; J411GJ , It. 
Phone: 30<J- 7?'1- 3150 

Serial#: 

***Send an ~** y(;.5 
Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0840 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ 5'_/J~J ___ _ 
-<•7 

Is the customer calling as a remlt of the broadcast? YEs§ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ .A.ngry at C~l3C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

N"ature/Puruose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Q-;.vns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~fodel 700 

·~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N"°1'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ N"O 

Consumer Name: ~~/ fJ/f#/o/ 

_.t..ddress: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

/-kd St7;{¢,t ;f;e ;2trMI 
/I/( /</ fJOI 

13 

LS 0841 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Storv 

Date: (}c/ '2f '2#/0 CSR: --=__$_.2>.~~~/,---___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (~ ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _Ls"upporcive of Remington 

?.ngry at C:NnC for airing _ Supponive of CJ\13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Cailing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about RelT'ington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

/has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :Nl'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: ~ ~{/"Lit« 
Address: ----'6~· _2_~_s __ -.Si_Ei_.(.1;_tJ_~_?/_. __ 

Phone: 

?etfxskKp, df_7 

nv- 62~- l)z "g6 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0842 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N13C Storv 

Date: ~/2~Cf+---_z...,..~_z_o""-10 __ CSR: -~5~bf-F-) ____ _ 
v 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (@No 
• 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /.supportive of Remington 

_ A..ngry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

Aas not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~ /'"Jar/ 
Address: 61- ,1::6 l(q Z.. 

&ebl&( ~ ~R-
Phone: 6/ t ?~ (p 13 3 tJ 

Serial#: ---1-'-,A....._~-=-J=--6~16~' /_Z. ____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0843 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID -'A -to CSR: -~JJT~_\ ______ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?/-;~ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: ( / 

NO 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NB C for ailing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/a~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

d.ims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 h··rc...,.l 7-x 
0 1,,;f-o f· ht:._. !fa/ 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return.it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: fimu+f"'=f U t'Y1 f~( 
Address: I 5l 6 \;yhi'kd'\-Uc~ ~-k.:.qc.-r y2j)_ 

Dt~ L\.u.npj ' Vvt ~ z ls so 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

[,QC~7·1e_ Y-C~~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0844 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet-2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: __ \_0_( ?J_o_,__,_\\ 1_0 __ CSR: --~ __ VU----_____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.Ilgl)' at Remington _ Supporive of Remington 

_ Angl)' at C"Nl3C for airing _ Supponive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

2( fuquisitive about Rerriington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

"£.General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue wilh their personal :'.'.1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but \Van ts firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA..R .. C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~l:'.l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 
/' /) 

Consumer ~ ame: __,L_~'21tA=. ""'-"'nj~-_,_IZN"=· ..:......:.e""j/._.l_,t'-'Cl""',(,__._V--=-'---

_!i..ddress: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0845 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:N13C Storv 

Date: 1 0 {~ I to CSR: --~~~1/7)'---=-------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ . .\ngry at Remington k._ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:'.\!l3C for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature!Purnose of Cail: 

'i:_ Calling to offer support (pro-Reroington) 

Y- Inquisitive about ReIDJngton position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Q\,'llS a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but w.rnts firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad;ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer ~ ame: KeiJ,flA-' 
Address: 

Q~-t\s\FVVJ I \J'j 

Phone: 6\ 'ij ·-0G7- ~~Ylu 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

la Q;S ri\ctcv ~~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

WD 

YES NO 

' 
I~ \L\.,''=> I S.1rJA..e C..., 

LS 0846 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: /()~)CJ-/() 
CSR: ---'-0=---=~~--------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .tuigry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

Aneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

No p&fa/em5 , , . ;'u~f Cl<.ct°t'ai/17 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0847 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~portive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TJ3C for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_ Inguisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer-Owns a Model 700: 

Zral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Oue2h/;M r~f e /20 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0848 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: --=v-· _Y;l2>_·_· __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington ~~pportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNnC for airing _Supportive of ornc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

L Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

· ~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'iised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~1 ~ 1 ~.re µc;V..'-l 

r. r i\ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0849 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR:_C2~~Q:~,~~,.--../_J __ ~~--
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~ppmtive of Remington 

_ Angry at C:Nl3 C for airing _ Suppmtive of C:N""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0-wns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~king company feedback regarding directioniuse of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue v.:ith their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES -~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: _-ff--!w'---<---1 '_{J,. _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0850 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

hl /o;CJ L~a!o csR:QaJ Date: t -----"---'--'=--------~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Apportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supportive of Ci\TB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

V'Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

r--seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial #: ___,,_.,_df_,_/-+'-'-f) _____ _ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0851 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+-/_,_<~) /~:2___,g,___,_/,__; "'---l>_ CSR:Q th./ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ • .:\ngry at Remington Y---Suppmti ve of Remington 

_ . .:\ngry at C:Nl3 C for airing _Supportive of Orne 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_!L1llquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0>1ms a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~aims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: Gt>rJi,Pj_ sc...L 0£/.l~.0 z_ ~ 
Address: · 2 ~ s-s=S ;J /""'? cl g II L. 

~ IL,r- [,,_} z: I~ N 2- l 8 f ,Q .J. 

Phone: ...._q DR'- '2 JO- I.:;,.- q <-/ 

Serial #: ....$ t ef (_p t $-.2 er 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~lr;.s~~,f 7 m fft m c r/ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

6 

LS 0852 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

/ 11. 
Date: ID /ozq fo // csR: 9f1if<-L-
1s the custo:.r calli:;a;~ result of the broadcast? YES e 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CNB C for ailing _Supportive of CJ\113C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an Rlill.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad-vised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0853 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:NBC Story 

Date: 10/z1/to 
Is the custom.er calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO . 
Initial tone/Attitude of the cailer: 

_ A .. Iigry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ A .. ngry at C:!\!""BC for airing _Supportive of C::\""BC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R...A..RC 

If the custom.er references any concern.s or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0854 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Story 

Date: IC/&1/;o CSR: {fo,,15 
----------~---

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast?~ :\'O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A . .1"1gr)' at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ Angr)' at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C\l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

_.!__ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal ?\1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safery" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
tbe safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~i~ f ·0 f1?ilft'Irf501 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0855 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CN~C Storv 

Date: __ f-"-{)~_ZH-'--(i_;o __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Rerojngton _Supportive of Remington 

_.Angry at C:N""BC for airing _ Suppordve of C'Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking compai1y feedback regarding direction/use of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety'~ related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has r.ot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA ... "R..C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,i.sed to return it to (Product Service, lion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES ~o 

LS 0856 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet - 2010 C:N~C Storv 

Date: __ /_-~,__~-+<J/-'--"10'--' __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @@ 
In.itial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ . 

__ ·\ngry at Rerriington /Supportive of Remington 

_ P.JJgry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C:N-:SC 

~ature/Puruose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\1odel 700 

_ claims chey experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the ti.rearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, man :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

?bone: 

Serial #: -----""-£,_....ft~&""-""? 6~/ (_!) ----'(,__!'1_15---'-~) __ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0857 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log.Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: I !J/z1/ro CSR: ____ {l_~_,.,_,'5 ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington -.- Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems e1.-perienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0858 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNI3C Storv 

Date: 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast? §_) No 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

__ .\ngry at Remington 
/ 

__.!:_ Supponi.ve of Remington 

_Angry at C:NnC for airing _Supportive of CNnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their: personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'lised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N--Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

/~11, t ._} G ;J 'V1 7 I 0 c Md' -c"/ I d r'1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0859 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Storv 

Date: __ f_0/_2-'-'1 fi_t t'J ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? <§ ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C~""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

j General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

[f the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0860 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lO(Vi/10 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ :'.\'O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/.L\ngry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 
/ 

_ .L\ngry at C:Nl3C for airing ~Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

v Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 
/ 
~ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"Y). 

YES Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

ConsumerNarne: ~~-1"-'°'~rJ~~~~~~~~~-
Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Go,'""'l fD ~de tloJA 70r}. lcifuv.q,, /.,,lo fv~'V'1 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0861 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet- 2010 C:N"-BC Storv 

Date: ---'/()'---~ ~d--='--~_,,,,_r_~ __ CSR: _10'-'--='--2>_µ ______ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Rewington /S . "R . _ uppornve or emmgton 

A.ngry at C:'.\!13C for airing _ Supponive of C:NBC 

Nature/Puruose of Call: 

/Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

~ 
_Inquisitive about Re111ington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

--G~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

/seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\1odel 700 

·- claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :'.\fodel 700 

___ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl:l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? .@ NO 

Consumer ~ ame: /1 l L/! ~ MP£ ~f, J 

_!i..ddress: 

Phone: 

serial#: 6'5~s ~s--~ 
f'";iJ) ( 

"'**Send an A.R's-label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0862 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Storv 

Date: -~/_"!)~-/~~---' _J __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry .s.t Remington / Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _ Supporrive of C:'\'l3C 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Cailing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive a.bout Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_General concern of safety with personal model iOO 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R_ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~l:'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

/ 

Phone: 03 f-33/- Jl5t.~ 

Serial(J6o) 3 // 7 S / { 6ci} 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0863 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:Nl3C Storv 

Date: _/_0_-~]_Ci_-_J_O __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ ~.\i1gry at Remington /- Supportive of Remington 

_ )....,, gr)' at C:N 13 C for airing _Supportive of C:NnC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

~Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about RemiTJgton position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O'"illS a l\fodel 700: 

~~:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R .. ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~l:'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer ~ ame: 

Address: 

{a. 

Phone: .50 '--{- IL/ 63 
Serial=±: (:) 

'-

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0864 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:Nl3C Story 

to~2q- -1u 
Date: -----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A..i"1gry at Remington /~upportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _ Supportive of CN"B C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

("Calling to offer rnppon (pro-ReIPington) 
/ 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal mod~ 600 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to fill RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0865 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ID/Qct!tD 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington /supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing ·-Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

i//Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/,~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expeiienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..:\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

f?o,ct/c;paf-£ rfl 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

5A1P . 

NO 

LS 0866 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o.1e, io/Jc{;u csR, Afl4witrafl/ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?® NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

~~01tive of Remington _ Angry at Remington 

_Angry at C:l\113C for airing _Supportive ofCNBC 

Natur.efP~rpose of Call: 

~alling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\TY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: + 
Cul!V!io -/--,, ~ ~or+ foe . h f 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0867 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: -----------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

A.I1gry at C:!\rnC for airing _ Supportive of C:Nn C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Caliing to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

ft General concern of safety with personal model 700/r/ L 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direcrion/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an Rll.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Yl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer:'.'JaIDe: --------------

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

fJcJ1Ji-~1 +/n 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0868 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Story 

Date: IT\ ~ - /() CSR: LJ/\ rJ 
0 ' I '\J ' 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast?B ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

__ L>,_.ngry at Remington ~ Supponive of Remington 

~ A .. ngry at C!\!13C for airing _Supportive of CN'l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

facalling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

.Xcalling to provide broadcast feedback · 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal ~1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a ''safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

K has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an Rt\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Senice, Dion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: CDc1\._.>1.S Q /=--i }fq .J~ 
Address:------------------

Phone: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0869 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ UU-=' _· -~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

:X'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

X has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

brnQ -. e d;v'Rf G:r+.-r.vr-r( C\v 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0870 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: lQ -:fl[\ _. l \) CSR: __,_(~~.___}/)_0 ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

.t_ Angry at Remington 

_ .. Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Supportive of Remington 

_ Supportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

/ General concern of safety with personal m~ :l /Q 
_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0871 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1 ~.A..J 
CSR:~-~~---+~~~~~~~~~~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of Cl\'nC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

~alling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not expe1ienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES g-
Consumer Name:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0872 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? & NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CN'BC for airing _ Supportive of O·rn C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

;< Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O•'l'IlS a Model 700: 

A General concern of safety with personal model 700 

A- seeldng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..A..RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0873 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 1v( L-0 CSR:--~-;(_,,---'-{,-_(._,.../ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@No 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

';>( seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion r-.iY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: Ab wsrp Cf7 'f 
***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

J-16-

NO 

LS 0874 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ !_6_,_/_'2_C,--;.----- CSR: __,,,0=-' (L--=-"-1 ........ ~C-=-...-<------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? . YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:l\TJ3C for airing _ Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

~claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~~). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

(', ie_.s 

e.fus--e 
r(~{J 

6N ~t
Htr5 AJd-r 

lJ,~ 

LS 0875 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR:--=~'----~--~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington 6- Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN""BC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

6._ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

k General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/\ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R...\RC 

If the custom.er references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l'oll'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

G-~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0876 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loe: Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: __ l_o-t-{_2_0~---- F~LV 
CSR:~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _ Supponive of CN13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0877 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Story 

lo- iq -10 
Date: --'---------- csR: -=r-'B -I rV ; r. C\ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~O 
\..__ -··-

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

. /S
1 

• fR , ~ upp01i1ve o emmgton _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~uisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_) 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

!la&- /6/77 j~· 

± :iB- ?\ARC ;fez 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0878 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:Nl3C Storv 

Date: ( o / 2-P!. fr 0 CSR:~J~W±>~----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES :NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Rerrington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ A.ngry at C:N"'BC for airing _Supportive ofCN13C 

Nature/Purnose of Cail: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a I\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal ~1ockl 700 

7-.. claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 {b.5 /-
2:._ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,i.sed to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion Nl'), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

ConsumerName: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

f,_ft.,.J 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0879 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loz Sheet- 2010 C:NI3C Storv 

Date: ( 6 r 2-C\ ( f () CSR: Ue-+f) 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

__ tuigry at Remingwn _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C~"BC 

Nature/Puroose of Call: 

_ Cailing to offer suppmt (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :\fodel 700 

_ ciaims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wai.--its firearm ir1spected (fill out address) send to an R..\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced i.n relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\'-y:). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

lf<f 2 

NO 

LS 0880 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 CN!lC Storv 

Date: ----+-'\ 0-"'--+-'\,1-<-~__.__._-\ \;__0_ CSR: _ ___._~~.......:rf/\-/'-"--------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

A.ng.;.-y at Remington _X Supportive of Remington 

_ .!l..ngry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN""BC 

~ature/Puruose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Rewington) 

_.t.rnquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer OV>'D.S a Model 700: 

:t,_ General concern of safety 'Nith personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal .\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :t\'.}7), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer ~ame: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0881 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: --+(-=-D_----"-2-_i:?.>_._( _-_,__{ ~O __ CSR: --S-.!2 . Iru; n C\ 
_) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington Aupportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNB C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

/calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/mquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_. _ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0882 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ---'-1_0_~_'2_-CJ--'--_l_O__ CSR: 3, B , I 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~NO 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

vc;eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

GJ)//A~ r;,,-6 a~ 700 

I I (} 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0883 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: -----.-'~'----..0.,,...--------
/ \ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? (,-~NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

~gry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return it to (Product Ser,ice, Ilion NY), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ c.oJ&dj Ctm.rJ2N1J.t?'J ~ aJlj) 700 s tl- 7 7 () ~. 
f!JL ~ /£;~~~ C?Jhr~ ~~ aYf ~~ iiF ti~~. 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0884 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: /O-?- q- 10 csR: ---""<J'---D=--· I_r_v_i_V\_C\__,,_ __ 
..__) 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?§ No 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of C:t\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v'General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adyised to return it to (Product Sernce, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

il!b- wat.>- °"1f /i) {) ,yrtaJ.D.? 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0885 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: ......... ( ~-+-{_z_:_~-+r~r 0 __ _ CSR:_J_~ -f&~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Rewington ~upporti ve of Remington 

_ Angry at Cl\TBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

f.=. Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0886 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: 10 - c5L~- l 0 CSR: f?fl ~iV 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast@ NO 
• 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion ~l:'). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES & 
Consumer Name: B 12.Le..u l-\,,_cae.k.\ 

Address: ------------------

Phone: "'?o 1 - ,;z.:b'ti?=- 7 o 75'" 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0887 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Story 

Date: LD - ,2,_,- 10 CSR: lffl&u., . 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .t\ngry at Remington Xupponive of Remington 

_ /Uigry at C:NtlC for airing _ Supportive of CN"B C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

JGeneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factery? 

Consumer Name: Oe0-p1 Die. K.e12-f 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES 

LS 0888 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: CSR: --=-S-=-~-=-d ____ _ 
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Reroington /supportive of Remington 

_ .A..ngry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C:NnC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>vns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction!use of personal :!\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~as not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 'BJ ~~ 
Address: ---+-'/(i'-"'fl'--'0 _ __,__7_/2_7 -~----'--/k_ff_-/-_· 

---ibi="-d-"'--'-Ji_t-'-. ___ a~-~-· _y;;_E5_-=U-'---706 o I 

Phone: 337- s-r/o- 8203 

Serial#: ------------------

NO 

***Send an ARS label*** -/o ~c/91 sl~ 
Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0889 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CN-"BC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ $_.::::;.... -""W~-----
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES <!!§) 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A..ngry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_ A . .ngry at C1'i13C for airing _ Supportive of C:!\13C 

:\fature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Cc.lling to offer suppo11 (pro-Rerriington) 

_Inquisitive about Remi.11gton position 

_ Calling to prnvide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer~arne: -+~---=~-/'!:~_/' ________ ~ 
Address: 

?hone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0890 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CN!JC Story 

Date: --=-a~M~:-Zi-¥---u_/_{;) __ CSR: --=5.---t.l1_/'---------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

P. .. ngry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C'i"°BC 

~rature/Purpose of Call: 

/cc.lling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remingron position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Q\.vns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding directionJuse of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A ...... "R..C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: ~u-//- Em/ic/ 
Address: ___ ·_3_Z_Y_~j}_-;-/;,_--~~~_G __ 

I 

Phone: {<?C-6"10 -6r&(7 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

G;) 

LS 0891 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Loz Sheet - 2010 CN13C Storv 

nate: __...t2~MI---~ _____,Z!f~, _· __ CSR: _Sb_--. -=-J ___ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES :\'O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .!\ngry at Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Supponive of CN13C 

Natur.e/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety 'Nith personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? Y'ES 

::; ;f;;rz,c/ & 
Consumer ~ ame: 

Address: 

W?//c .dfE tJP:tl~O 

Phone: Z.07 6tt'k- 7z Z-3 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

:NO 

LS 0892 



*****Intern 1 Use Only***** 

700 Lo Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: 10\aCf jJD CSR: dt~±C-
rs the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0893 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: }D}QA I 1 Q CSR: --+-+Anl-+-'---,~iL-1------
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? g NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Suppo11ive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N"BC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a ·Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be adYised to return. it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0894 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _\ ~o \_aq __ }~lD __ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? B NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for airing _Supportive of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

~snot experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: 3 0$J1. \..\e..'1-th 
Address: _Q~\ (),.--,/--_._3--=S=--4i_-~ ~A._......\J.R.~S_._. _ 

_ 'rV\____..O_c---"eb~R.._.Q.c~i.-f-, _M__,~'-=---'-J5 &> Slo 0 

Phone: a 1 s- -il1D- \5 -zs 
Serial#: --~_.__.l.__0'--l'"""-~-Y_8~d---:---
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comm.en ts: 

\ \ o wO.n.\ed ; ± ·, n ~ee.Je..d /)in ~C/12f<-I 
~N~ 'nr6u~ ~DJ~ -ce.!.erru.P 1oA--l'nrrl)nS 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0895 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: l 0' act,/ ID CSR: _.,,_,An~'j fil.____ ___ _ 
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? 8 NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supp01tive of Remington 

_Angry at C:NBC for aU-ing _ Supportive of Cl\1BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"\'ised to return. it to (Product Service, Ilion :N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

ConsurnerName: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

uJaul d r. Lt :fp hC1& X- MWIL Pm I r:B~ 
OLA- 'i a h\5 t~ reWrJL - 'K-e_.b.C.er re.cl. h·, (Y\ -tz, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0896 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C:N"BC Storv 

Date: 1o{iq/10 CSR: ___ Sett~=·~,?,_/ _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? "@ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .tiwgry at Rewington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C!\!'"BC for airing _Supportive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Rerningron) 

~Inquisitive about Re111ington position 

Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :'.\fodel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..ARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :N\:'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer :'.'Jame: 

Address: 

?bone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0897 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet- 2010 C~NBC Storv 

Date: __ I._,,· O'-+l-=--2,,--- CSR: __ 518 ........ ·~v(;::_...__ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ ~O 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ ADgJ.)' at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

A . .ngry at C:!\r"BC for airing _Supportive of C:t\nC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

V claims thev exnerienced a "safet'/' related issue with their oersonaJ :'.\1odel 700 ~ ..., r . ... 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad .. ;ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :Nl'l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer ~ ame: 

· Address: ------------------

?hone: 
( 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0898 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo£: Sheet - 2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: CSR: --~-=-..::.....;::.._·Vb,.~d~-----
ls the customer calling as a result of the broadca<t? ~NO iJ ~C\: 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .t>wgry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ P..ngry at C:N""BC for airing _Supportive of CN13C 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \;,:irh their personal :\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Dion N-Yl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer :"Jame: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0899 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CNlJC Story 

Date: _ ___.__,,\ o'--'(f--=VJ-"-, ->--'\ !~0 __ CSR: --~=--=--__,_V~------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington L Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C~l3C for airing _Supportive of Cl\""BC 

~ature!Puroose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Rerriington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ovvns a Model 700: 

K General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direcrion/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal '.\1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NYl. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer ~ame: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

" 'ti. A .w A \ ,'\.A)V.R_ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0900 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ___:/_0_-~2...;;..._C/_; /_(}_ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @No 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington 

~gry at C:Nl3C for airing 

~portive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

Zing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

/.eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_ t-ias not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0901 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: _..___/ =-'t>_,_/_~..._-s' __ } ~' f>~- CSR: D,Q,,,../ 
/-----; 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES~"\'O 
__,,,/ -

Initial tone/Attitude of the caUer: 

_Angry at Remington r Supp011ive of Remington 

_Angry at CN-:BC for airing _Supportive of Grnc 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

L General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seebng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

/claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \Vi th their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
tbe safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N""Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: ~ o r£ --Pc__ } 1 '/ / U 

Address: I l &i) J ~J f) J crJ Or .b er)[} I e-k f\ 
-' = 

tf l vJ /Q ,_,) J. C,/ 
l 

Phone: 

Serial#: __ --)~"""~_J'--:Z=,-~~>/~--------
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0902 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet- 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: . - [ f) 2~ g / ; c2 CSR: _Q~~~~,__) ------
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? '~~NO 

\...:__....,..,-

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .-\ngry at Remington /Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _ Supp011ive of Cl\TBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O'wns a Model 700: 

vG.eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related iss:ie with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion N-Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~ 
Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial #: __ /{_. r-,/--__,f/'------------
***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

JL:sT C- t..-t. r- / r> IA S-

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0903 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: ) [) /:i "JI() CSR-D_..._..__-:.;14~J....____ __ _ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? r:) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington ~Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN"'BC for airing _ Suppmtive of C:N13C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

Y-Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

.;--General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? ~ NO 

Consumer Name: v a l, ] f:"b 1..) d 

Phone: 

serial#: -""3=<--..:C~-3-'--{-'--. </_· ~.,__l---11---
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

..JJ ~.Jv 

LS 0904 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C~TBC Storv 

Date: ___ /0_1:_z~·rj_;_o __ _ 

Is the custom:r calling as a remit of the hroadcast? ~ 1'0 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_.Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C~l3C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppo11 (pro-Remington) 

_ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with Lheir personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.tlli.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factor3'? YES 

Cons um er Name: __ _.!1_r._&_./,_«_,,;:'-(----f-~-"-a_;_· ~_/i_/i_P __ _ 

Address: --------------~~--

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

(!'!iii) 

NO 

LS 0905 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N""BC Storv 

Date: __ 1---'-fJ/_-z-_q/r_o __ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~/ ~O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

__ .\ngry at Remington 

_,Angry at C:N""BC for airing 

\fature/Purnose of Call: 

_ Supportive of Remington 

/supportive of c~-:Bc 

_CG.Hing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

~General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal ~1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..Lill.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: __ _,..,,._O_b_z,t;i_O_? o/_7_~(_11_1 $~} __ 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

<)<PCOVIJ. +,'·""-" '-I ocf.a y {G /1.'t1.7, 

-/.,,, /11 . .L /)f/, 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

v 

LS 0906 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

o.,., io/JJ?r(;O csR: ~J(JVJ Tc.r11£f' 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ~ NO 

Initial tone/ Attitude of the caller: 

,~pportive of Remington _Angry at Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

./In . . . b R . . . _ qms1t1ve a out ernmgton pos1t10n 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

_ ~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_V_c spepekilcng company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\'ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ----------------~ 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

\t@J.r 
I 

NO 

LS 0907 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo£! Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Storv 

Date: 10/ L--~ 
I 

( -
CSR:~~~~·-_·/l_-~-~~C-/~~~-----

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast&O 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A.ngry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of CN"BC 

Nature/Puruose of Call: 

_ Cailing to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking compai1y feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\1odel 700 

A claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: ,J,, f--
.'i?fcJi &C 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

Svl-5 

YES NO 

LS 0908 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: CSR: __ ['._o/"\.,,_'--_\.._....../ ____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? v-@ 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at ReIDington _ Supponive of Remington 

_Angry at C:Nl3C for airing _ Suppordve of C:NBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

A- Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to pro\·ide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\fodel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..A..RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: jJ 
·f~ 

= 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0909 



*"***Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CN13C Storv 

Date: /D l Z""\ l, I 6 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ .A.ngry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ .:...ngry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C~""BC 

Nature/Puroose of Call: 

_Calling to offer suppon (pro-Re:rnii"1gton) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model iOO: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :!\fodel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fiU out address) send to an R..:\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion l\:"Y), 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

S-en'eJ ckcL 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0910 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 Cl\!l3C Storv 

Date: !o/te:;,_ (to · csR:-+-+'l)'"-<.=v--"-'-'-fh'----L-____ _ 

I~ the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ('Y~NO . ·7 
Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: \:::: 

_Angry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ P..ngry at C:Nl3C for airing _Supportive of C~""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer supp011 (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking compfu"1Y feedback regarding di.rectionJuse of personal :'.\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal :'.\fodel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion I\'"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#:------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

1 
~tk---

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0911 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

( 0 _ 'L 0i _ I ,,-.1 
Date: _____ ·_ l ___ L/ __ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? @ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to off er support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: 

Address: _________________ _ 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0912 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? § NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

bquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

v&eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they expe1ienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

K u ~ ~ECALL: 

NO 

LS 0913 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: tD - )__ 'l - ID CSR: ::5 .13 . T r v i Ii~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? e-0 
Initia one/Attitude of the caller: 

_
1
_ Angry at Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Supportive of Remington 

_bpportive of CNBC 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

~eneral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Co nun en ts: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0914 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: (0-11 - lG CSR: Q/~ 
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?& NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CJ\TBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer,..OW:n.s a Model 700: 

~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety"'related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad"ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: ------------------

Phone: 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

S1!:1 ~~~~~ \-Y 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0915 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2 Sheet - 2010 C:N"-BC Storv 

Is the customer calling as a remit of the broadcast? 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.11gry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_.Angry at C:NoC for airing _Supportive of C~oC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer ,0\vns a ~fodel 700: 

-~ral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback ;egarding directiorJuse of personal :\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..<\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'>ised to return it to (Product Service, llion .N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Addr~ss: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

\CJ °i (, IM,;i=J~~ ~) it> 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0916 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Storv 

Date: -t-( _6 ---?Jf------r---.---t--/O'<:?- CSR:_~~~~· _p..~---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast& NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _ Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _ Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer 0.wnf~ Model 700: 

~I concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: -----------------

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

o~Je otJ\&A ~Q 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0917 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet - 2010 CNBC Story 

Date: 10 ,- ra- 10 CSR: ~C_·4--1,~~=...i..==---
Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? ·~ NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_ Angry at CNBC for airing _Supportive of CNBC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive ,about Remington position 

_. Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Ow..ns·aModel 700: 

~concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion l\1Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

<: \i 

Ne.(){ &d 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

YES NO 

LS 0918 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo£! Sheet - 2010 CN"'BC Storv 

Date: / ~ 2')- 1 .) CSR: e iU 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broa_d_c_a-st_?_(_/_, ~~~,,,....;5-s..,.--N-~o-------

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: \_ 

_ A.ngry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at CN13C for airing _Supportive of C~""BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

,,/ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

//~quisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel iOO: 

/-General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~~king company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :\.fodel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.L\...RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad'\ised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion N"Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer Name: !lri1-1l > 7 
Address: 

?hone: 

Serial#: '--- . I 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

:\'O 

LS 0919 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo{! Sheet- 2010 CN13C Storv 

( '" ~ .-, c::'-/o Date: ___ u __ c?--___ 1 ___ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.ngry at Remington _ Supponive of Remington 

_ :·\.ngry at C:N""BC for airing _ Supponive of C:Nl3C 

Nature/Puroose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

_ General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal 2'1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal 2'1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.till.C 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion~"""¥). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer:\' arne: 

Address: ------------------

?hone: ,,-- , 

Serial#: ( b S-( Y Q ~L( l \0 /'T1 

***Send an AR~abel*** / 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0920 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 Cl\TBC Storv 

( D· d--"7- r ::> CJ -
Date: CSR: __ _.,,_~'--6--;--------

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast{ YE;) NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 
// 

_ A.ngry at Rerriington _Supportive of Remington 

Angry at C~l3C for a.iring _Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purnose of Call:. 

/'Galling to offer supp01t (pro-Remington) 

/ 
_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O\~'ns a Model 700: 

...::_·General concern of safety with personal model 700 
// 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \'>'ii:h their personal ~1odel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants foearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RA.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad·dsed to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer :'-Jame: ']-; r0- ~< L-'·:i 4 

Address:------------------

Phone: 

Serial#:~--~--------------~ 
***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0921 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N13C Story 

Date: CSR:~~'l(,~o_0~~~~~~~
/,/\ 

Is the customer callin~ as a result of the broadcast? :YES NO 
~ \ __/ 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

/ 
~ ,.!l.JJgry at Remington 

,.!l.JJgry at C~l3C for airing 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_Supportive of Remington 

_Supportive of C:l\13C 

_ C2.Jling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

/Inquisitive about Remington position 

~alling to provide broadcast feedback . 

Customer Ovms a Model 700: 

~ 
_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

~·~eking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims :hey experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal ~1odel 700 

~ has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R.A.RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Senice, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? 

Consumer ~ ame: L l-r ~l' ~ /?r/c£. S,,;, ,..__.,, 

Address: 

Phone: 

YES 

Serial#: ------------------

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

~o 

LS 0922 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Log Sheet-2010 CNBC Storv 

(0 ·'YA.- ((). 
Date: --~--~~-I ____ _ CSR: __ u~· ____-.-~J_} _____ _ 

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_Angry at Remington _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:t\TBC for airing _Supportive of C:N"BC 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

_Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a Model 700: 

ve;:neral concern of safety with personal model 700 

_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return. it to (Product Se nice, Ilion ~Y). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

NO 

LS 0923 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C:N-:BC Storv 

Date: -----'--'\ 0-+-.\7'-'-~-'-'\_l o_· _ CSR:----'~'----·. ----"'------

Is the customer calling as a result of the broadcast? YES NO 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

';t,.._ Supportive of Remington 

_ A.n gry at C:N'"B C for airing _ Supponive of CN13C 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

_Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

.k_ Inquisitive about Reroington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcc.st feedback 

Customer Q,vns a Model iOO: 

_General concern of safety with personal model 700 

_ seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal Model 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue v-1ith their personal :'.\fodel 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an RARC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad,ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :Nl'.l. 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES NO 

Consumer :'.'Jame: --------------

Address: 

?hone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: . -~ _ 
~v:-~· \ ~'-' 

hcullrv .\- <;a,n ~hkivv b-wt Vv.~ ~t: f o~' lo(-€., i %v e 

iV\v-oV?\- °'- ~·~ ~ V-Mw.ul b V-'eh~·tc 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington 

LS 0924 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo2: Sheet - 2010 CN""BC Storv 

Date: IQ ( d °f CSR: [fl: V 

Is the custom:r calling as a result of the broadcast@:\'o 

Initial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ A.I1gry at Remington ;>\ Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C1'TBC for airing _Supportive of C{BC 

Nature/Purnose of Call: 

X Calling to offer support (pro-Remington) 

)\ Inquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer O>'Fns a l\fodel iOO: 

X General concern of safety with personal model 700 

?\ seeking comprny feedback regarding direction/use of personal ~1odel 700 

_ claims they experienced a "safety" related issue \Vi th their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants firearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..!\RC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be advised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES 

Consumer Name: --------------

Address: 

Phone: 

Serial #:5 & 3 CJ'/ J- <z9 
. I 

***Send an ARS label*** 

Comments: 

~ a }YJ.)r-c_~-y~~ 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0925 



*****Internal Use Only***** 

700 Lo~ Sheet - 2010 C~""BC Story 

Date: CSR: --t-Tb-=--1=fi;"'+-+-: __ _ 

[s the customer calling as a result of the broadcast?@:"~"O . 
[nitial tone/Attitude of the caller: 

_ . ..\ngry at Rewingt0:.1 _Supportive of Remington 

_Angry at C:N13C for airing _ Supportive of C::\13 C 

Nature/Purpose of Call: 

_ Cailing to offer support (pro-Rewington) 

_ [nquisitive about Remington position 

_ Calling to provide broadcast feedback 

Customer Owns a l\fodel 700: 

~neral concern of safety with personal mode~? 7D 
_seeking company feedback regarding direction/use of personal :\1odel 700 

_claims they experienced a "safety" related issue with their personal Model 700 

_has not experienced a problem but wants faearm inspected (fill out address) send to an R..tillC 

If the customer references any concerns or problems experienced in relation to the operation of 
the safety of the firearm, they should be ad\ised to return it to (Product Service, Ilion :NY). 

Did they agree to return it to the factory? YES ~. 
ConsumerNarne: -------------~ 

Address: -----------------

Phone: 

Serial#: 

***Send an A.RS label*** 

Confidential-Subject to Protective Order 
Bledsoe v. Remington LS 0926 


